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"The love of life is next to the love of our own face, thus the mutilllted cry out 

for help." 

Sushruta (6th Century BC) Hindu Surgeon 
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SUMMARY 

"The Impact of Ablative Facial Cancer Surgery and the Affoct of Post-Operative 

Facial Prostheses" 

Frank Phillip Johnson 

January 2010 

This thesis examines psychosocial issues experienced by participants following a 

diagnosis of facial malignancy and ablative cancer surgery of the face. It 

investigates how participants felt about surgery and the affect that the use of 

postoperative facial prostheses had on each participant. Semi-structured 

interviews were used to capture participants' experiences of treatment. 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith 2004; Smith, Flowers & Larkin 

2009) was used to perform a content analysis of the data which revealed themes 

and sub-themes common to all participants. 

Ethical approval was granted for the inclusion of up to eight participants in the 

study. Initially twenty participants were randomly selected and contacted by 

letter. Thirteen individuals agreed to their inclusion in the study and eight were 

randomly selected for inclusion and contacted by letter. The five individuals not 

selected were contacted and thanked. Interviewing ceased after the sixth 

participant had been interviewed n=6 after no new themes relative to the study 

were discovered. 
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Some findings of the research were congruent with previous research. A 

supportive partner and family group make coping easier. Professional attendants 

who listen and allow individuals to talk have a positive impact. Findings specific 

to this study suggest that facial prostheses are useful after ablative cancer surgery 

of the face. Prostheses restore outward normality which was important for 

reasons of social acceptability. However, the study found that feelings of 

normality were not restored This concluded with a re-definition of normality for 

disfigured patients who use a facial prosthesis to incorporate the wider context 

revealed by the study. 
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Ablative 

Enucleation 

Exenteration 

Immediate Prosthesis 

Implant 

Neoplastic 

Orbit 

Osseointegration 

January 2010 

GLOSSARY 

Surgical removal of tissue - part of the body 

or growth 

Surgical removal of the globe of the eye 

Surgical removal of the contents of the orbit 

A prosthesis fitted within 2 weeks of surgery 

A small titanium screw used for the 

retention of a prosthesis 

In medicine used to describe cancerous 

tissue 

The eye socket and all its contents 

Fixation of a titanium implant in bone at a 

cellular level 
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Peripheral 

Post-operative 

Prosthesis 

January 2010 

At the edge 

After surgical operation 

Device used to replace tissue that has been 

lost through surgery or trauma or 

congenitally absent tissue 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The thesis consists of three parts. The first is the development of an analysis of 

the association between ablative facial cancer surgery, and the provision of post

operative facial prostheses which directed the development of the research focus. 

The second part of the thesis consists of a series of semi-structured interviews 

conducted with a group of participants each of whom use a facial prosthesis after 

disfiguring facial cancer surgery. The third part consists of the findings of the 

study, developed from a content analysis of the data provided by the interviews. 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine, through the analysis of semi-structured 

interviews, the psychosocial impact of facial malignancy and disfigurement and of 

the affect that facial prostheses had on study participants. The thesis is a 

contribution to health/social science and a new tool of assessment in the 

understanding of how individuals react to disfiguring facial surgery and the 

provision of prostheses. In a 'clinically governed, patient led' NHS all these 

aspects should improve patient treatment standards and satisfaction (Scally and 

Donaldson 1998). 

Chapter 1 reviews the literature and how facially disfigured individuals see 

themselves. How differences in an individual's appearance affect aspects of 

attractiveness, social acceptability and normality. The review continues with the 

prosthetic replacement of facial anatomy after surgery: historical treatment 
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regimes and contemporary options and how individuals with facial disfigurement 

cope, the methods used to harvest information about the situation and needs of the 

facially disfigured patient. 

Chapter 2 sets out the aims and objectives of the study. 

Chapter 3 details the methodology used in the conduct of the project. 

Chapter 4 presents the transcription of one interview with analytical notes from 

the author's and psychologist's perspective. The full text of each interview 

(anonymized) can be found on Computer Disc on the inside back cover (appendix 

11). 

Chapter 5 presents the findings of the study. 

Chapter 6 discusses the relevance of the findings within the study context. 

Chapter 7 includes the study conclusions and Chapter 8 Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 

discuss recommendations contribution to the literature and areas of possible 

further research. 
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The primary aim of the thesis was to discover if and to what extent, post-operative 

facial prostheses improved the lives of individuals who were subjected to facial 

cancer surgery. 

Secondly, it considers the experience of participants from initial diagnosis and 

examines the psycho-social affects and consequences on the person as an 

individual. 

Third, as a consequence of the findings of the study, recommendations are 

advanced for consideration in the treatment of facial cancer patients. 

Research of a qualitative nature was considered to be the most appropriate 

research method because, as Smith (1995) maintains, "there is a tendency for 

human indiViduality to be lost in the gross averaging of statistical 

manipulations. "Qualitative research, he said, "is a method more appropriate to 

the study of individuals and to move research back into the real world of human 

beings." Of importance was to listen to people telling of their experiences and 

not ask them simply to tick boxes to predetermined, narrow questions. 

Carr (1997) maintains that the semi-structured interview is the most effective way 

of establishing a rapport with the patient. Without this rapport it is unlikely that 

patients will feel able to reveal or discuss details that are sensitive, or about which 
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they feel shame or anticipate ridicule and rejection. The superiority, Macgregor 

(1979) argues, of the semi-structured interview, is its ability to elucidate elements 

of the human struggle and what it means to be visibly impaired. The use of semi

structured interviews fonns the basis of the research in an attempt to gain a 

detailed picture of the participant's experience following the diagnosis of facial 

cancer. This method also ensures much more flexibility than the more fonnal, 

structured interview or questionnaire. Avenues of interest that emerge in the 

interview can be explored enabling the participant to give a fuller account of their 

experience. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The face forms a very special part of human existence. It is the area of the body 

that, outwardly, gives each and every person physical identity and individuality. 

Individuals recognise themselves when looking in a mirror by the features of the 

face and are immediately recognisable to others by these same facial features. 

Facial deformity represents a marked deviation from the norm. 

It is difficult for many individuals to come to tenns with disfigurement following 

surgery for the eradication of facial cancer and some researchers have likened it to 

a grieving process (Bradbury 1996). Others suggest that facial disfigurement may 

be more difficult to incorporate into a new self image than changes that affect 

function (Dropkin 1989). 

The restoration of facial defects is often accomplished by the use of artificial 

prostheses. Prosthetic restoration of facial defects is not new. Archaeological 

finds in Egypt and China have indicated the use of artificial noses and ears for the 

restoration of facial defects which were made of wood and wax. 

The literature has recorded the use of facial prostheses to meet the needs of 

individuals with facial defects from early times and the author's professional 
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practise confinns that the demand for prosthetic restoration of facial defects 

continues. Contemporary facial prostheses are prepared using a combination of 

medical acrylic resins and silicones and at least one facial prosthetics centre exists 

in each Regional Health Authority in England and Wales (Watson et al. 2006). 

Consideration of studies of how patients react to facial disfigurement, ablative 

surgery and prosthetic replacement gives us a somewhat confusing picture. A 

review of the literature suggests that facial prostheses may be of limited use and 

remain unused save for exceptional circumstances (Newell 1999; Dropkin and 

Scott 1983). However, other studies (Schoen et al 2001; Wolfaardt et aI. 1993) 

suggest the opposite and that some prostheses are described by patients as 

becoming 'part of themselves' and do not feel like artificial substitutes. Honda et 

al. (2005) found in a study of 8 patients that a prosthesis lessened the 

psychological impact of a facial defect and eased anxiety in interpersonal 

relations. 

A study by Edwards (1997) into the care of patients with head and neck cancer 

found that facial disfigurement was an issue that patients felt was poorly handled 

by professional attendants and the public. A major finding of the study, that most 

patients wanted but did not receive, was someone who was willing to try to 

understand their needs, both in practical and emotional terms and what they were 

going through. Patients complained of not being listened to by professionals who 

presented set solutions to what they perceived were patients' problems. Edwards' 
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findings offer an opportunity to focus the research on patients' experiences and 

not on preconceived ideas or research questions. 

Ensuring a humanistic approach, USIng semi-structured interviews, this 

substantive study enabled a group of participants, n=6, to tell of their own story 

and identified how they felt about their treatment. Emphasis was placed on each 

individual's own assessment of treatment by allowing them to express how they 

felt about their experience. 
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BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

Facial defects as a consequence of the surgical treatment of neoplastic disease of 

the head and neck are often large and debilitating from both physical and 

psychological aspects (Beumer et al. 1996) and rehabilitation is often difficult and 

complex. Facial defects threaten the concept of self-image and each patient's 

response to treatment is different, whether the defect is major or minor. As the 

physical appearance changes it is considered that body image, the way that we see 

ourselves, also changes. The patient may go through various stages of grief as the 

process proceeds and patients often develop a revised self-image (Dropkin 1981). 

Some patients have felt the need to document and share their experiences, 

possibly in a cathartic exercise, after suffering facial disfigurement through 

disease or trauma (Piff 1985; Partridge 1990). 

Pioneering clinical research by Macgregor (1951) focused on the psychosocial 

phenomena of the role of self-concept or body image and patients' sensitivity to 

body impairment. The way in which facial disfigurement influenced social and 

personal interactions was included in this work. Researchers studying the 

psychosocial effects of psoriasis (Kent and Keohane 2001) found that quality of 

life and body image issues were most relevant for patients whose condition was 

visible on their face or hands. A strong sense of despair and depression typically 

accompanies the impairment or loss of a body part. This is especially true if that 

part of the body is in the facial region (Bailey and Edwards 1975). Often, there is 
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anxiety over how prosthetic treatment might affect appearance and some patients 

may have unrealistic expectations of prosthetic treatment, which may complicate 

the acceptance of a new prosthetic device. Newell (1998), one of the foremost 

workers in facial disfigurement in the UK held the opinion that patients were 

unlikely to have a prosthesis fitted or go to the trouble of wearing it "In the 

absence of considerable disruption." This may be due to many factors including 

the lifelike quality of the device, the method of retention or the patient's 

emotional state. 

The patient experience of facial disfigurement and prosthetic restoration 

formulated the focus of this research. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Facial Disfigurement and Prosthetic Replacement 

Ablative surgery for the eradication of facial malignancy often results in facial 

defects postoperatively. For most individuals, this assault to the self is of major 

concern (Bonanno et al. 2010; Thompson and Kent 2001). Because of their 

complexity many defects are difficult to reconstruct surgically and are concealed 

by the placement of a facial prosthesis. Figure 1 shows a patient with a carcinoma 

of the left cheek and orbit with a prosthesis in preparation post surgically. 

Figure 1 - Carcinoma of the left cheek with a prosthesis in preparation 
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Prostheses are fabricated from hard or soft materials or a combination of both, 

usually acrylic resins and medical silicones and in some instances replace both 

form and function. In cases where cosmetic restoration only is possible, it is the 

intention that this will enable patients to better cope with their situation. Figure 2 

shows an adhesive retained prosthesis used to conceal the surgical defect created 

after surgical resection of the nose following diagnosis of a facial tumour. 

Figure 2 - Patient with an adhesive retained prosthesis 

Cancer and the potential threat to life may result in emotional shock and post

traumatic stress symptoms (Ehlers, Mayou and Bryant 1998). Fear of recurrence 

(Campbell, Marbella and Layde 2000) and the depression caused by that fear 

(Bjordal and Kaasa 1995) also affect some individuals. The removal of facial 
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malignancy may cause additional problems because of the potential to alter facial 

appearance and impair communication and sensory function. 

Newell (2000) investigated some of the psychological consequences of facial 

disfigurement that arose from various causes. He developed treatment options 

based on cognitive-behavioural therapy. Newell concentrated on commonly 

avoided situations, for example, shopping trips or social visits and developed 

regimes to overcome the fear felt by an individual. Newell's study is important 

and though much of Newell's research was quantitative he maintains that 

qualitative research has been of considerable importance in 'mapping the 

territory' with regard to the experiences of the facially disfigured, providing a 

valuable insight into these experiences. First hand accounts by the facially 

disfigured, he argued, demonstrated the range and degree of difficulty 

experienced more forcefully than quantitative approaches. Newell holds the 

opinion that health professionals who treat facially disfigured patients should have 

an understanding of how disfigurement affects body image to better appreciate the 

difficulties associated with the stress and adjustment required after facial 

disfigurement. He maintains that an understanding of a patient's psychological 

problems could be useful in treatment situations and that sympathy and a degree 

of empathy offered by attendants may be beneficial to the success of treatment. 

Rumsey (1983) believes that people place much emphasis on the information 

provided within the communication triangle of eyes and mouth and reactions to 
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disfigurement in this area may be more extreme than to disfigurement of 

peripheral facial features. In later work, Rumsey Clarke and White (2003), 

Rumsey et al. (2004) and Rumsey, and Harcourt (2004) found that 'minor' 

conditions may be dismissed by health professionals in terms of a patient response 

that is considered to be 'out of proportion' to the disfigurement. However a study 

by Ong et al. (2007) into disfiguration caused by facial lipoatrophy found no 

correlation between the severity of the condition and the degree of psychological 

distress that it caused. 

Research into the acceptability of orbital prostheses by lebriel (1980) looked at a 

series of patients who had undergone exenteration of an orbit for facial cancer and 

had been treated with either an orbital prosthesis or an eye patch to conceal the 

surgical defect. A questionnaire was used to gather information. Orbital 

prostheses had been prepared for half of the patients and an eye patch had been 

given to the other half. The purpose of the study was to detennine whether 

patients were dissatisfied with their orbital prostheses and might accept an eye 

patch more readily. Areas investigated were methods of retention, colouring 

technique, type of material used, comfort and cosmetic acceptability. The study 

concluded that given a choice, 67% of patients would prefer an orbital prosthesis 

and that 75% of patients who used an eye patch would prefer an orbital prosthesis. 

The study also found that the prosthetist may be of benefit in other ways and 

increase the success of prosthetic treatment. By becoming familiar with the 

patient's expectations, personality characteristics and bis/her attitude and 
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emotional problems, the prosthetist can express empathy and gain the patient's 

co-operation. This approach often resulted in a more readily accepted restoration. 

Goiato et al. (2007 & 2009) found that facial prostheses offered advantages in the 

treatment of facial malignancy cases in that prosthetic rehabilitation of patients 

resulted in earlier psychosocial re-integration. Successful rehabilitation and the 

patient's acceptance of the prosthesis were dependent on materials choice and 

colour stability and the method of retention. Satisfaction also improved if 

professional attendants reacted positively to patients and offered sympathy and 

understanding. 

Markt and Lemon (2001) made similar findings in a study of 76 prosthesis users 

regarding the relationship between patient satisfaction, colour stability of the 

silicone and method of retention. In a study of 75 patients who used an implant 

retained prosthesis Hooper et al. (2005) found that patient satisfaction was 

influenced by unrealistic expectations of colour stability and longevity and that 

information and advice given to patients should be as complete as possible, which 

improved patient satisfaction. 

Gritz and Hoffinan (1996) studied facially disfigured patients and agreed that 

cancers of the head and neck produce obvious defects and although the provision 

of prostheses offered their users a degree of normality, most still bore negative 

thoughts about their appearance. However analysis by Bou et al. (2006) of two 
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hundred and fifteen patient files suggested a continual increase in patient demand 

for maxillofacial prostheses between the study dates July 1996 and July 2002. 

This was due in part to the development of new materials, methods of retention 

and techniques. The study concluded that the use of a prosthesis offers aesthetic 

and psychological benefits whilst allowing visual monitoring of the surgical site 

by professional attendants. Figure 3 shows an orbital prosthesis used to cover the 

defect after exenteration of the left eye and orbit following orbital exenteration for 

an adenoid cystic carcinoma. Removal of the prosthesis allows detailed 

examination of the area. 

Figure 3 - Patient with an orbital prosthesis 

A study by Toljanic, Heshmati and Walton (2003) of patients with facial cancer 

indicated that delay in fitting patients with facial prostheses post operatively 

increased the potential for serious adverse psychosocial consequences. Two 
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patients were fitted with temporary facial prostheses immediately after major 

facial surgery. They found that these patients were more confident and 

comfortable in social and family situations during the post-operative healing 

phase than previously operated patients who were not fitted with prostheses. 

Retention of the prosthesis was achieved by the use of white dressing tape, a 

method which would have been immediately obvious, or by the use of skin 

adhesives. Skin adhesives provide an effective method of retention but can be 

difficult to use and may be problematic for elderly or less dextrous patients. 

Accuracy in placement of the prosthesis at the first attempt is essential to ensure 

that removal and replacement is not required. Notwithstanding these difficulties, 

the patients in the study reported that they had felt very comfortable in family 

situations and when attending social events whilst wearing their temporary 

prostheses. 

The retention of a prosthesis may be a factor in the success, or failure of 

prosthetic treatment. Adhesive retained prostheses as described in the literature 

are held to the skin surface via the use of medical adhesives (Roberts 1971). 

Implant retained prostheses rely on metal implants placed into bone for their 

retention and stability (Tjellstrom 1990). 

In a study by Chang et al. (2005) of the 2 different methods of retention, higher 

positive ratings were reported by the group who used implant retained prostheses. 
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A study by Wagenblast et aI. (2008) of 5 patients who used an implant retained 

prosthesis found similar results. The study concluded that a high degree of 

satisfaction and social re-integration was possible using implant retained 

prostheses after debilitating facial surgery. 

These conclusions were re-iterated in the findings of other workers who also 

suggested that patients' satisfaction increased with implant retained prostheses 

because of a more life-like natural appearance partly brought about by enhanced 

peripheral integrity (Schoen et al. 2001; Arcuri and Rubenstein 1998; Parel et al. 

1986). The prosthesis is rendered less conspicuous by the blending of the edge 

more naturally with the surrounding skin. Schoen also found that in contrast to an 

adhesive retained prosthesis, an implant retained device was not experienced as a 

foreign object by patients but experienced "as a part of themselves." Westin et 

a1. (1999) and Tollman and Taylor (1996) made similar findings. Figure 4 on 

page 28 shows two osseointegrated implants placed into the floor of the nose after 

nasal resection. 
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Figure 4 - Patient with an implant retained nasal prosthesis 

1.2 Difficulties Associated With Disfigurement 

Difference and unfamiliarity to one' s peers formed the basis of a study by Perry et 

al. (1998) who found that during the development of an individual a small 

catalogue of familiar faces, of family members, friends and individuals in the 

local community, is built up and stored in the brain as templates. A familiar and 

that which is considered to be a normal face, is thought to elicit a ' safe ' response 

in the individual and an unfamiliar and/or disfigured face an alarm response in 

that same individual. Macgregor (1990) conducted similar studies and concluded 

that the ' civil inattention' normally conferred by strangers on one another is 

denied to people whose appearance is different. Individuals with a facial 
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disfigurement were noted in many studies to report frequent exposure to stares, 

hurtful comments and intrusive questions for many years after the initial surgery 

or trauma (Rumsey, Bull and Gahagen 1982). Previous studies (Houston and Bull 

1994; Langer et aI. 1976; Partridge 1997) suggest that individuals who appear to 

others as different from that which is considered normal attract negative feedback 

which can include staring, personal comments and avoidance that exacerbates and 

compounds the difficulties for the facially disfigured individual. 

Noles, Cash and Winstead (1985) and Cash and Prusinsky (1990) found that 

facially disfigured individuals were less satisfied with their bodies as a whole and 

saw themselves as less physically attractive than non-facially disfigured subjects. 

The expectation is that an attempt to restore the norm as far as possible, by the 

provision of facial prostheses, would alleviate some of the problems that patients 

might encounter. 

McGrouther (1997) maintains that at the root of the patient's distress lies the 

pressure of modem cosmopolitan society to conform to an idealised appearance. 

The suggestion is that image and beauty are modem prerequisites for success, 

portraying a particular "look" as desirable, diminishing the value of individuals 

who deviate from the face or form of the moment. 

Sarwer et aI. (1999) studied 24 men and women with facial defects. All were 

more dissatisfied with their facial appearance than a control group. They reported 
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lower levels of self-esteem and quality of life and more than one third said they 

had experienced discrimination in employment and social settings because of 

how, they felt, they appeared to others. 

1.3 Physical Attractiveness 

The literature suggests that alterations in the facial region involve changes in the 

patient's sense of attractiveness. Most individuals prefer to rest in the knowledge 

that they present an exterior that others will find normal and attractive. Legends 

are commonplace in history and folklore regarding beauty and physical 

attractiveness. Wicked people are often portrayed as ugly, sometimes scar faced, 

warty or deformed. Children are introduced to this stereotype from an early age. 

The classic fairy tales such as Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast and Snow White 

and the Seven Dwarves are examples of this. The implication is that beauty or 

physical attractiveness is important to the majority of individuals (Bull and 

Rumsey 1988). Studies into Physical attractiveness (Berscheid and Walster 1974) 

suggest that individuals who are considered physically attractive generally enjoy a 

distinct social advantage compared to people who are considered unattractive. 

Research into why "attractive" people might be preferred was tested by 

participants who attempted to estimate, by scrutinising monochromatic 

photographs, the characteristics of men and women who varied in attractiveness 

(Dion, Berscheid and Walster 1972). The results confirmed that individuals who 

were considered more physically attractive were also thought more likely to 
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possess socially desirable traits such as intelligence, professional success and 

marital harmony than subjects of lesser attractiveness. Participants in the study 

were also of the opinion that more "physically attractive" people would be 

friendlier individuals and be easier to 'get along with' in social situations and 

Efran (1974) concluded that evidence existed to support the theory that 

individuals perceived to be attractive are more likely to be acquitted of a crime. 

1.4 Normal Appearance 

Normal appearance according to Harris (1997) is an individual concept and is 

accepted and defined as being "the perception of sameness in the appearances of 

others." It might be presumed therefore that the provision of a prosthesis may 

restore the user to normality or a degree of normality if the individual accepts that 

his or her appearance had been restored to an acceptable sameness. The 

'sameness' and normality seen by individuals in others is not only sought by the 

facially disfigured but as Gregory (2005) and Prout, Hayes and Gelder (1999), 

argue, sought by sufferers of other illnesses. 

The concept of normality and attractiveness is highly individual. Being visibly 

different is also a highly individual concept that is derived from an individual's 

self-comparison with the 'normal' appearance of others and from onlookers 

expressed opinions. Appearance cannot be measured objectively and there is no 

defined range of what is 'normal appearance'. 
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1.5 Abnormal Appearance 

Abnonnal appearance is defined by Harris (1982) as an appearance that deviates 

from an individual's concept of nonnal appearance. "If an individual perceives 

that an aspect of their appearance, or that of another, is abnormal, then that 

perception causes them little or no concern, or it does." In the latter event, a 

facially disfigured individual can become preoccupied with their abnormality and 

become sensitive about the possibility that others might be aware of the 

abnonnality. This reaction may cause psychological distress and a preoccupation 

with body image. An example of this is when individuals (especially young 

women) see themselves as being overweight, though of clinically nonnal weight 

and become anorexic in an effort to lose fat and regain their 'ideal' body image. 

Moss (1997) reports of individuals with facial defonnity who demonstrate a 

positive attitude and cope with their difficulties in a more constructive manner. 

Konradsen, Kirkevold and Zoffinann (2009) and Bronheim (1994) suggest that 

this feeling is due, in the case of cancer patients, to the removal of the 'bad part' 

imparting a feeling of elation and an increased chance of survival. But Strauss 

(1989) argued that feelings of increased vulnerability are also present after the 

'equipment' used to deal with the world has been removed. West (1977) also 

argues that patients may see disfigurement as being more acceptable than death. 
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1.6 Body Image and its Disturbance 

The head and neck region is extremely significant within the concept of body 

image. It is the most prominent part of the body and provides identity. The face 

lends animation to intellect, emotion and communication. It is the centre for the 

senses of vision, hearing, taste and smell and an attractive facial appearance is 

frequently correlated with feelings of well being (Fawzy, Secher and Evans 1994; 

Anderson and Johnson 1994). 

The image that most individuals hold in their minds of how they appear both to 

themselves and to others is known as Body Image. The classic definition of body 

image is that described by Schilder (1938) who said that "body image is the 

picture of our body that we fonn in our minds of how we think we appear to 

ourselves and to others." He said that body image is dynamic and changes in 

response to alterations in mood and even changes in clothing as fashion dictates. 

Consider how a new hairstyle might change one's own perception of oneself and 

how it affects our outward appearance and behaviour when commented on by 

family and friends. 

Dropkin (1999) agrees with this definition of body image. This perception, she 

believes, occurs largely at a subconscious level and is normally regulated by the 

condition of the body at any given time. Therefore an individual's body image 

might change from day to day depending upon individual circumstances. 
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Cohen Khan and Steeves (1998) argue that the body is a tool of social expression 

and a way of existing in the world. The way in which each individual interacts 

with fellow human beings is connected to the picture we have of our outer self, in 

our minds eye. This is similar to Schilder's definition. If that outer self changes 

as is the case with the facially disfigured then our inner picture must also change 

and our interaction with others changes also. 

A comprehensive account of body image is that of Price (1990). His view of 

body image consists of three related components: body reality, body ideal and 

body presentation. He sees these elements existing in a state of tension or balance 

that make up a satisfactory body image. Price supposes that any alteration to 

body reality will upset the balance and increase the tension between body reality 

and body ideal. Body presentation will be altered as a consequence. If this 

alteration to body reality is a result of surgery or disease it may well be 

accompanied by some degree of emotional turmoil, especially if the disease is life 

threatening (Neill and Waldrop 1998). To decrease the tension and compensate 

for the change in body reality, a person may alter the way in which he or she 

presents himlherself to the world or develop strategies for coping with this altered 

body ideal. Phobic behaviour, particularly in social situations is often the result 

(Newell 2002). 

Facial defects threaten the concept of self-image and each patient's response is 

different, whether the defect is major or minor. When the external appearance 
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changes it is presumed that body image changes also. The patient may go through 

various stages of grief as the process of healing (if healing does in fact occur. 

Author's italics) progresses and patients often develop a revised self-image. 

Research by Rozen et al. (1972) and Sykes, Curtis and Cantor (1972) investigated 

the effects of surgically acquired facial defects on body image and the quality of 

life of patients. The study found that aspects such as employment status and the 

amount of social interaction enjoyed by patients after surgery were considerably 

lower. A study of 28 patients by Vickery et ale (2002) into facial disfigurement 

after surgery for head and neck cancer found that participants did not experience 

lower quality of life compared with other cancer patients or normal populations 

but in some instances their partners reported greater distress. 

Klein et al. (2005) studied the quality of life of S8 patients who used a facial 

prosthesis after facial surgery. The findings suggested that the quality of life of 

participants was reduced and that their body image was significantly altered. 

Participants also felt that their sexual attraction was remarkably diminished and 

that they emitted an unpleasant odour. Work by Papadopoulos, Bor and Legg 

(1999) into disfiguring skin conditions found similar results. 
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1. 7 Facial Prostheses: Historical Penpective 

The prosthetic restoration of facial defects is not new. A report (Cowell 1973) of 

a text from 2nd century Buddhist history tells of a Brahmin who lost the tip of his 

nose in an accident with a sword and, ''wore a prosthesis which was attached to 

his face with a glue-like ointment." Ears, noses and lips made of wax were 

known to the ancient Egyptians. Sufficient literature exists (Conroy 1983) to 

prove that ancient Indians used nasal prostheses ''which were made of lacquer and 

had a tendency to come loose when their wearers were sweating." Leather eye 

patches worn in Greco-Roman times were painted with eyes and lashes and 

retained using wax and twine (Niiranen 1947) and the Chinese made facial 

prostheses using wood, wax and clay. 

In the 16th century a French Surgeon, Ambrose Pare and Falcinelli, a surgeon 

from Florence tried to overcome the problems associated with the retention of 

facial prostheses and attached leather covered metal bands to some prostheses, 

which fitted around the back of the head. Orbital prostheses included natural 

sponges on their fitting surfaces that engaged anatomical undercuts to provide 

retention. 

Due to the increased use of vulcanised rubber in dentistry in the 19th century, 

Vulcanite together with celluloid, introduced in 1869, were used for the 
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fabrication of prostheses until the middle of the 20th century and porcelain, gold, 

silver and glass together with gelatine have been used as prosthetic materials. 

The introduction of the acrylic resins and the silicone elastomers by F.S. Kipping 

in the 1940's led to their widespread use in facial prosthesis fabrication. They 

remain the materials most often used today, however, no material presently used 

is ideal for the replacement of human tissue (Roberts undated manuscript: 

personal communication 2006). 

Contemporary prosthetic treatment is compromised by inadequate retention. Skin 

adhesives provide adequate retention but can be difficult to use. Mechanical 

retention may allow the prosthesis to slip out of position and often is 

supplemented by adhesives to maintain a reasonable marginal fit. 

1.8 Adhesive Retained Faeial Prostheses 

Spirit gums have been used for many years and latex rubber adhesives are still 

used by some patients. The majority of patients who use adhesive retained 

prostheses employ some form of solvent-based silicone adhesive. Many 

adhesives are available under different trade names but all are of a similar 

chemical composition. Short chain dimethylpolysiloxane polymers are combined 

with a solvent, and are supplied in either an aerosol can or in a brush capped 

bottle (Hulland, Hulland and Turner 1983). A thin layer of adhesive is applied to 
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the fitting surface of the prosthesis and the solvent allowed to evaporate for up to 

five minutes before the prosthesis is positioned on the face and figure 5 shows an 

orbital prosthesis retained in an exenterated orbit by silicone adhesive following 

exenteration of the right orbit In the treatment of meningioma. 

Figure 5 - Patient with an adhesive retained prosthesis 

The area around the defect site may be wiped with isopropyl alcohol or similar 

agent to degrease the skin. This increases the adhesive to skin bond. After the 

prosthesis is positioned, pressure is applied to the margins to strengthen the 

adhesive bond. The adhesive remains waterproof and the strength of the bond 

ensures that, if used correctly, the prosthesis will remain in position for many 

hours. Bond strength is the main advantage of solvent-based adhesives, and, 

patients can confidently rely upon the prosthesis remaining in position after 

application. Among the disadvantages of adhesive retention are: -
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1. reduction in the aesthetic acceptability and longevity of the prosthesis due 

to colour and texture changes induced by the frequent use of adhesive and 

cleansing agents used to remove adhesive layers from the fitting surface. 

2. the need to increase the cross sectional dimension of the periphery to 

prevent the silicone from tearing on removal renders the prosthesis more 

conspicuous. 

3. the contact nature of the adhesive requires the patient to position the 

prosthesis correctly at every application. Failure necessitates that the 

prosthesis be removed and cleaned before re-application. 

4. the use of adhesive and cleansing agents on the skin may result in a 

contact dermatitis and together with the impervious barrier produced by 

placing the prosthesis directly on to the skin surface may result in dermal 

intolerance. Barrier creams and tissue conditioners may be used to 

prevent or treat these conditions. 

S. the force required to break the adhesive to skin bond may have a traumatic 

effect on the skin especially where tissues have been irradiated. 

6. elderly patients may not possess the manual dexterity required to apply 

adhesive and correctly place the prosthesis on the face. 

7. accumulation of dust particles at the periphery through the inaccurate and 

over application of adhesive renders the prosthesis more conspicuous than 

it might otherwise have been. 
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1.9 Anatomical and Mechanical Retention 

Skin adhesives remain relatively inexpensive and readily available. Presently, the 

majority of patients who require facial prosthetic rehabilitation will be treated 

with some form of adhesive retained prosthesis (Johnson et al. 2000). In patients 

where favourable anatomical undercuts are present, soft silicone flanges or 

compressible silicone sponge may be incorporated within the prosthesis to engage 

the undercut areas and provide retention. Figure 6 on page 41 shows an orbital 

prosthesis prepared with soft silicone flanges on the upper and medial aspects of 

the fitting surface that engage anatomical undercuts in the exenterated left orbit. 

The retention is completed by the application of a small amount of medical 

adhesive applied to the lateral or outer edge of the prosthesis and direct pressure 

applied to secure the prosthesis into position. Retention of this type must be 

monitored carefully as pressure from flanges can result in ulcerated areas of tissue 

that the patient may be unaware of through the surgical interruption of sensory 

innervation. Where none of these systems is possible, purely mechanical means 

of retention may be employed (Udagama 1983). 
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Figure 6 - Patient with an orbital prosthesis prepared with soft silicone flanges 

The fixation of a prosthesis to spectacles may be used as a method of retention. 

Slippage of the spectacle frame during use may result in a space appearing 

between the face and the prosthesis which may detract from the aesthetics of the 

prosthesis. 

1.10 Implant Retained Facial Prostheses 

Osseointegrated implant retention of facial prostheses has been available since the 

mid 1970's (Tjellstrom and Granstrom 1995). The retention of a facial prosthesis 

via implants is enabled by the use of commercially pure titanium implant fixtures 

placed into a suitable bone site to which percutaneous abutments are connected. 

The abutments permit the attachment of retentive elements that retain and support 

a facial prosthesis. Osseo integration is defmed as a "Direct structural and 
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functional connection between ordered, living bone and the surface of a load 

carrying implant." (Branemark, Zarb and Albrektsson 1985). Osseointegration is 

dependent on the use of an atraumatic surgical technique which preserves the 

blood supply and encourages the growth of osteoblasts in the tissue that surrounds 

the metallic implant. A stabilized and unloaded implant fixture until 

osseointegration is complete is essential to prevent fibrinolytic activity in the 

operative site. The use of implants permits the retention of extra oral prostheses. 

Patients who exhibit defects after surgery to remove tumours of the head and neck 

may be treated with facial prosthetic restorations that are aesthetically pleasing 

and may enjoy a longer lifespan than their adhesive retained counterparts. 

Implant retained prostheses can be easier and quicker to position than adhesive 

retained prostheses and may be more retentive than anatomically or mechanically 

retained prostheses. The advances in the application and appearance of 

restorative prostheses may offer the patient better options. 

The introduction of the Branemark extra oral implant system (Branemark et al. 

1977) provided patients with a means of retention for facial prostheses together 

with improved marginal fit. Component systems include gold alloy bars attached 

to the percutaneous abutments of the implants over which gold clips, contained 

within the prosthesis, fit. 

For patients who find difficulty cleaning under the bar and in situations where 

multiple implant fixtures are placed, closed field magnet retention may be 
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employed. Figure 7 shows a patient with two osseointegrated implants placed 

into the lateral wall of the orbit. Medical magnets, attached to osseo integrated 

implants, provide the retention. The ease of placement ensures that even the less 

dextrous patient can position the prosthesis quickly and accurately. 

This system of retention is not suitable in every case. Implants placed in 

medically compromised patients may not enjoy the usual levels of success 

(Leonardi et al. 2008). Bone that has received high doses of radiation becomes 

hypocellular and the success of osseointegration is reduced (Roumanas, Chang 

and Beumer 2006). 

Figure 7 - Patient with two osseo integrated implants 
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This, combined with cellular and vascular effects, as a result of late tissue 

changes, demineralises bone and renders it more susceptible to infection and 

avascular necrosis. The success of osseointegration has been reported by some 

workers (Granstrom, Tjellstrom and Branemark 1999; Benateau et al. 2001) to be 

increased by the hyperbaric oxygenation of tissue. This, it is felt, promotes 

osseointegration by the encouragement of fibroblastic activity and collagen 

production which creates a matrix for capillary budding and neovascularisation. 

But a study by Toljanic et al. (2005) found no evidence to suggest that implant 

survival rates were increased by the use of hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Egusa et 

al. (2008); Sicilia et al. (2008) and du Preez, Butow and Swart (2007) suggest that 

a titanium allergy might prevent the use of osseointegrated implants in some 

patients. Allergic responses were diagnosed in some patients who had received 

titanium dental implants with complete remission of symptoms demonstrated after 

removal of the implants. Maintenance of the implant site via a regular cleaning 

regime is essential. The interface of abutment and soft tissue is a focus for 

infection and may result in overgranulation (Hampton 2007) of tissue. The skin 

should be thinned and hair follicles removed or a split skin graft placed at the time 

of abutment connection. Guo, Schwedtner and Klein (2008) found that skin depth 

was an important and valuable indicator for the evaluation of peri-implant soft 

tissue. 
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1.11 Coping 

The literature suggests that the loss of body parts can give rise to feelings of grief 

similar to those experienced when a relative, friend or loved one dies (Maguire 

and Murray-Parkes 1998). It is suggested that for recovery from the loss to occur, 

an individual learning to successfully cope with the removal of a body part passes 

through different stages of mourning. Dysfunctional coping strategies (Vos and 

Haes 2007; Rabinowitz and Peirson 2006) such as rejection or denial (Hardy and 

Kell 2009) of the situation and a yearning for the restoration of the previous 

situation; followed by anger, confrontation and the "why me" comments are often 

made. Depression may ensue, followed by acceptance of the new situation 

(Stanton, Danoff-Burg and Huggins 2002). If acceptance does not occur, Shultz 

(2009) argues that the depressive state will continue and some individuals will 

continue to rely on dysfunctional or emotional coping strategies (Miceli and 

Castelfranchi 200 1) and possibly develop anxiety symptoms. For others, 

acceptance of their altered situation, possibly through problem focused coping 

strategies, and new body image leads to a more successful process of coping. 

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) defined coping as ''the cognitive and behavioural 

efforts used to manage demands appraised as stressful or exceeding resources." 

Similarly, Dropkin and Scott (1983) believe that patients with facial disfigurement 

combine cognitive and behavioural efforts to manage external and/or internal 

demands that are taxing their resources. The ability to cope adequately with the 
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defect both emotionally and physically reduces the chance of infection while 

increasing compliance with follow-up care and reducing social isolation. The 

facial disfigurement and dysfunction associated with surgery for head and neck 

cancer predisposes patients to unique physiological problems and psychosocial 

needs. Recovery from head and neck cancer surgery can include relentless 

debilitating, long term, physical, emotional and behavioural problems (Gamba et 

al. 1992; McDonough et al. 1996; Morton 1997). 

List et al. (2002) found, in a study of patients diagnosed with head and neck 

malignancy, that the most common coping mechanism was seeking social 

support. Finding someone to talk to about their situation and predicament and/or 

making an action plan to follow and trying to focus the problem(s). The least 

common strategy, List found, was behavioural escape-avoidance in which patients 

would adopt a wait and see attitude or take the stress and strain out on other 

people. The findings suggest that as treatment progressed, quality of life declined 

but for many study participants, quality of life levels had returned to near pre

treatment levels within 1 year of the start of treatment. Further; most participants 

did not have a pre-treatment strategy. This suggests that patients find ways of 

coping with a corresponding improvement in their situation and quality of life. 

Furness (2005); Furness et al. (2006) and Vidhubala et al. (2006) in similar 

studies made similar findings. 
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A study of 25 patients by Sommerfeld and Drepper (1985) with facial 

disfigurement which included patients with port wine stains and surgically 

acquired defects underwent in-depth interviewing. The study concluded that not 

only was it essential to take into account the psychosocial problems confronting 

these individuals but that early intervention of health professionals in a supportive 

role alongside emotional support given by family and friends considerably 

alleviated the coping process. 

Research into the recovery of women after breast cancer (Neuling and Winefield 

1987) found that patients come to terms with their situation and better coped if 

they received emotional, sympathetic support from their partners and family 

members. The same study also showed that coping was enhanced if patients 

received empathetic support from their professional attendants. Lemon et al. 

(2005) found that patients who were aware of a positive interaction between 

members of the surgical/prosthetic team and the attention to detail paid by the 

team to every aspect of care resulted in a more satisfactory prosthetic outcome 

and an improved patient quality of life. Gastmans (2002) and Lutzen (2006) 

argue that morality and the care of the sick are interlinked and are essential 

prerequisites for the successful and sensitive treatment of those in need. 

Good interpersonal communication between patient and professional attendants 

has shown a reduction in psychological morbidity (Fallowfield 1995). Families 

and partners were thought to be particularly important in helping patients cope 
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(Ell 1996) and Ford, Lewis and Fallowfield (1995) suggested that the lack of 

sympathetic support from a partner was not compensated for by support from 

other sources. Bushkin (1995) found that professional attendants who treat cancer 

patients have been referred to by some patients as guides, accompanying and 

supporting them through the treatment journey and are there for them at various 

stages of that process. Bowers (2008) maintains that the support provided to 

patients should also continue for as long as the patient wishes. Walker, Risvedt 

and Haughey (2003) also found that professional attendants who were caring and 

attentive to the psychosocial needs of cancer patients increased their level of 

satisfaction with treatment overall. Patients with malignancy who have been 

through the treatment journey are convinced that the journey is made easier by 

staff who are prepared to simply allow the patient to talk and listen. 

The provision of facial prostheses, including temporary prostheses in the early 

post-operative phase may help patients to cope. A study of 75 adults (Dropkin 

2001) suggested that the ability to cope effectively with facial disfigurement, pre 

and post surgery, mediated the stress often associated with major facial surgery. 

1.12 Quantitative methods of Analysis 

Previous quantitative studies (Sherman et al. 2000; Katz et al. 2000, Terrell et al. 

1997) of facial disfigurement attempted to assess, identify and measure the extent 

of patients' problems and needs in an attempt to answer research questions and/or 
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prior to fonning an effective treatment plan. Carr argues that effective assessment 

rests upon researchers and clinicians having a clear picture of what they need to 

know in order to make informed decisions about the problem(s) and, if it is to be 

offered, subsequent care and treatment. Generally, in quantitative research, there 

is a greater reliance on structured interviews and questionnaires which elicit 

answers to questions which have been formulated from pre-determined categories. 

These answers may then be numerically analysed. The interviewer or questioner 

will aim to use short specific questions, asked in a particular order keeping 

exactly to the schedule. This method of data capture deliberately constrains the 

participant into answering in a specific way and areas considered important by the 

participant might not be predicted or prioritised by the investigator. 

1.13 Qualitative methods of Analysis 

Carr views the semi-structured interview as the most effective way of establishing 

a rapport with the patient. Without a degree of rapport, it is unlikely that patients 

will feel able to reveal or discuss details that are sensitive, or about which they 

feel shame or anticipate ridicule and rejection. A paradigm shift (Smith, Jarman 

and Osborn 1995) was emerging in the mid 1990's that was concerned more with 

persons and individuals rather than statistics and variables. Psychosocial research 

was becoming more open to areas which were central to everyday life and 

research into these areas conducted in the 'real world' of human experience. For 

many years some workers in the field had felt discontent and become concerned 
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with the narrowness of research. The emphasis on laboratory studies, 

experimental design and statistical analysis led a number of researchers to criticise 

the limitations of its practise and call for a new, non-experimental paradigm 

(Gergen 1973; Harre and Secord 1976; Shotter 1975).This paradigm shift arose 

from a frustration with academic psychology's failure to address human 

individuality, which is lost in the averaging of statistical data. Semi structured 

interviews and qualitative analysis are especially suitable where the interest is in 

issues that are complex, controversial and/or personal. Smith and Osborn (2003) 

and Smith and Eatough (2006) argue that the advantages of the semi-structured 

interview over a less flexible regime are that it facilitates rapport and empathy 

with the participant whilst at the same time, allowing greater flexibility. This 

enables the interview to access novel areas encountered during the course of the 

session which tends to produce richer data and gives the patient the knowledge 

that they are being listened to. 

Macgregor (1953, 1979), one of the most influential researchers into facial 

disfigurement has carried out her work for over SO years from a humanistic, 

qualitative standpoint. She maintains that the superiority of the in-depth semi

structured interview lies in its ability to elucidate elements of the human struggle 

with visible impairment and of aspects such as social disadvantage and adjustment 

to the altered situation. 
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Qualitative methods can elicit the understanding and meaning that individuals 

attach to thoughts.. Qualitative methods also allow people to describe their 

experiences and the impact of a condition or treatment on their lives in the 

subtlety and depth that a quantitative method may not capture. The 'what' and 

'why' questions rather than the 'how much.' The patient can explore issues that 

are relevant to them rather than responding to a predetermined research theory 

which can produce insight into an issue rather than measuring it, and are more 

concerned with validity than reliability (Pope & Mays 1995). Open questions or 

topic suggestions should be used to prevent participants from being 'led' into 

particular aspects of discussion (Kvale 1996). 

Using Smith's analytical tool, Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis or IPA, 

the transcript of each individual's response can be read several times. Aspects 

which are considered of interest and significant can be noted from which a table 

of sub-ordinate and super-ordinate themes may be produced. The aim of the 

analysis is to understand the experience of individual participants. IP A is a 

methodological tool which allows the researcher to focus on the data and explore 

an individual's personal account and perception of their experience. It is a 

method which is increasingly being used in health related research if a project is 

centred on the experiences of individuals (Shaw 2001). "The approach is 

phenomenological as it is concerned with an individual's own perception of their 

experience rather than someone else's attempt to produce an objective account of 
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their experience and it avoids making assumptions. In other words, it allows them 

to talk. It is also interpretative because as one tries to get close to the participant's 

personal world this access is unavoidably complicated by the researcher's own 

conceptions during this interpretative activity." 

1.14 Research focus 

The research method has, as its focus, the patient experience and considering 

previous literature, the most appropriate should be qualitative research utilising 

semi-structured interviews. The aim of this study was to allow participants to talk 

of their experiences in an unconstrained manner in an attempt to enter, as far as 

possible, the world of the participant and capture the richness of the emerging 

themes and the experience of the individual. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

2.1 Aims 

To investigate: 

• if and how post-operative facial prostheses improved the lives of 

individuals who were subjected to facial cancer surgery 

• the psycho-social effects and consequences on the person as an individual 

2.2 Obj~tives 

• to establish the validity of the research method used 

• to establish if and how facial prostheses improved the lives of individuals 

who were subjected to facial cancer surgery 

• to establish any psycho-social effects and consequences on the person as 

an individual who were subjected to facial cancer surgery 
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• to make recommendations on the factors to be considered in the treatment 

of facial cancer patients 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

The Anaplastology and Facial Prosthetics Unit at the Northern General Hospital is 

a supra-regional provider of prostheses and appliances for patients who have 

undergone ablative facial cancer surgery and is placed to discover how individuals 

feel about their situation after major facial surgery and the fitting of a facial 

prosthesis. 

All researchers should consider factors that will ensure their research is valid. 

The debate over qualitative versus quantitative is particularly important in social 

science research and was given careful consideration in the planning of this study. 

To ensure validity, the research protocol was subjected to independent scientific 

review. 

3.1 Design 

This study invited a random selection of National Health Service patients to tell of 

their experience after being diagnosed with malignant disease of the face and who 

used a post-operative facial prosthesis. As identified by the Local Research 

Ethics Committee, the risk of causing emotional upset and distress during 
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interview was considerable. It was essential to comply with and fulfil the 

requirements of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust Research 

Department. Application was made to the Local Research Ethics Committee for 

ethical review of the study. The process is set out below. 

3.2 Ethical Review 

The Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (COREe) fonn version 5.5 

was completed and submitted online via the NHS Research Ethics Service 

(NRES). Reference number: 06/Q2306119. 

Application was made to Rotherham Local Research Ethics Committee for ethical 

review of the study which was scheduled for Friday 2 June 2006. Attendance of 

the principal and chief investigators was requested to answer concern that the 

committee bad relating to the management of distress potentially caused to 

participants during interview. The committee also voiced concern regarding the 

venue selected for the interviews. These concerns were addressed (appendix 7). 

The Committee felt that this was an important and fascinating study and that the 

application had been superb (appendix 6). 

3.3 Project Registration. 

• Registration of project with Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation 

Trust Research Department who acted as sponsor of the project and 
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registered with the Trust Medical Director. Project reference number: 

STH 14054. 

• Curriculum Vitae of Principal Investigator and Chief Investigator logged 

with research department. 

• Protocol (final version) logged with research department. 

• Authorisation of Project (appendix 8). 

3.4 Project Finance 

Finance and costs of the project arranged with the University of Sheffield who 

was the project funder. Sheffield Teaching Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 

finance documents were completed and logged with research department. 
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3.5 Project Management 

Monthly Tasks 

• Advisory/feedback 
meeting with supervisor 

• Interim reporting re: 
interview progress/status 
conference/seminar 
attendance 

• PublicationILecture 
planning and delivery 

Writing Up 

Writing up of project -
ongoing 

Further work 

Partner/family studies 
Possible effects on 
professional attendants 
Temporary prosthesis 
provision 

January 2010 

May 2006 

Submission of proposal to 
Research Ethics Committee 

July 2006 

Review and revision of 
proposal if required. Ethical 
clearance sought 

July 2006-Dec 2006 

Data collection and analysis 

Jan 2007 - Oct 2008 

Writing up, binding and 
submission to examiners 
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3.6 Data Protection: Security and Risk 

Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust Data Protection Officer was 

informed of the study. The officer requested a meeting to discuss protocol. 

The audio-taped interviews were transcribed by an individual who bad signed a 

confidentiality agreement (appendix 5). Interview data were stored electronically, 

access to which was by electronic password known only to the researcher. In 

compliance with ethical review requirements, tapes were destroyed at the end of 

the transcription. Anonymized, unannotated full text digital copy of each 

interview was stored on compact disc (appendix 11) and shall be kept for 10 years 

in line with the Medical Research Council Ethics Series: Good Research Practice 

(Medical Research Council 2000). Guidelines set out in COREC regarding 

confidentiality and privacy were followed. Consent was obtained to use 

photographic images within the thesis and in further related publicationsllectures 

by the author but not for any other reproduction or use without prior 

authorization. 

3.7 Rights to InformatioD, CODfideDtiality aDd Privaey 

Using the updated version of the 'Guidelines for researchers; information sheets 

and consent forms' (COREC 2005), a participant information sheet was compiled 

(appendix 3). Prior to the interview, each participant was given an information 
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sheet and the implications of taking part in the study were discussed. Each 

participant was given the opportunity to ask questions about the study. Each 

participant was required to complete a consent form (appendix 2) after 

involvement and were advised that they could withdraw from the study at any 

time. Each participant was advised that subsequent treatment would not be 

compromised in any way if they decided to withdraw from the study. 

3.8 Independent Seientific Review 

It is a requirement of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust that all 

potential patient centred projects be submitted for Independent Scientific Review 

to two anonymous reviewers (appendices 9&10). The research proposal and 

protocol were submitted in respect of this requirement. The reviewers commented 

on the usefulness of the research. The study was also subject to ethical review 

and was highly commended by the Committee and seen as a valuable and 

important addition to the knowledge base (appendix 6). 

3.9 Expert Validation and Reliability Assurance 

On completion of interviews and analyses, a random one third of the data were 

reviewed by a clinical psychology colleague. The relevance of emergent themes 

was discussed. 
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3.10 Participants 

Access to and recruitment of participants was negotiated with consultant surgeons 

within Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust (appendix 4). It was agreed that 

interview of known participants may increase bias but that the potential for 

distress would be reduced. English speaking participants with surgically acquired 

facial defects and who use a facial prosthesis were randomly selected and invited 

for interview. Participants were offered reimbursement of their travel expenses 

and each participant was given a gift voucher to the value of £10.00 as thanks for 

taking part in the study. It is usual for studies employing Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis to include a small number of participants and the 

opinion is that six to eight is an appropriate number in health related postgraduate 

programmes (Turpin et ale 1997). Ethical approval was granted for the inclusion 

of a maximum of eight participants in the study. Initially twenty participants were 

randomly selected and contacted by letter. Thirteen individuals agreed to their 

inclusion in the study and eight were randomly selected for inclusion and 

contacted by letter. The five individuals not selected were contacted and thanked 

for their time. Interviewing ceased after the sixth participant had been 

interviewed n=6 after no new themes were discovered. The relevant case history 

of each participant is shown on page 62. 
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Table 1 - Relevant case history of study participants 

Patient Age <at Sex Diagnosis Prosthesis Type Immediate 
Code 

diagnosis) 

G 54 F BasalCell Nasal Adhesive: 12 days 
Carcinoma 1992; 1994; 1995 post-

operatively 
Implant: 
1996; 1999;2003 

H 58 M Olfactory Orbital 8 days post-
Neuoblastoma Anatomicl Adhesive: operatively 

1998;2000 

Implant: 
200 1 ;2004;2006 

B 53 F Adenoid Orbital Adhesive: No 
Cystic 2004 
Carcinoma 

Implant: 2004;2007 

J 64 F Meningioma Orbital Adhesive: No 
1997;1999;2001 

Implant: ;2004;2006 

D 59 F Squamous Nasal Adhesive: No 
Cell 2004 
Carcinoma 

Implant: 2006 

C 42 M Adenoid Orbital Adhesive: No 
Cystic 2000;2002 
Carcinoma 

Implant: 2003;2005 
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3.11 Risk Assessment 

It was agreed that interviews would be conducted in private. at a mutually 

convenient. neutral location away from the unit at which participants usually 

received treatment. It was anticipated that this would not only allow participants 

to relax but would also help to remove the potential bias caused by the 

patient/practitioner role. Further concerns highlighted Wlder ethical review in 

respect of potential distress during interview were addressed via the ease of access 

to on-site nursing and clinical psychology services. These services were 

contacted prior to commencement of interviews. All participants were offered 

post interview briefing and any participant who became distressed could be 

referred to the appropriate help. This issue was addressed in the infonnation sheet 

that was given to patients before interview. 

3.12 Data Capture 

The study included a series of semi-structured interviews with participants who 

had Wldergone surgery to remove facial cancer and who had subsequently been 

treated with facial prostheses. 

An approach of listen and respond encouraged affected individuals to talk about 

their experiences pre and post surgery and after the fitting of prostheses, the flow 
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of conversation guided by the participant's responses. No attempt was made to 

offer any suggestion or advice. 

The interview schedule was piloted on the first participant to assess how 

adequately it addressed the area of research and minor modifications to the 

questions and topic areas were made as a result. A journal was kept in an attempt 

to monitor the process and any influences on data capture and analysis. Regular 

review meetings with advisors were scheduled and notes kept for reference. 

One-to-one semi-structured interviews were audiotape-recorded. Audio-taping 

was agreed to be the least intrusive method of recording each interview. Each 

participant was aware that the interview was being recorded but the microphone 

could be hidden from view in an attempt to increase reliability. Participants were 

infonned of their right to review the tape. 

3.13 Transcription and Analysis 

Each transcript was read several times and emergent themes were identified which 

were condensed or clustered according to the thematic relevance to the research 

topics. These clusters were then subjected to further analysis and a master list of 

themes or codes produced which captured most strongly each participant's view 

of a particular aspect or concern. Similarities and or differences were noted 

together with any identifiable anomalies. Shared themes and categories could be 
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more intensively examined and analysed. An example, using a section of text 

from G's interview is shown on pages 66 and 67. The left margin is used to note 

anything of significance or interest which becomes more complete after 

subsequent readings. The next stage of the analysis transforms these notes and 

ideas into phrases or themes. 
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Table 2 - Example of the first stage of analysis 

Holding hand - comfort and support 

Looked - dreadful hole middle of face 
Pauses at recollection - vivid 
recollection laughs (nervously) 

Awful really really (twice) awful 
Immediate prosthesis - feels human like 
a person - regains human image -
comparison with pre-operative state -
image 

Cancer - nothing I can do mutilation is 
preferable to death survival at all costs 
Nothing nothing (twice) I can do re
iterates to self 

Justification for facial mutilation - and 
survival death was inevitable justifies 
to self 

Social comparisons real people do not 
do this wants to be real-may see 
herself as unreal (without a nose) or 
abnormal - denial of situation get angry 
and frustrated not real 

eh I had to stand on me tiptoes and I 
remember her holding my hand and I 
looked you know and I just thought it 
was dreadful I thought it was awful 
because it is just like a hole in the 
middle of your face with (pause) a 
section down it as I now know what it 
is (laughter) I didn't know what you 
called it then it was just awful really 
really awful and the only time I started 
to feel human was when I came down 
here and you put that nose on me. I 
went back onto the Ward and I felt like 
a person. 

G There was there was all helping me 
but the thing is its your mind and its 
you that's got to get your mind into that 
situation where there is nothing I can 
do about this, you know, it I had cancer 
I've had to have me nose off and I've 
got down to get on with it because 
there's nothing there's nothing I can do 
about it. 

G If I hadn't have had me nose off if 
I'd just stayed I'd refused to have had 
me nose off would it have gone up and 
gone into me brain and killed me. 

and I thought what the hell am I doing 
with all this stuff and this nose and 
everything and there again I wanted to 
throw everything through the window 
because it wasn't real you know and I 
remember saying to me daughter to me 
son-in-law and I just said 'this this is 
just not real what I'm doing its just not 
real people don't do this' you know and 
it was a really bad morning a really 
really bad morning. 
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Table 3 - Example of turning initial Dotes into themes 

eh I had to stand on me tiptoes and I 
remember her holding my hand and I 
looked you know and I just thought it Feelingfearful 
was dreadful I thought it was awful 
because it is just like a hole in the Shock at appearance (image) 
middle of your face with (pause) a 
section down it as I now know what it Horror at situation 
is (laughter) I didn't know what you 
called it then it was just awful really 
really awful and the only time I started 
to feel human was when I came down Appearance concerns 
here and you put that nose on me. I 
went back onto the Ward and I felt like 
a person. 

G There was there was all helping me 
but the thing is its your mind and its Wants rid of disease 
you that's got to get your mind into that 
situation where there is nothing I can Justification of treatment for survival 
do about this, you know, it I had cancer 
I've had to have me nose off and I've 
got down to get on with it because 
there's nothing there's nothing I can do 
about it. 

G If I hadn't have had me nose off if 
I'd just stayed I'd refused to have had Treatment at all costs 
me nose off would it have gone up and 
gone into me brain and killed me. 

and I thought what the hell am I doing 
with all this stuff and this nose and 
everything and there again I wanted to Feelings of anger and frustration 
throw everything through the window 
because it wasn't real you know and I Unreal situation 
remember saying to me daughter to me 
son-in-law and I just said 'this this is Social comparisons 
just not real what I'm doing its just not 
real people don't do this' you know and Denial of situation 
it was a really bad morning a really 
really bad moming. 
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The establishment of connections between sub-ordinate themes allows clustering 

under a super-ordinate title or theme. Some initial themes may be deleted at this 

stage if the evidence for their inclusion, for example infrequent occurrence, is 

weak. A systematic method of analysis called Mind Mapping was developed by 

Buzan (2009). This is analogous to IP A as the process involves an initial main 

theme which leads to smaller themes and concepts as shown in figure 8. Mind 

Mapping aims to present knowledge in a structured picture or map to enhance the 

memory and the retention of knowledge. Whilst Mind Mapping and IP A offer the 

same rigour of analysis and discipline to maintain objectivity, the two processes 

differ in both their aim and method. IP A is, in effect, a reversal of the process of 

mind mapping with sub-ordinate themes progressing to super-ordinate themes as 

shown in figure 9 on page 69. In some studies super-ordinate themes are found 

sufficient. 

Figure 8 - A Mind Map of 'Health' (Buzan 2009) 
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-feeling fearful 

• shock at appearance 

- horror of post-op situation 

-image and appearance 
concerns 

• wants rid of disease 
• justification of treatment 

for su rviva I 

- treatment at a" costs 

• survival 

- feelings of anger and 
frustration 

- unreal situation 
- social comparisons 
-denial of situation 

Figure 9 A reversal of the Mind Map process 

Superordinate theme: Emotional impact 

Feelings of shock, fear 

Feeling fearful 
Shock at appearance 
Horror of post-op situation 
Image and appearance concerns 

Concern for survival 

Wants rid of disease 
Justification of treatment for survival 
Treatment at all costs 
Survival 

Anger and denial 

Feelings of anger and frustration 
Unreal situation 
Social comparisons 
Denial of situation 

January 2010 
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3.14 Validity and Reliability 

The requirement to ensure that questions were 'open' and did not direct the 

participant in any particular way was of paramount importance (appendix 1). 

Furthermore, participants were allowed to develop topics and aspects of their 

story which they felt were important to them. Regular meetings with advisors 

were scheduled to review the results and discussion took place regarding the 

relevance of the interview content and emergent themes. A computer disc of the 

anonymised, unannotated interview transcriptions (in compliance with ethical 

approval advice and requirements) is included with this study (appendix 11). 

Denzin (1978) suggests that the setting in which the meeting takes place might 

influence the outcome of the encounter. Too formal a setting may not encourage 

intimacy whilst a very casual meeting place encourages inadequate responses. 

Pope and Mays (1995) suggested that familiarity with participants may, in fact. 

increase accuracy. 

The interviews in this study were conducted in a hospital setting but removed 

from the department where the participants were usually treated. Easy chairs and 

refreshments were provided. Each participant was previously known to the author 

as a patient. 
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3.1S Bias 

There is an unavoidable trade-off in assessment method between flexibility and 

accuracy. The more flexible and sensitive a method is the more subject it is to 

bias: the less subject it is to bias the less flexible it is in use (Smith, Harre and 

Van-Langerhove 1995). Semi-structured interviewing is a flexible and sensitive 

method of data capture but it has been argued that, as such, it is more subject to 

bias. 

Edwards (1997) had found that professional attendants had presented set solutions 

to what they perceived to be problems, thereby adding their own interpretation of 

what they were hearing, because they had not listened to patients. What patients 

most wanted was to talk and have someone listen. Semi-structured interviewing 

assists this objective. 

Qualitative research depends very much on producing a convincing account of the 

subject under research (Silverman 1989). Qualitative studies generate a great 

volume of data and it has been suggested that this raw data, in the form of 

interview transcripts, should be made available on computer disc (Waitzkin 

1990). This protocol has been adopted in this study. To ensure rigour, Mays and 

Pope (1995) suggested the presentation of sequences of text from the original data 

which includes commentary by the researcher. This protocol has also been 

adopted in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.0 CONTENT ANALYSIS 

After transcription of the interviews, each full text version was subjected to 

content analysis using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis as described in 

Chapter 3 Section 13. 

The author's analysis (scanned copy) of the interview conducted with G is shown 

on page 73 followed by the analysis (scanned copy) of the same interview 

transcript, completed by a colleague, shown on page 103. The relevance to the 

study of the emerging themes was discussed. 

The remaining five transcripts were subjected to content analysis by the author 

with one further transcript randomly selected and subjected to content analysis by 

a colleague. 
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INTERVIEWG 

II F If you can tell me, how did you first discover you know that you had something 

12 wrong? 

~!t I,j,e 
~Itlko£. 
u.p"", Q,\A.u-

13 G I bad you know me nostrils I bad a little spot come under there I mean the story JI 
r.{( I) 

14 even before that was as a baby I had a little spot come in this place here just under PItA iI'V'. 

t>£u IJl..oo.c 
I S me nostril and me mother noticed this little spot and 90 she took me to the doctors ~ llJ-....J 
16 and be said if it got any bigger I'd sot to SO to the hospital whicll it did and I went 

f' t1l-\. t~ 5 17 to the old lnfinnary and there they put four radium needles in the 90ft part of me 

IM.J- /{u~ 18 nose, there, and then apparently it all !K:8bbed over and they put IOl1\e purple stuff 11~ ~ c\ tL. 

1't.,,,,/k .. h 'I,j 19 on it and the scab came offwbich left me scarred IIIged to cover that up with 

~ l-4\.U \ ":I 110 make-up. So as far as I was concerned that was that and then one day that little 
IA~ t-11'-1t:..-.q 

III spot appeared here and 1 don't pick me II03C usuaJly (laugh) but it annoys you 90 

tiM~'r 1 b, 112 you know and it wouldn't heal up 90 I went to my doctors and be said he looked 
5for 

113 at it and he said oh doctor 90 and so will bum that off. 

114 F How old were you at that ... 

AlP,,· v 'V4..l.-

11 vi" ~r ¥.(Jr II S G S4 yep and eh he said the doctor will burn that off and I know J went home 

/'.cf- h"if.r l. 116 thought about it and I thouaht no no I want more information about this so J went IJlrb .... ;',1.
tt\",h-C'>VI~ ""(r'-~ '''''' 

O . n 117 back and I saw a different doctor do\\n at the local GPs. He looked III it and J (, I I. ) 
lrtIi\ LW..""IIC~<'l ",14 \ fr1~ t... 
b-V O<f . J 118 said Doctor 90 and so said DocIor (name) is going to bum this off bec:ause I had 

_ .lLt.l tl¢u ~ 19 some antibiotic cream whicll hadn't done anythina 90 eh he looked at it and then 

~lf i ~ W\ A1 120 be said nobody's touchin& that and I said to him well you know wbaI it is and I 
u.,J ,h" t-' 
- fvi.. ... b to 
w-..~(M.4-;"", 
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1M' ~ ( ~"",b.J-
L 21 can't remember his exact words what it was but anyway from there I kDOW 1 paid 

""'If .. ~". ) 
~ t;r ,.,J.;.,p,,- 22 to see a Specialist eh a Doctor (name)at Thornbury AMexe and while I was there 

~ hit ~It.;,,~ 23 suddenly and I dOD't know why out of the blue I looked at him and I said 'have I 
~ " ",,, 5,,,(£ 
S ... ,p(.. (.. h 24 got cancer l' And he said I can't I can't answer that one he says we wont know he 

25 says but I'd like to do three biopsies he said I'd like to do them while you're here. t(coI 4 
tii'\r-oy; J 

26 F Why did you think that at tbat .use 01 

~ "~f 11..0 u th 27 G I don't know it IOmething just come into me head and IOmething just cliclted 

28 and I don't know where it came bc:cIulC before that I never even thought about 

'/ U _ 1L- 29 cancer at all and it I just came out with it and he did these three biopsies and it 
~"VoJ -~r.71 11\104 , ...... "'" .. 

210 turned out that the two out of the three was cancc:rous one at the side of me note 

211 because that bad started Oaking a little bit and the one that he did inside that 

212 DOstri\ and another one that he did which was alright. And I don't know what 

L I, (/ 213 happened from there but I had to 80 to my own GP and from there I was sent to nr .... " ) Ie .... 

r,ttlr J l... 214 Dr (name) at the (ho1lPita1) a skiD specialist. Now goina through all this story be 
. .J.;. r 

~f~,'" I' J : kfl.21: told me that this was an ovudose of Tldium as a baby it was called an naevous 
1, (\1< ' hQ r " 

216 this burnt mark thins that was in me DOte and 10 I said well you know what do I 

",,,.tOo ~""V' 217 do from here and I was v«y upset you know be didn't say cancer but 1 already 

it.) ("" c.w 218 knew because I had got the resulu from Mr thing and um. 
e ",,{.,Ir1.t,( I.u 

J~~~ .'\'~ 

219 F How were you feelin8 about it at that Itlie? 

IAfwJ (O .. f(lH 

n h,.."'h ...... 
.... : J.I... pr......:.ocA 

220 G A bit upset, a bit upset but 1 mean I'd had my breast off in 1983 10 I was eh eh ('''ok.,....t\ 

221 a bit upset but DOt DOt really to start sobbing and going off. I tbink I jult shed a '"'P~ 

w .. ~ 
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cr ~.-. /..t,,,- 31 few little tears but nothing nothing I would call anything and then from there 1 said 

;'" fA.~'" {'O 32 well where do I go from here and be said well you will have to go and see a Plastic 

33 Surgeon and I said 'right' and that was here because they didn't have any at tbe 

34 (hospital) and that is when I came to see Mr (Dame> the first time and Mr (name) 

35 must have read the notes and he wanted me to come in overnight because he 

AoolLv b:. .c( Si36 wanted to do another biopsy but tmlCh further up 10 1 came in overnight and he did 

37 this biopsy and 1 went home the next day but 1 hid to come bacIc the following 

J, ... .,...;.I
O 

~'"t(;r 38 Wednesdaywhicb 1 did with me daughter and that's when we come on to the 

It.. \1 r' cJ. 0.; t 39 horrid bit and we came in and I sat down and I says 'have you got the results of the 

,.~~ 
~;O'V1 
J..,sh.~ 

k ... .J.....1J 
5..,.j",,,,J 
~. 

"~I/~ J-
.f",.~ 

ec--<..f !tI (V",H'310 biopsy' 10 he says 'yes 1 have' and he says 'I am afraid' he says 'we've got to ~f.oJ/j 
o ",,,r(IJ 

1f;; .... jJ -",,01~ 311 take your nose oft' and I was numb I felt as though all that room and everybody s . hcJ.;. ~ 
, 1 d~~ h"(~~, .,,,(t 312 in it was unreal it was (pause) it was just horrid and the nurse said to me 'would 

313 you like a drink of water?' and I said 'yes please' and she fetched me this drink of 
ft~~",bd> 
v' ~ J 11 L 314 water and I had a bit and he started explaining about reconstruction about what 

- fl..;j,k w,;v 
rt<" ~ . • J~~ 315 they do and me daughter that was with me she said 'my mum wont like that' and 

/ww-. ~;. 316 he mentioned about a prottbeais well with having a prosthesis for me breast I 
P(O ~I-L-~ 
VM-p.~,:~ knew what one was otherwise I probably wouldn't have really known what it was 

~ ~rVA' 318 and I just looked II him IItarins really I just looked and I said I'll have a 

~ t~i.-.5 319 prosthesis and not knowing anything anything about prosthetics nothing nothing 
oW Jt,... . 
Jh~ ~)..J 320 at all 1 thought that I'd gone that day knowing that I'd have to have lOme IlOl1 of 
IJoL\ ,,-I~ , 
"" \1--'>..1 321 operation to remove this cancer probably cut a bit off my IIOsethen and probIbly 

~ ... ) 'VOr 322 go inside me nose under a geoeraI anaesthetic and they'd do what they'd got to do 

tf-f!.£. h "t 323 cut it out probably stitch it up and that was going to be that. But to be told that 

) .... J-. ("cb.cJ.-
k.LJ-.J. 324 you've got to have the main feature on your rue cut offwas abtolutely 

\ 
/ l'U)((vlo"",, 325 horrendous. 

s'.oJ..€J, 
hV(I}-fSV 
~J...J-;"",-

..... o~~ 

"'ekA-
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41 F Did you feel any different, you know you mentioned that you had a breast off 

42 some yean previously. How did you feel when you were told that you had to have 

43 your breast oft? 

, " ,' ',' 4.l t.I.. 1.... 44 G I wasn't (eh (eh eb (wasjust had to sign the consent fonn in cue eh well I 
- ~,.,.~ 

45 think he he knew but ( didn't know that I was some to have me breast off to have 

r" < ~ If <..}-H...k 46 surgery um I signed the consent form that if whatever they were doing was 

47 cancerous they were doing a &oz.en section if it was cancer they were goins to take {(<Mo....., 
+rw-J-

48 it offbut at that particular stage I didn't know my daughter did becaUlle she worked \II / . 
rc..cu IIl..htov 

49 at Claremont at the time and she knew that she mew Mr (consultant) and eh I 

410 didn't shed a tear over that. 

411 F What about after your operation to remove your breast, how did you feel? 

412 G The only tbe only time I shed a tear over that was when the nune a l.dy came 

413 in with a prosthesis she wanted your bra so that she could she started showing 

kPlc..~ oJ- 414 prostheses and I broke down and so did the lady at the side of me as well we both 

br ~ flolft,~~ • 
... .., 415 cried you know I I went angry and I wanted to get hold of these prostheses and 

r .... o-l.\ t--f 
r;."y I &~.A 416 ttlrow them you know I really did I didn't want to know about it at all and in fact 

~w\II \.t .. J..:.,-.. 417 she came t.ck a couple of days later and to lee bow I was and I aaid to her what 

r ... } k.L ~ ('(\ 418 would you have done ifI had thrown that prosthesis ftyinglCroSS this ward 110 she 

(10.1..1- 0"" 419 saya I'd have gone and picked it up you know 110 I says well very IOny I am not 

~ ,'vi- k ~.1. 420 an aggressive person like that I aaid I don't know what on earth came over me to 
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~.,,;. C'l'" 5) to do that . So she said its quite a natural you know ell people are different yes so I 

"'~u. ~ ~ 0,.. 'iT 52 think I was more IIDgIy than upset rully and I never cried lily more about that. 

53 F Was your nose any different to when you bad your breast removed? 

.... " ... 1,. >( 1 "' ......... 54 GOh god the removal of my nose wu much much muchwone ob it wu MIld.. ~ 

h..VlcA.l.~oV\ 55 absolutely horrendous that because you can cover your brQSts up you can cover I-tw~ rt...,.J 
56 that up with clothea you know you get a prosthesis for it and its meuured and you flU. '" r-

00,)c,Jt..t. - \.001<- 57 just look normal you know but to think that you've got to have your nose off you ~~Vl 

IV<" t'I.""'-:l~..4 58 say what the hell am I soins to look like I'm SOing to look. monster its its just 
V<"" <oJ.....,· d .... 

~Vt;.c.:' 'r.J,LL59 something that its so hard to describe unless its you. 
1ftV'~'" 

,cM~ (J~7r.. 510 F You can't it's difficult to know how ..... ? 

I", d ....... ,6 .... t 
~Lk"r 

I I.. 511 G You can't I mean like you've seen me um"'een hundreds of times without it on c:-.<';IV If'r y' 

",r,,·,;,.,...u- 512 and it doesn't bother you but if it wu you you would feel you would feel so you 

513 would probably feellilte I you really would because and I mean everybody has 
p / J}-ts ..... · ''''..J 

Co1W'~""C_( 514 been absolutely marvellous with me and which] you know I _ people are s-/....ff <:'ovp<1-

, t4t ~ b.(.J,oA.. 515 aren't they because such a horrible thing it really really is but I mean I remember 
r1";vJ,o~ 

, 
. "..J. u -

5J6 Mr (consuhant) sending for you and then we came down here with me daughter 

517 and I had to have this impression which was all everything wu so real about that 

518 afternoon because it went 01\ into the evening rully didn't it? Halfpua sixilh 

519 going on seven you know and then I had got to 80 home and er then tell the I e>.",t;j v I 

~ Of r; A. 1...(......, 520 family you know. 

/..t J....l\ 1,,"'""1' 
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61 F And how did you feel then, how did your family react? 

k. II ~ c(" J 62 G I said to our well we went back to me other dlughter'a and I laid to fetch me 

"~w" I 63 husband up because I don't want to have to teU one and tben have go and tell him 
Qt.; ~'" k..., Idt.~ 
vir (~ ..... I;,,~ 64 which tbey did tbey rang and and be came up to me daughter" and I went I think] 

d"" t~v{ I-J/l. 65 went up to tbe toilet eh and my daughter told them. 

f~llf 
66 F Ah right so you didn't you didn't tell them anything. 

Co...,tc;l. .. 't- ~~II 67 G No no Ijust couldn't I just couldn't I felt (pause) ohjust I don't know it was just A~/« rv 
~ix:-Ivc;r J ..... ( 68 horrendous it was really awful. 
co " 
d..£-.J. 

69 F So how long then after that news did Mr (consultant) leave it before your 

610 operabOl1? 

611 G Oh not long not long do you know I don't know whether it was the following 

612 week 

613 F So pretty quick. 

J~ loSi'pot\-614 G It was very quiclt ye I think it was the following week and me daugbter hr"ou8ht ~I"" 

615 me in me eldest daughter brought me in and ell (long pause) and tben tbey did it ~.,pJlI-
616 at ??I and I think it was a Wednelday morning that it _ done and I remember 

a ; J. M J- w..J. 617 eh for I wouldn't look I wouldn't \ooIc It all and when I wanted to 80 to the toilet Po,>~ _ If /lto/ 
)Q . I.od L ,618 they had to put newspeperup It the mirror even thoush I'd goc a dressirw a big d) ~ ~ 
,... , rr.;l~ ", .Ul.\' , 
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r,..J",'Wl L, 
1.0 0 k. .J-

71 dressing over it. When I went to the toilet I uked if somebody would put either a ~:, 
72 towel or some newspaper because I didn't want to see anything of meself at all 

rL \ (U \-:."'" 

"5},,)f. 'fc/ 

(L"''''''''b..J~ 
i",~';' ,",,,,,I) 

73 when I went to the toilet which they were very good and did that and I remember sJ.....I1-/4 
74 the Sister I think she's left now and I have CC)IJOtten her name. 

75 F Wu it Sister (name)? 

. \,..f.> 76 G Ye ye she was slovely lady she would even come and massase my feet rt.,..,"..... I 'I • .A.-~A~~\ 
5l+.t ,.... 77 underneath to try and relax me she wu wonderful and she even gave me s paper 

un k kw... 78 and asked me to write down me goals what I wanted you know and I ell ell put to 

~...t .. 79 see myself and also to go home because I wu in hospital about a fortnight I think. 

710 F Did you find that helped? Did you find that input from Sister <name} helped? 

'~"JJlJ" 7It G Oh I ........ "" oh "" ............. , ..... ~ I ...... "" 10 "- "",Id ~c 
~ ,h.1 (~hJ,) 712 she draw me a pictureofwbat I woukIlook like without a DOle on and I 

~OM~ M&IO\4)tit-\ 713 remember she drew this picture and obviously now 1 know it wu exactly what 

714 she had drawn but you couldn't envillp what wu on that ~ that you were 

J.:.l",n WAI\!- 715 going to look ye ye and 1 didn't look first and cor for about 10 days I think and 

b lac).... 716 then one day there wu one of the little wards there wu no ODe in it and she aa1r.ed 

~o J I"V\~/l~:--. 
~ S k-tr 717 me ifl wanted to go and look and I said well I know I've got to face this but I 

>tn- ("",.<~ 718 don't really want to she said that IIbe woold she would be with me you know I 

l....ar 719 mean you'd already got the impreuions and everything and wu makins me nose 

720 weren't you while I wu in hospital and anyway Ibe took me in this this ward and 

721 bussing me ??? the mirror wu high so all I could see wu me eyes (lIughter) and 
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h () I J ~ l5: 81 ell 1 had to stand on me tiptoes and 1 remember her holding my band and 1 looked 

h A ,\ J. - ~...,p.." ~2 you know and 1 just thought it was dreadful I thought it was awful because it is just 

*t"'.(J..( Iw>/ .... 83 like a hole in the middle of your face with (pause) a section??? down it u I DOW 

vi ",J. (t.('G"~(h ..... 
84 know what it is (laughter) 1 didn't know what you called it then it was just awful 

l)"'f.J 1\# 8S really really awful and the only time I started to feellalDl&n was when 1 came 

"~t.I.,;,J,· .... 86 down here and you put that DOle on me. I went bIclt onto the Ward and 1 felt like 
('1"I ... ,-.J' 
_ , ... J. p.-r , ...... 87 a person. 

88 F You felt a lot better than ... .. 

Ii.Jk.n.. ,J~~IOF That was aglue-on prosthesis wun'tit? 

I/.....,p bJ- 811 G Oh it was awful that glue I had. Did I do it for about four years? 

f ... (~ ~~ 
812 F I think you did. 

8 \3 G I must have done ye ye 

J 
s.~c.i:* 
I~F 
"Pp,-,,~ 

~p":"J'V1 
Ju./J 
h"' .... -. 

N~JA. 
plb-'-~t....l. 
~p~ 
(fr<D~~'.) 

814 F Even though it was a gIued-on prostbesi. bow did think about that, how did you 

81S um when you went out into general public areas shopping and thing. like that? 

I>..aw.~ ,lrif 816 G Well it wu alright but there were certain times when the glue started to come ~ 

I. k. 817 unstuck from the bottom, you know,just above me lip and you could feel it ~:-0c.J..... . 
1.\1\ t tv"-' \..; r" oou.-v 
f(olJ.t.--1 {. ,j"", ........ - PCIO S ~ 
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,,() \:.II( vi i~ rr 91 loosening and that wa5llwful beause you had to keep like u though you wu .('(.'-'~Lr 

1/ II . 92 wiping your nose but you wasn't really you was holding the thing on you Ic.now the O""4.M.>~ 
}kVt'M"Y ~ J-.<-t... 

,I 

"" 93 gluing was an awful awful thing. 

94 F As far as how it looked G, how did you fecI about it? 

95 G It looks very well, it really really looked very well so it did ye and you did give 1kJAt:.c... 
(.w...,p~~ 

96 me some glasses and I wore those glasses for quite a long time. 

97 F So how did you feel then when you were shopping and things like that? 

~ v .... b ... 1'''f"98 G Ifelt alright. 

99 F You felt alright. 

I).II.~ .J.. 910 G Ye, I think I think it took me a long time because you know the District Nurse ;.....J.~J 

sh..p. ;"cLi~J...411 used to come and clean the cavities out and um I remember she Iut me one ~klf 
~QI:JI.lI\4 .., 

912 morning because I said to her 'how long will you be coming to have to do this' 

913 and she said 'well for u long it IS long u you feel you can't do it yourself you 

914 know and I know she came for about a furtnight and then one day she she really 

q>,,~ Lt.).. .... 1.0 915 burt me and I thought I'll have a go at doing this meselfwbich 1 did and I've 

C/L,,-"""O 916 done it ever since but there wu one pmiaJlar morning and I can remember that 

of- d"''''f"tt'l 917 very vividly and er I was at me daughter's and I er er slept there actually I was 

918 there a while and er I I'd got a this big mirror on a pillow and all the stuff I got 

919 out and all of a sudden I got this m feeling jUlt like the feeling that I got in me 
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COr' p • .,..;..... ~ 101 breast and I thought what the hell am I doing with all this stuff and this nose and 
~ 

YlA\t(,J1...l 102 everything and there apin I wanted to to throw everything through the window 

ql- <:,;,k-... ~.- 103because it wasn't real you know and I remember saying to me daughter to me son
\ (...LA 

IJ"~ ~ 104 in-law and I just said 'this this is just not real what rm doing its just not real 

. J.. C""'~~"""" ~"" lOS people don't do this' you know and it was a really bad morning a reaUy realty bad 

~9-. K"~O 106 morning. 

1 07 F So you felt angry about this? 

\\MJw-J. 108 G Yo, I just wanted to throw the nose through the window and aU the cleaning 

~ "'''fiT 109 stutfwith it everything 1 just wanted to get rid of everything because it wasn't 

1010 natural because it wasn't real. 

1011 F What were the members of your family saying round about this time? 

m~-.. 
lw.fl~ 
<;.J h...J.;. ""-

swv/ pA \l ""I 1012 G Ell all my daughters were, my youngest daughter I I stayed there because my f-a-:./y 
C;("'" rtr<-l ~ 1013 husband hadn't got much idea of what to say and when I did go home I uacd to ~""f.:-.I-

1014 cry a lot I cried a lot about it and eh (sigh) he uacd to to be quite honest with you 

lOIS he said I remember one day I was crying I had got my tea and I didn't want it 

I i (',.2 ~ 1016 I was crying and he said '00 I can't oope with this' he said 'I'm going to ring 
h""pIMA. 
(p f.v 1017 Janet up' and he rang Janet up 'you will have to come and fetch your mother I 

1018 can't cope with all this' . Now that didn't give me that much support but I didn't 

1019 want to be in that place with him I wanted to be with me daughter and me son- f~( i 
1020 in- law as you know with (name) he was absolutely fantastic with me and they ~ p.:(r 

k;'1ij:3!-
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f,.Mi l,y 111 were wonderful if he hadn't have been for me two daughters and a son-in-law I 

5-1 r 1'1 r I 112 think I would have gone crackers. 
_ ~ol;., ",,"'II\. 

113 F So you felt that they helped .. .. ? 

114 0 They was absolutely fantastic but me husband bad just got no idea, no idea It 

I IS all. You know and I stayed there quite a 1008 time, you know before I I'd until 

e.. (. , ~ f ,J 116 really I r d accepted everything I could do everything and then then I went baclc 

N"'fl;."r- 117 home. 
(t:I-"' ...... l "-o*-

1 18 F So when you say you started to accept things did you fed different about 

119 yourself? How did you feel? 

~ <4 J.n,..u..? 1. 1 I 10 0 I suppose yes, I suppose I did a little bit but (pause) there again if you look at 

Jv..b p.. ... ~ 1111 things very logically it's you that'. gone through it all and if people can't accept 
().> \... r'"" ...... 

1112 you for who you are you are still the same person, you know, and if people can'l 

11 I) accept you for who you are then I couldn' t care two pence, you know what I 

~Iy 
S"'1f~ 

~C'1f....< .... 
(rr ~~~ .... 

de,"" ,,\f- /.Jo...r I I 14 mean (pause) and now I don't even wear the glasses. I have got some g1wes in r-. h JUI'-"-
'" A. <:~ IllS there but that that J get to make things look a bit sharper but its very rare that I E.oJ.., ~---r-

a.-.r~ 

) 116 wear them. 

1117 F And you fed confident in walking .. . ... ? 

111801 do yes, because I couldn't care less what anyone else thinks now, you know, ~~ Jw<-.L 

. r J. "'IVY+."" 
1119 when Its fourteen years on, fourteen years on now aren't we, you mow and I Iv~v l..t.j~ 
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h '1 1 121 just think its me that bas to do this horrible job every morning of cleaning out the 
.'r,IHt ... 

jo I, . c..1u.~./ . . . . that bas do . wbe I' Id . a 122 C&VlItCS every morrung. Its me to It an n ve got co rts 

hQ(( ;blt... 
.J..~ l.. IoJ
(>.'"C.f\-l 

123 horrendous. That is awful. 

124 F See all your mucous and things like that. 

125 G Aw (sigb) even horrible it really is horrible. you know, it malees meself feel 

126 sick (laugtnr) it really docs but 1 mean that is just something now tball have 

127 come to accept. 

128 F So have you accommodated the fact that you have got this to do and you just 

get on with it? 

ItI-'IL"'" ~ 129 G Ye. I get on with it now and fully fully well after fourteen years you do accept ~';j::; C4 

17 (~,,~ 
'c;" '" "..l . 1210 it don't you? But I don't IcJIow wbether everybody stiU docs or not. 
, -n-.I-1t/" 
c.v-J.. i.. ~ 

1211 F Well, not everybody docs. 

s ...... ">v....{ 
~..r L., *~-v» 

1212 G Well,l mean I stilllcJlow and Iltilllook and I try to makceh me *- feel .. ()'tu..ft-, 

1213 though its gone into like a (pauIC) aevice, a &own. if)'OU like, ell ell a line if P'jIIS > 

1214 you \mow what I mean 01\ me fac:e 10 that it kind of fit. in there but as 1 .. y then 
pro)!"";'> 
• \, ~ s :.....~ 1215 I put the malco-up on and put make-up on that to match me fac:e and then 1 feel 

c..tv:. ~J.-, lJ l 1216 quite OOIIfldent. 
;-k- c""r ... . 

1217 F You feeL .. ? 

~~~c.L 
rW-WVl 
ht{ps ~t 

?fAU~ 
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131 F You've had both types of prosthesis, G, you've had the implant prosthesis that 

132 you wear at the moment. 

fr41I' ·""'Iri.J-1J3 G, oh ye, that's wonderful. 

plod't.. -.; I 

134 F And then we started off with an adhesive, gIue-on stick-oo prosthesis which I 

135 think: you had for about, 1 think: you said four YW'S. 

136 G It must have been about four years that. yeo 

137 F What would you say the differences just between one and tothet7 

,111....h \ 138 G There's 110 comparilOn whatsoever, J mean the the magnetS are IIbaolutely I ~fl,..J, 

J", .,J ... , k (. 139 fimtastic they really really are, I mean, you do it, you click it on and it doetn't p'4A.1(.(.9... 
L '- k c...v,'4-dl,.(..ll l.dI'~dl4i1 1310 come off unless somebody cracks you on the side. The pull is very very good, £:..M. <A-1'" 

rJI.AI\ ~ IY\. 1311 the pull that way forward but if IOmebody give you a cracIc with the elbow or 

~\L- }.. ~.,Q 
\-",'-'0,"" ",,":, 

"t"" • .'\)tl r .. ~ ''{ 
.;J .... "'~""'" 

1312 their hand sideways then obviously it would come oft: you know, but ell, in faa 

1313 I was at on Bonfire night this week on Monday night I was sat in this house and 

1314 there wu two people in the room as well as me and I don't now how it 

1315 happened but all of a it must have been meself it was meself and I don't lcnow 

1316 bow I did it I knodced it and it came off'so quickly but you know me reflexes, it?~k""O'lTO< 
·.t,...b .... (.....,~ 

1317 fell, like that, I pic\ced it up and put it on and turned round and nobody was the .lL~ -t..,.;1....1 

1318 wiser, no, nobody knew (laughter). I just P you know.... ~ ~ J lMc.A

D\'-c"f~~ 
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J 41 F So practically, Is ita lot easier to to ..... ? 

142 G Oh, it is ablOlutely wonderful, oh it' s wonderful, if you oouId tatJc people into ~...;,J 
(.:l>"'~"":' w." 

143 having it done. 

144 F Any differences in say how it ... it ..... ? 

,,4k.;. ....... ,J.vJ145 G Well, when you first glue it on, I mean, it sticks down and it 100ks alright, its 
oy-

~V.LJl 146 just the annoyance of it coming unstuclc, I remember once I was gong to a ell eh 

MAO"'! ~~\. 
r 147 an aerobic clasa thing and we was laid down on this mat and it wasn' t very far 

1\~vL. 

148 from where I lived, it was only round the comer and I just got laid on this mat 

~2Jb h. ~ 149 thing and all of a sudden I could feel it starting to come away and I just said to me 

1410 daughter I am sorry, I said. we will have to go home and reglue this, you know, 

J 411 and I had to run home, take it oR: reglue it all, stick it back on and then go back. 

1412 Where, with with magnets there is nothing like that, ob ye, them magnets are 

1413 wonderful oh I have never regretted I have never regretted them for one minute, 

1414 oh I haven't. Absolutely, fantastic. 

1415 F Would you feel unhappy about going back to a an adhesive retained 

1416 prosthesis? 

IHa8'-
o..,...f-:~ 

~(.. "'.I-r""'" ,...,,.., 

ProS~ , 
c.r-~~ 
,M'iIiit;; 

J...,J..<'\. 
tl.h" ..... h 
AJL....z ....... 
(J~--tl 

1417 G I would, oh, I'd hate it, I would hate it, yeo I mean its like ifanything J.4 ""/-L 

1418 happened to me then they had to oome out and had to have it redone I would Plt/Ar~ 

1419 have it redone because the difference is, there's just no comparison at all. 
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151 F That's ok? 

. .. l 152 G You feellUCb a lot safer with this one, ye, 011 yeo 
5<.<'''('- ~ t ... "L. 

s ~ <.. -.J", • 'r. """ CJ..r-1 

~it~u.(.J... ·~ 
si.1 .... ...j. ___ , 

153 F And you wouldn't want 10 80 back to a dressing? 

i ..... {J.~" 154 G No I wouldn't go out, no. ob DO. Do you mean just a eh eh dressing over that. 
0- . .... 

(,.',11. tu , . ., ... , 1551 wouldn't go out. 
cl./(.~w O 

156 F You wouldn't 

F.Jo '" (. 1l.t-4" .. 1 57 G No way, ob no, no ] wouldn't, No, becaute everybody would know, because it 

_ ~ 158 is flat, you know, like It night when ] take it oft'] put a dressill8 over it, you 

L . I ,159 know, ] cut triangles out oftbe melolin dressings and put micropore on, you 
C1u_fV' no~ 

oJ. ~ ~ 1510 know, stick a bit 01\ the top an a bit on the side so that it c:ouId breath It night 

tr I"\. J{(.~(':"'r 1511 and ] do that and then obviously take it off tint thing in the morning and put it 

- ~(A-"UML- 1512 straight on. Have me brakfut and then go back up and clean it all. You know. 

IS13 F Yeh I know? 

'd Il 1514 G No I wouldn't like that, I wouldn't go out unless I looked u though I'd got a 
j..Jot.U " rr:r 
oJ- v.~ . ISIS nose on,] know I wouldn't because you would know that ewrybody was 
I\~~ 

J L 1516100lcinglt you and even though I've said, you know, they can please themselfit 
(lI<\.ctA'n' or 
~ew ..... ~ IS 17 ia because I feel confident in what I haw got OCI but I wouldn't feel confident if 

M"",t- !w~ 1518 I'd got what you just suggested with a dressing over it, ob no, no. 
1\4\..t... ......... r· .. ...... 
". ~ 1: J. ... t--L-

k!v.I.\A.L 
~c...,,....., 

;["""r 
~CJ.Ir-!> 

II \ 

~ t..(.1 r 
1J~k... 
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161 F So it is fair to say then that you are much happier with a prosthesis than with a etrJtik 4r 
dtl..~";"'!i' 

pIG}lt...4'~ 
p{.Y...lft A-

lr1plJ 
r...}....:.....L,l 

162 dressing on7 

163 G Ye oh ye. t.JDdred percent, hundred and ten pen;enl, yeo 

164 F And as far as the thing that you prefer most ofby these imp1ants? 

165 G Definitely, most definitely ya and anybody that won' t have them, I mean, I just 

166 cannot understand it, you know, I really can't. They just don't realise how 

167 brilliant they are, I mean I can't thank the NHS enough for what they' ve done for 

168 me. 

Q () L cL.~ ......... 169 F So you'd say it has made a difference to the quality of your life? 

1610 G 011 ye, ) mean if you've got cancer and you have got to have a note off it is \ 
G!"~"' r-

(M.LU ~ 1611 very aggressive its awful, an awful opcntion, you know, but to tbinIc you can 

o.oJ~ of-l''' "" 
1612 have a nose and the people that do know .bout it have aid you would never 

h"{fo ~I f\. 1613 know would you unless you 'd told me I wouldn't know which i. great for you, 

(,)M,IAJ..,h t-
Il , 1614 as well as for me. Is it, you know? It is a compliment for you that' s I'ftIking the 
o~, 

1615 noses as well . But I mean I think they are absolutely brilliant, I know that that 

1616 down tbcII'e but I mean lOme people have ODe if they've Ilopped ~ !'eliding 

1617 or whatever. I've even noticed on the television that ifJ IooIc It the television 
J 1\ 1\ c .-.(cf""S 
J.J t L. 0 \i.J'S 1618 and I look It people's IIOIeI and there is ODe or two people that' . JOt liIce a 

1/ n Q{K ... J .... , .. J .. 
r JJ" 
~.-() t~ 

_ (,..0\1.;: .. '("" 

1619 permanent dent there and they've got 110 gJ&SIeI on. 

~fL-
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171 F And you get thillis on the side of your nose II wen, things like that. 

c.o_"~",,--

I t-.. 172 G Ye. ye.l mean, like a.l said, I come on two buses this morning and it doesn't C. I I I 71, -DO ..... "''''.etc ..... 
. h-'" , . u · 
~...( l -\; t 173 bother me one eyeota. I don't find people staring at me, I don't at all. Ifl did. ifl ( ..... P""'''' <-

do Vl,,' Y '" pi" '--- ) 
.)( ~ 174 really did find that people was stari"8 at me and I'd think they are IooIcing and:? 51,', 'I"V'"",-

:: \-tJ t ~ 175 they can tell then all I would do was put me g1asaes on. at- f ... f) f", '1 

176 F Right and that wou1d just bide that .... .? 

177 G And ye and probably a little bit there and but it wouldn't stop me going out, 

178 going into town and shopping or whatever. 

179 F You would not feel any diffennt about it you wou1d just get your glasses on? 

• h I/or'- 1710 G No I would just put me gIuaes on tblt', only if) found people swing at me 
:rlA tW" 

~..r \111' \lI,f ; 1711 which people don't. You know I don't go to town and look to !ICC if somebody tJ... M~""" 
I, , ",,,,'Y\,-V-
~ \. IJ.1 1712 hu got a false car 01\ or a gIus eye. You are too busy with your own life to be: 
ro-.~' t"'1AN-
h)....,J.;·~ 1713 lookilli at people's faces. That is the way 1 look at it, anyway. 

1714 F Did any people and even includina your own family and friend ... far II what 

1715 they are saying to you did that help at all to make the sbock of ell having to have 

1716 your nose oft' any difFerent my more be8rable1 

711 1717GNonotreally . . . . 
l"'-c.o ..... ~.V\, 

.... ~ , ........ L{f 

+.-...... /~p~ 
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181 F Yau were sort of lost in your own thoughts? 

182 G Yes yes I was yeo It was just IS I say, it was just too horrendous I was SO numb hOftor Jv 
183 I oouldn't I just couldn't get to terms with it for quite a while, really couldn' t. 

S-7k..J.._ 
aJA..;.,J l)-

184 F How long would you estimate that it took 

185 G Um do you mean before I started to come to terml with it? 

186 F Yeh to come to terms with things. 

t\ ""..... Ie 187 G It was I would say it must be goi"8 on a year before I I really started to come 

" 
"~ L. \.t...,\ 188 come round property, yeo I know, (oough) exruse me, it was. matter it was more 

,J, y..... ~ .... If' 189 it was months it wasn't. matter of just • few weeks and I'd come to terms with it 

1810 it wasn't that it it was months. Yeo 

181 I F Did you find that you ICCOmmodated that younelfor did anybody around you 

181Z belp you? 

1813 G There was there was all helping me but the thilllJ ia ita your mind and its you kt..1e I->.J 
I....(p 'f",')t1t 1814 that's got to get your mind into that situation where there is nothing I can do 

t-.. h-.I-. ,"'-

1815 about tbis, you know, it I bad cancer I've had to have me DOle off and I've got ~ <. .... ..J.. 
1816 down to get on witb it because then!'s nothing there's nothing I can do about it. ~ r~...J... 
1817 Everybody in the medical profession like Mr (consultant), like you you've all r-..ollf..... 

~...t 
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191 done everything you can to help me so there's only meself now that can get to 

C~""'r~ 
) 92 terms with tbis another thing it does take months becauae its its slap bang in I _ 

1'"lJw ~ 

) 93 middle of your face this i. the thins. you know, if it wasn' t so prominent like 1 - " C <. "-It.. 

194 said your breast you can cover you can cover up IOd I got to terms with that ever 

195 so quickly even though it it was serious very serious thing but I got to terms with 

J ~U\ \:rrl..ftt 96 it in fact 1 think I've always been in denial of thi, in all theee years its twenty 

~ "( ".11'> 197 twenty four years, you know. 
(W'~\v 
L-+ j). L- 0 

198 F Since you had your breast removed. 

(~.\.1"'\,..J ~ 199 G Twenty three and a half yean, ye, in 1983 and eh I've just been in denial of j) J4.,. ..A. 
V'- '- - \- '.r" 

1910 that IIId my thoughts to that was ob it was horrible there was aomething really 

h.tt (',b,'" ~ . ~ 
}t--\- "", ,.' 1911 wrong with it take it off its gone and I've always looked with that I've not 

dtv'-vt Itw+ 1912 wanted to know about cancer in me breast I didn't want to know and I've never 

Cil-t!U 1913 wanted to know but when something slap in your face i. that'sa different .... J,. oJl ('" "';J-' r: ~~ ~ /I.,J. 4PfL-""~ 
c ...... ~ ~C<-l'V\ 

1914 F That's your thoughts and ..... ? 

1915 G Ye, that' . different ball game all together, 

1916 F So did you find at that time and do you find now that people treat you 

1917 differently? 
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201 F The same? 

202 G Yes its just the same now yeo 

203 FRight bo. 

Su,_ h4Py 204 G Yes, I am very happy with very happy with it all. 

~ ~ <..,'I.-J. "-

20S F So you look at yourself now IJld then IooIc back on all that time? 

206 G Oh ye I wouldn't want it beck apin (alight WIgII) I wouIdn', want it back 

207 again I would not want that baclc again. 

208 F But would you say that you've recovered &om it all? 

t 
"1/1,;...' ("L~~:~'i09 G Urn, really because it' s like every morning when when I've got 10 dean the 

bJ: L'J.:,.... 2010 cavities IJld you think ob god rve got '0 get that job done, you know, IJld it 's 
fl.>l"" .... 

2011 not a nice job even doing that you know 10 I mean I've accepted it 111 IJld 

2012 everything but it don', _ 10 I&y that I like it (laugb) you know what I mean. 

/} (<. A1 ~"'- 2013 I have accepted it because I can't do anything about it but I don't like it that'. all 

-b,(,,~ 2014 but 1l1l'i confident with it u well am I making tente. 
""hN-l-\.v--
,(" ',1'" 

2015 F I think I know what you mean, it'allmott u if what you are I&ying i. you'd 

2016 feel rec:oven!d is if you had your proper naturalllOlle back. 

" i ~J.. t1-...'~ 
,.;J J) ~ ... 
( h'f~ ) 
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211 G Exactly. 

212 FRight oh. 

Jo(.\.J (~f .. ~<...213 G People don't know how lucky they are when they've got one. When you look 

).. 214 It the television these people having nose jobs done makes me so angry and I My.; V. . /lJL...t'-

~Jtt-(.~';;: ~ 21S want to ye because I just feel as though I just WII1t to shout at them be thank god 
o..u tJ '- ul 

-0)""..J..; ~ 216 you've got ODe. 

217 F Rather than thinking about messing about with .... ? 

'1 h fV'-~} _~ \- 218 G Ye, stop messing with it you've got a note, I haven't and it really I want to 

()I. ,vD......... 219 shout at them, ye, that does annoy me very much . 
• o.\,.J <.I .... 

1.1"''' 

H~ j..CU. I./W\ 

M~ ..oU-
I\Ji) r- P.Jtt.LJ 
b.J- ,.... ......... 
1I!(l'-l lo\t-

2110 F That's ok. 

2111 G Because 1 mean my nose it me own nose wasn't perfect by any means it it 

2112 really in a way didn't look very nioe but it _ mine and it _ attached to me 

2113 and all that all those months it wu ltind ofagrieving process bccauae you have 

21141011 part of your body, haVCII't you you know. 

211 S F Do you ever see your prosthesis as being your nose? 

1'Oj~ ~ 2116 G No because it (paule) my nose didn't look Ulything like this I mean this i. 

~ (l.A- () 2117 great don't get me wrong. 

4f 
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221 F We could change the shape of that .... 

Ii tv rl 'J.ftiy 
\' 

222 G I think my DOle was maybe maybe it was a bit smaller I don't know, this is 1/ Mf "-'.oL 

" 'gilt' , bu aki I' le ~ 1Vw't. J( 223 great because It IS strai , nune wasn ttl wouldn't want a nose m ng 1 e ~ 

224thatum (pause) I'm just hippy with the way I'm happy with the way it is, ye I am ~~~~ 
225 ye as I say and everybody's been so marvellous that you can't pRise people 

226 enough I just think everybody's great been marvellous with me, 

227 F Because oftbat bas that helped you then? 

228 G 011 ye I was oh definitely definitely ye, It does becauJe people know like you 

229 you know what you're talking about and you can help like ifI'd got a problem at 

2210 home and I could ring you up and you would help me and the help is there 

2211 stnight away which is nice to know. 

2212 F That is the same with other people as well? 

o IW h:, h 2213 G Oh ye ye exactly ye because where all these other bits of things have come 

Jw It.:u ~r1JA 2214 from I just don't know. It is like l.-rIy live here (laugh). It makes you 

hMo"N 
_ \",t..d.;""" 

V>ori(.(.. 

2215 wonder if it's all come from this you know. 

2216 F It's possible you know I mean maybe but at least .... 
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"1-t.J..-twt- 231 G But Mr (consultant) said you know when 1 was having me head done we are 

~ ~ ... !J.- 232 going off well we're not going off because we got talking about me nose actually 

233 one one when he was doing me head and I said to him I said well you know 

rIM-1M bJ, 234 baving me nose off was very aggressive surgery wasn't it and he said oh yes so 
","",J. Yr{ 

235 he said eh we were tallring about basal <:ell carcinomas and I said to him why do 

h.-11h J:I~ 236 people call them rodent ulcers when they are cancers and I says can I just give 
('Cw'<t..A'>' 

237 you my answer before you give me youn and I said is it because it buries in one 

238 particular place and that's why you call it like a rodent and he said well ye that's 

SH II """,,~ 239 it exactly so I said but 1 said but witb me nose I said that was 110 such a big 
I J- " ... 

t.Ji'I~.- 2310 surgery that one he says yes that was very agressive he says that might have 
fJ ~ '''_1 
c-~o ... O \0lS" 2311 taken five yean 
~~~\..o\Q~ 

23) 2 F To grow to that sort of size yes. 

~ .. \( . 23 \3 G But then looking on the other hand like the storey I've just told you about the 

.~.c'" ~ ~ 23 ) 4 radium needles and Dr (consultant) saying you know er about that so how did it 
c:oI"'-~,,\ % 

; Q("';'~""\- 2315 take fLfty four yean then for it to come out if it was an overdose of radium and rt.- alJw....,,-t. 
I.. ~ ..... """, 
~t· s~2316 that I don't understand that I've never asked Mr (consuhant) because he', too 
~u,'oA r: 

I \,Q~..... 2317 such a busy man and II wouldn't go into all that with him but 1 have wondered. 
(}J"" -

2318 F Well a Jot of these thinga take time to alter the cells G. 

23) 9 G So that's why it would have took all them yean aDd then IOmething trigsered 4 I ~ 

~ .... ~ """'"' 
2320 it ofT and then it started and as be said it must have took about five years to have ~ ~ 

2321 got to theatagethat it got fL_~/~""'-<-
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~1 . ~~~/'~\- 241 F Well basal cell carcinomas you know is a very slow growing tumour but it is ..A.tv.v<.-( 

>J ._.... <-.:r-<-,J 242 also some people refer to it as a rodent ulcer G.M. CAJ I'Y\ 

b,..- 0. .t-
v. \c...J """ I,.,.;.,,.,J( -

I ..w~" )1Jr-l 
~.~ ... .. ~tJ , c1 243 G They do ye 
~7. (,b-

244 F Yell . 

• 
(pCfP;-~ ""~ 245 G So maybe this is why they keep popping up you know in these different areas 

~ k.. '" r> J ~ 246 of me face I've even had them under me lip you know under there. 

247 F They are annoying little things but it·s ..... 

Q.ltl Cj-•. J ........ 248 G If I hadn't have had me nose oft' if I'd just stayed I'd refused to have had me~ 
loob;..", . IN"'" ~,,~t..- 249 nose offwould it have gone up and gone into me brain and killed me. 
.j SlY' . .J 
lot (h:.u I.~'" V" " 4""'" 
I Q ",'1S 'f ' ' ........ 

2410 F Almost certain. ye,ye. -Iv (..J-;" t;vtL 
.r""'",,,..). 

2411 G I thought that. 

2414 F And the big advantage of getting aU the treaaneDt early G. 
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11~ .,#10..,/'1 2S 1 G Mine, as I say it is still allover me face in, one day there is nothing there and 
d. . \ j... S r(.L\~""" 
~JSr 252 then all oft sudden and I find all these as I am cleaning the cavities that' s bow s:...vi. ,,~ 

, Ll ..... <",J 01' L~ 253 I've found all of them as I am doing that bccaUiIC I've got light haven't I you a....,. (0../""'1 
~~"",,, 
,,"'/ ~ j,. 254 know straight onto me face and I look and that weren' t there yesterday 10 1 giw it 

J.) "'"~ 
" 2SS I give it so long and then. 

257 G Ye, ye, I think that there is something not right there I give it so long and if it 

258 hasn't gone away then I come and .. .. 

259 F Get it sorted out. That is very good, that', good. As you know llot of these 

2S 1 0 linle things tum out to be nothil18. 

c "" 5 H.....t\
s.....1 ~ ""1~e,.<. l;."'"2S12 I've had about six or i1CVCI1 that's been something you know but I'm gJad you 

2511 G Oh I've had more I've had more that' , turned out to be nothing but I thiole : ..s'..tUtl..A 
~C&J"1 

(IN- uJ..r S 2513 know noticed that one with my eye because I mean there again if I had left that I 
'["MilK. 
Co~....,......, 

{If . ~ 

r~r....-l-VI 2514 could have lost me eye. 
r ... c. )AJ.. 

loo\u-
fM},.- c.YI 

0""~\""V' 
251 S F Oh you could have done over time. 

'SJ..J\:'~~ " 
~ 

2516 G Little did I know that that was starting as a basal cell carcinoma there you . 

IJ (. (. 2517 know so I could have lost my eye there but its all gone UJYWay tNt's' good. 
_ ( M. k9"L~(Vl 

ry /.oj",-,"..t~ 

- o.U 'fu- ""'l(' 
, /-1...)-', ~~A-

1"/'/ fy Lv. .", 
r",,-", •. .) 

C"""'N"I 
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261 F This is the big advantage you you are looking ror you get onto Mr (consultant) 

262 and get it out. 

h"ff r" ~(J..J263 G I couldn' t be !ret any better ifI paid paid for it all everywhere in this botpital. 

264 F That's ok O. 

265 0 They do they do in that waiting room you know my appointment was such a 

266 time J says excuse me I aaid Mr (consultant) is a very very good surgeon and 

267 when you get in there you will find that you fcd the only person that there is 

YlAtr ~O/t" ~ 268 something wrong with and he's very very thorough and this is why you're having 

.~ +1:;.,,~'lY" 269 to wait a long time you know Ijult won't have anybody. 

LA Ow",- ,,(pr. 

2610 F You tell them offdo you? 

2611 G Ye, ye I do in a in in a nice way but I nice but firm way really because I J ~ 
~~n- ~\,.n . 
. J,;. . cl,,~ 2612 mean be is so good and be illO thorough you know be is really lovely. ,JWI <C 

'''' II"l - rC-"1l.SSItIlJ. 
~G 

2613 F He is • nice bloke and be i. a good surgeon. 

2614 0 He is, his attitude is nice hi. attitude is everything. J hid these on my lip done 

~ ':f ( ~ 26) S the other week and be said sometbina Mrs G and I looked It him and I said 
1J I If\. ...,..{,o ",J ... J 
ll~ ne.o.~ 2616 don't you think that it is about time you started callina me G after all these years 

- hJ ,\ 1'1. ~ III ('/'- 2617 (laugh) and he jUJt laughed and be said alright (laughter). You know, be is he is 

~lif 2618 brilliant. 

- eM. ~ A u--LL-
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271 F G, that's been good ta1Icing to you G. 

272 G He frightened me to death be did. Well becIusc you talked to me about having 

i~ ... JJ.. 
273 these implanU done and it was Me (amsultant) and he wasn' t Car ofT retiring if S (.../J,;-

274 you remember rightly and I JI8d a talk to him and be did his damdest to put me ofT 

275 and he scared me, yes he did, he really frightened me and I thought you know 

276 because he was saying when you .mile and when you 1rnow when you 1augh 

277 when you smile all your face alters and people will probably sec a bole tha'e and 

278 the way that be came across he made it appear as though it wasn ' t really worth 

279 baving these implants lleamcd after that he' , neverdooe any implllltSand 1 

2710 would have been his first patient to do III implant on and so IthinJc it was you 

2711 who told me about Me (COftIUItant) and 1 went to tee Mr (consuhant) at Charles 

2712 Clifford because somebody gave me hi, card lIIyway and I went to tee him aIId 

2713 I told him that Mr (consultant) had frightened me with these implant. and he 

L' ..... ~~f'(, 'A 2714 was udifferent again and when he finished talking to me I said that'. fine I said 
~ I_~ ",..".JJl 

271S I wllltthem but I don't WillI him to do it. 

2716 F So did Mr (consultant), if you had thought that Mr (COIIIUItant) was putting 

2717 these in lhen ..... 7 

2718 G I don', think I wouJd have had them done. No becIusc he frightened me, he 

2719 frightened me in the way in the way that he spoke to me the way that he was J<w l)-
. . and ,":-L.d do . , "-A ... Abed·d ' /-r,v4.J-2720 gomg 011 about these Implants I "uJU< eep WIll! • ____ I n I 
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281 know how to do it because he's never done one before and I was going to be his 

I ""~~ rr 282 first one so 1 I'm really glad tbat I didn't let him do it you know and it wun't c-r J. ............ \ 
. . Jj. "'~3 long after that he retired and Mr (consultant) took over and he was he was 
w- ..... 

~ ~ 284 fantastic I mean I hid to have my implants done in two but they do them in one 

285 now don't they? I bad to have the two didn't f7 The bottoms and then the 

286 uppers. But Mr (consultant) he wasn't I think he was scared to be honest you 

287 know looking back I think he was so scared that he thought that well if he 

288 frightened her to death she'll not have it done which he did (laughter) and then 

~J ... \-~ Lt,'\) (..Ii' It.A 289 talking to Mr (consultant) who really knew what he was at he was fantastic he 
J,o.J ()~. 

\0 I. \..lI 2810 was you know and it was in very early stages weren't it with Mr (consultant) 
~ t.l.J 

2811 you know, 1 don't know. 

2812 F I don't know G. 

2813 G No he hadn't it was a very new thing for him but he was absolutely brilliant 

2814 that man and eh he has got a lot of praise I have got a lot of praise for him. 

2815 F Do you ever see, does he caD you in fur review and thingslikc that. 

2816 G Mr (COlI!IUhant) no no Iut time I saw him he was here when you were doing 

2817 me noses and he was here once but I've not seen him since. Does he work at 

2818 (name)? 

2819 F Yes, he is still over at the hospital. 
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291 G Doesn' t he ever come here now? 

292 F Not really, I mean he comes over on odd occasions. 

293 G Because he used to have patients here didn't he? 

294 F Ye ye he used to have a Clinic here. But he now sees patients over there. 

295 G He is a professor now isn' t he? 

296 F Ye, Professor (name). 

297 G Mind you he deserves it. He really deserves it. But I am so glad that Mr 

298 (consultant) retired. (laughter) I didn't like him. So I mean that' s going back • 

29910ng time isn't it? 

2910 F Oh a long time ye I mean that ' s as you say about .... 

((."It .I/ <'''\'''''' 2911 G 1 must have had these I fourteen years I've had me nose off this September 111- . ," 
L0 ~ 

h ~ j.. 2912 thlt' sjust gone and ell I must have had these in at Ieut ten years because I was r"",.,;. I 
J V\ J """" 

; S , ,l.r29IJ gluing for about four weren't I 80 I've had them in for ten years. I don't regret 

hu-Q '. "'" ~'6 ~ 2914 one minute ofil. 

2915 F Good thlt' s good. Thanks very much, G. 
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CrM~~ ~ 301 G Do you Know I've not told anybody about this but I'm gonna tell you that me 

~~~.J r/!-302 husband has not looked at me in that way, not wanted sex since I had me nose t'o/fr I~'rt... 
./ \-""'~.- Ch U (r 
... ..,... 0 . 303 removed. It dido't bother him when I had me breast off but be went straight off it ( "'\. ~ 
0.'" l' 'J~'(- ~~~) 
~. ~~f.Jt 304whenmcnosewastooltoff. Yell, Yell. ~~ 
\"Ll- 1..J c.....,... .\. St¥. '\. j , 
~LL.lA \.:. W'\. .. J'-+-Vo, evttr", "i\V,",-""" 
·Oq ... ..J1V""-~' c..... c..<..."""" 
"1' Il. l~"" 30S F That's interesting G how did that make you feel 

c..~'t, 

~",~k ~'1..~ __ 306 G I'm notbotbcrcd because he's ano gooder anyway. 

~.., h4.J.-,: ........ 
_ hv. ..... "'" 

INTERVIEW ENDS 

Ix """"IO.v-
- /.,-Mb"'f'V'lf .... ...}-

d~J. 
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INTERVlEWG 

It F If you can tell me, how did you first discover you know that you had something 

12 wrong? 

I c;f- S I M~II\OJ.f G I had you know me nostrils I had a little spot come under there J mean the story Q .. 

e<:.GO\~ ... (..h~ 14 even before that was as a baby I had a little spot come in this place bercjust under e.~~J<-
1~~~ ~~~~ 
r 0 1 S '" ~+ 1 S me nostril and me mother noticed this little spot and so she took me to the doctors (ci l \d. bJ) 

~~t~h ~6 and he said if it got any bigger I'd got to go to the hospital which it did and I went 

b '" '* 17 to the old Infirmary and there they put four radium needles in the soft part of me 
I '\ 
'lypMtiln,- 18 nose, there, and then apparently it all scabbed over and they put some purple stuff 

~y .. .t:s I s 't 9 on it and the scab came off which left me scarred I used to cover that up with A ~~."" __ n 
~ ~~ w-~ 

c.c"U-.... r("'l.r 110 make-up .. So as far as I was conccmcd that was that and then one day that little -.,god,:! \N\"'~ 
'~P'U'"'CvIo.c..L ~~ 
( P 111 spot appeared here and I don't pick me nose usually (laugh) but it annoys you so 

OV'lSc:...loL0 4r 
~~ \'(t...k"h.,) 112 you know and it wouldn't heal up so I went to my doctors and he said he looked 

113 at it and he said oh doctor so and so will bum that off. 

114 F How old were you at that .... 

~4-
hIli S G S4 yep and cit he said the doctor will bum that off and ( know I went home s~ I . 
Y'f\o...~ , -r"",,~ 

r~~hCl~ I 16 thought about it and I thought~ I want more information about this so I went I .• 
5ta.k . ' ~",'" ~ 

I".) \1'\~~W\~'Mack and I saw a different doctor down at the local GPs. He looked at it and I 5<r.. ... $.L 
u....~""i"Cer C ........... 
~ d.cx1o{5 118 said Doctor so and so said Doctor (name) is going to bum this offbecausc I had re..~c.$S(.~ 
c\i43MSi~ 

119 some antibiotic cream which hadn't done anything so cit he looked at it and then 

'V L- I /120 he said nobody', touching that and I said to him well you know what it is and I 
10...... f-nO\J ~I\o:r :::;:::::;=:::0 

~~f~S~ ~ 
~S~ c.a.",C~ I 
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r~ *- -. o.~-(!""(",. C<!>~Y~d':""') 
bc1<iS..iJ! 21 can't remember his exact words what it was but anyway from there I know I paid 
~" _ft>, f+ r..v.. ~ ~ t.> ~~'ftf--see a Specialist eh a Doctor (name)at Thornbury Annexe and while I was there' "",.d-~ 
\", "-O"'$v-\~ 

23 suddenly and I don't know why out of the blue I looked at him and I said 'have I 

~ ~ c."I\(. ..... got cancer 7' And he said I can't I can't answer that one he says we wont know he 

IJ C;:~~ 2S says but I'd like to do three biopsies he said I'd like to do them while you're here. 
Co"\h<WV\~\.uV\ 

~ ... c..o"'I\ ......... <>..~ ~ \'\.~.9"'h~ 
26 F Why did you think that at that stage G? 

+\-. ... ki"\,, -+ 27 ~ I don't know it somethin1just come into me ~nd something just clicked 

Ctc"c.v-p-. ~d.,"N.. ~,~ 
28 incr J don't know where it came because before that L never even tbousbt !bout ~~( 

~\~\/w~ 29 cancer at all and it I just came out with it and he did these three biopsies and it 

\f. "* ~ b.Q.. • 
~ 0 _ . ~ 210 turned out that the two out of the three was cancerous one at the side of me nose 

-~\).. .. p-<u...\S 

f'-<.c..cll~~ 211 because that had started flaking a little bit and the one that he did inside that 

C V \11 I<~ ) 212 nostril and another one that be did which was alright. And I don't Icnow what 

213 happened nom there but I had to go to my own GP and from there I was sent to 

$p-o.clutl')t doc2J4 Dr (name) at the (hospital) a skin specialist. Now going through all this stOl)' he 

r~s 1c 21S told me that this was an overdose of radium as a baby it was called an naevous 

cNk\W ' b"""~",,j 
.\.r-ec..W\~ 216 this burnt mark thing that was in me nose and 10 I said well you Icnow what do I '\.?~ 

~ 217 do from here and I was very upset ~ know be didn't say cancer but I already 

~ <;.~~ S.~q;z18 knew because I had g; the results tiom Me thing ~ urn. -

C%w (('~So..II3 C.O'l ,t ... 1'\1 - S(.6f'(j~"> (.(J""~t',....J $4~p«lJ) 
219 F How were you ~ing about it at that stage? 

~oJ 
~C<\.",,4 

A- bd upset- 220 G A bit uM a bit upset but I mean I'd hid my breast off in 1983 10 I was ell ell D I 
Ca ~.p,J ttM\.~) 

"W- c.olrtf"f"'!11 a bit upset but not not really to start sobbing and going off. I think I just shed a ~~~ 
re#/cc.k"", prUlI CJ45 

co.l-ICJ.f h-~Wle;J- a"J #JII;J~ 
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II 
~\.u~ Jo I )'> 31 few little tears but nothing nothing I would caU anything and then from there 1 said 

fo.-> \..u ~ 32 wen where do I go from here and be said well you will have to go and see a Plastic vJ"",t-t-
I r'lslk' 33 Surgeon and I said ~ and that was here because they didn't have any at the x.. r.,~ 
Cl\\"'\O\A~ t; . ~t iswben I came to _Mr(name) tbefint time and Mr (name) '~ 
.$\a A- .\.r~~ S must have read the notes and be wanted me to come in overnight because be ~f 

4C5.-,~ 
u.,"W" Sf.(~J 36 wanted to ,do ,another biopsy but ImICb further up 10 1 came in overnight and be did 

~~ Y~ 37 this biopsy and 1 went home the next day but 1 had to oonte bade tbe following 
°rO\IqJ~s 
, I 38 Wednesday which 1 did with me daughter and that's when we come 011 to the 

,qc.co""r.<{~ leer 
~ r e.k~~-<.. 39 horrid bit and ~ came in and I sat down and I says 'have you got the results of the 
~~t~~ SI.i.sr~J!: W~-..J~l 

:J 3~' so he sap 'yes I have' and be saX! 'I am afraid' be sai1'we've got to 
c.c,.., f"s;d G; f 

Shoc..W }t...,tJ.311 take your ggx off' and I was 11.1mb 1 felt as though all that room and everybody 

Slh ... c .... U 312 in it was unreal it was (pause) it was just honid and the nurse said to me 'wouJd 

~o;"-+..~/ 313 you like a drink of water'!' and I said 'yes please' and she fetched me this drink of 
"'1 S(1Mlc.~~ c.. ' 

314 water and I bad I bit and he started explaining about reconstruction about what 

31S they do and me daughter that was with me sbe said 'my mum wont like that' and 

~~I\~y~ / 316 he mentioned about a prosthesis well with having I prosthesis for me br'e!& I 

-aW\~l'3c)n S 317 Icnew what one was otherwise I probably wouldn't have really known what it was 

318 and I just looked at him starins really I just looked and I said rn have a 

319 prosthesis and not knowing anything anytb;na .bout prPstbetjcs nothing nothing 
fto~ k:.wl.ll~j 
noJ. IN IU<\.h .. ) 
6 bc,,,, 
du.\~ 

320 at alII thought that I'd gone that day knowing that I'd have to have some sort of S\..oJ4J 

321 operttiOll to remove this cancer probabtffl bit off my nose there and probably ~ N' err 

322 go inside me nose under a general anaesthetic and they'd do what they'd got to do ~o~1 
~s~ 

323 cut it out probably stitch it up and that was going to be that, But to be told that 

324 you've got to have the main feature on your face cut off was absolute1)' 
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41 F Did you feel any different, you know you mentioned that you had a breast off 

42 some years previously. How did you feel when you were told that you bad to have 

43 your breast off? 

ilk .\,,'J.. ffl .,t44 G I wasn't Ieh I eh eh I was just had to sign the consent form in case eh well I 

tti bt-<Q~ (QJYIC>~nk he be knew but I didn't knew that I was going to have me breast off to have -e..~Iu..kJ.<. 
d.~~<;ts , 46 surgery um I signed the consent form that if whatever tbey were doing was ".L~ L < 
1A"'c.c..;rC~ ""-r ,_lu.;) 

prlo'( t SM>fj.1' cancerous they were doing a frozen section ifit was cancer they were goill8to take 

~"Stc ky\(;.J~ it offbut lit that particular stage I didn't ,knew. my daughter did because she worlced 

49 at Claremont at the time and she knew that she knew Mr (consuhant) and ell I 

(~\ J.",I~ s.W 4~0 didn't shed a tear over that. 

" ~ o..o'd~/cJ..<Ut\\ .... s 

411 F What about after your operation to remove your breast, how did you feel? 

412 G The only the only time I shed a tear over that was when the nwse a lady came 

4 \3 in with a prosthesis she wanted your bra so that she could she started showing 
<;O'-l."j c..oM.P,'\..-ISOl1S 

414 prostheses and I broke down and so did the lady at the .. (Ie of~ IS well we both 
.... "'s(J .".,.at 
~~h-~~ 

415 aied you know I I ~~ and I wanted to get hold of these prostheIes and w ,\~ S"1~tlcJt 

416 throw them you know I really .did I didn't want to know about it II all and in fact (.s....I~ l' 
4-iouAJ ~'-tJ.>417 she came back a couple of clays l~andt~~J~\faicitoberwhat J.~I~\ 

418 would you have done if I bad thrown that prosthesis flying across this ward so she 

l\l),kL} G\lW\eJtl9 says I'd have gone and picked it up you know so I says well very lOrry I am~ 

Su..k.~ S!.lp~t- 420 ~ ~ve ~ like that I said I don'~~w whll on earth ~ over me to 

gMO~o>x>1. 
;o c.u.~ • .l. 

C. 
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~·-e.J:s r~ 
.. S 1 to do that . So she said its quite a natural you know ell people are different yes so I ;(oJ-...: \.> 
"'Co/-<.. o.~'1 ' o,t l 

Q,,:rV' ~"""\ S2 think I was more angry than UP~ really and I never cried any more about that. ~ ~ 

S3 F Was your nose any different to wben you bad your breast removed? 

rot.-, r ~41cH'\ 54 G Oh god the removal of my nose ~ much much much worse oh it was ~dY."..r 

~ ~pha$iS 55 absolutely horrendous tbat because you can cover your breasts up you can cover 

GD"-\('" b(~ 
56 that up with clothes you know you get a prosthesis for it and its measured and you 

a.....rA. \ .. ok.. ",,(~just look no~you know but to think that you've got to have your nose off you 

c..o "c.unf.J 58 say wbat the hell am I going to look like I'm going to look a monster its its just 
. --- -----

~~ ~c..~ 59 something tbat its so hard to desmbe unless its you. 

'''\'''''''I0Il0\;11 
M~<stif-

M..:.t\"\c..""""" 510 F You can't it's difficult to know how ..... ? 

511 G You can't I mean likeJou've seen ~ umpteen hundreds oftime~without it on 
C\.~~..-cLv.t..l. 
c..c.",C!..~c::. ~512 and it doesn't ~you but if it was you you would feel you would feel so you 

'''''~ 0"" O~13 ~ ~~~ feel like I you really would because and I mean everybody has 

st. M Gic.~5 14 been ~~Iy marvellous with me and which I you know I mean people are 

~ c;ooJ SIS aren't they because such a horrible thing it really really is but I mean I remember 

fo~~ l'\.j'u.~e (consuhant) sending for you and then we came down heR with me daughter ~~~ 

_ Sf.(; -to 517 and I bad to have this impression which was all ev«ythlng was so real about that pC'o~"",~ 

r'~"-O""~~\c.VI5 1 g afternoon because it went on into the evening really didn't it? Half put sixish 

klI ~ /0";''119 going on seven you know and tben I had got to go borne ~thentell the ,. .. 
boJ '\~ ... s 520 family you know. 

\",,, ~\,,(.-Ib fok.l~ 

"\~ ~~ { s u.l>fetr\1 
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61 F And how did you feel then, how did your family react? 

t~J/ 'I} 
J..;J!, u..\~-to 62 G I said to our weD we went back to me other daughter's and I said to fetch me 

~~ ~w\'\~ 
o\eL.~""tr~ 
~.J: 

63 husband up because I don't want to have to tell one and then have go and tell him f\ . ---------=------ t""Io.cAo. ... u.. 
64 which they did they rang and and he came up to me daughter's and I went I think I ~~ 

<l.'lo·,J( 
65 went up to the toilet ell and my daughter told them. 

c: 

~ .... ~\'tir I"'vak --.... ~ 
66 F Ah right so you didn't you didn't tell them anything. 

Cc,t,,-.\<\ • ..'f 67 G No no I just couldn't 1 just couldn't I felt (pause) ohjust I don't know it was just 

(e..""r~o.~' ~j) 68 horrendous it was really awful. 

,,"0""'-0 ., 
C!.""U 

69 F So how 10Dg then after that news did Mr (consultant) leave it before your 

610 operation? 

\>~(S -it, 611 G Oh not long not long do you know I don't know whether it was the following c:k.,.~J.? 

r/- rS-e:K 612 week 

r ~ c..o \ \(.c.h. , 
~J. \t ' 
tlM<>-ht1 
t"<\~~\~~ 

613 F So pretty quick. 

614 G It was very quick ye I think it was the following week: and me daughter brought 

615 me in me eldest daushter brought me in and ell (long pause) and.!'- they did ~ 

616 at 111 and I think it was. Wednesday morning that it was done and I remember 

1 \ .. 1,617 ell fO£ I wouldn't look I wouldn't look: It all and when I wanted to SO to the toilet 
WII"'\CJ, ~o~ \J(JI. 

cd- \~J-t 618 they bad to put newspaper up at the mirror even though rd got a dressing a big 

~~o • .u T~~~~" 
dc.V\,tS 
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c-\ II cocA ~ 71 dressing over it. When I went to the toilet I asked if somebody would put either a 

R-C\~c. ~ .. "" ~\:A 
I av.~ I~ta:: 72 towel or some newspap« because I didn't want to lee anything of meself at all 0 .... 

d<.1\.\ .... \ ,,{ 73 when I went to the toilet which they wtft very good and did thIt and I rememba" <;1 ~\ v~ 
~\~~o..~ '5Aaf.t '"'-4 ~ 74 the Sister I think she's left now and I have forgotten her lWDe. 

75 F Was it Sister (name)? 

12-u.o\\~ts 76 G Ye ye she was a lovely hldy abe would even come and muaaae my feet 

",J.:I/I~.J 77 underneath to try and relax me she wu wonderful and she even gave me a paper 

~ t t M~ .... ~iS 78 and asked me to write down me goals what I WlJlted you bow and 1 eh eh put to 

"'1'\~ ~yJl\ c,..,J.r 
\1\ .r-j9 lee myself and also to go home beawse I wu in hospital about a fortnight I think. 
Hc...~~ 
~\,:,..) S~.J , (I""'e\;.~ fc><:...ue.!) 

\... .... \f-Ll. 
SJ....:# 

710 F Did you find that helped? Did you find that iDput fiom Sister (name) helped? 

'''"<l~ \",,~ ...... J;.;. 
711 (j Oh I mean from her oh ahe was wooderful bec:Iu.e I asked her to draw could 

712 she draw me a picture ofwbat I would look: like without a nose on and.!. 

713 remember she drew this picture and obviously now I know it was exactly what 

714 she h8d drawn but you couldn't enviSip what was on that paper that you were 

715 goins to look: 1!1! and I didn't look: tint and cor for about 10 days I think and 
~ 

716 thea one day there was one of the little wards there was DO one in it and she asked 

S~U h~rl~~ 717 me if! WlJlted to go and look: and I uid well I Imow rye set to flee this but I 

<.o~(r.~ f4. .\.er"'~18 don't really want to sbe said that sbe would Ibe would be with me .e! know I 

SMPP" rt-~ Wo mean you'd already set the impressions and everything and was mWng me DOle 

~H0"'~ III',J .. ,\£ re.~1.Js ,_~~ ("c4k .. ~ ..:: ,.ek\;,\.~\-~ 
o weren't you while I was in hospital and anyway abe took: me in this this ward ana 

r 721 l!!I8R~ me m the mirror was hip so all I could _ wu me ~ (llupcr) and 
h~\"5 M~ 

c.."" 0\-'-0 I'\~ S lI.f f<',{; 
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89 Gohgodye 

810 F That wal a g1ue-on prosthesis wasn' t it? 

<A;~ 1Io~ \:~ 8I1 G Oh it was awful that glue I had. Did I do it for about four years? 

~\~ l)('o.s\..~<s:i> 

812 F I think you did. 

813 G I must have done ye ye 

814 F Even though it was a glued-oo prosthesis how did think aboot that, how did you 

815 urn when you went out into genera1 public areas shoppill8 and things like that? 

u.\njU b"'* 
.j \II..L CA~ 
......... sh.,JL 

816 G Well it was alright but there were certain times when the glue started to come \~ o~ 

817 unstuck from the bottom, you Icnow, just above me lip and you could feel it to" t, J~" ~ 
11\ ~51"-l 
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~t>~ ~ ~ 91 loosening and that was awful because you had to keep like as though you was \" ~c.~ 
~~~ 4~ 92 wiping your nose but you wasn't really you was holding the thing on you know the \J 

93 gluing was an awful awful thing. 

94 F At far as how it looked G, how did you feel about it? 

\OQ~'> 4 
95 G It looks very well, it really really looIced very well so it did ye and you did give ~io.v"o 

rl'b~eil.s 
'vi<.ll \>\.u,..w1 96 me some glaae. and I wore those glasses for quite a long time. 

u'\~h .. \>~t'<I.~ 

P ' \ . , l. \ 97 F So how did you feel then when you were shopping and things like that? 
(,1.. .. " ..... s. 1.uI...\~ 

t.J., Ot-\y,¥ 98 G I felt mght. 

99 F You felt &bight. 

~!I \,hyilc.J910 G~e, I think I think it took me a long time because you know the District Nunc 

~ A':"'" ~Y"\ 911 used to come and clean the cavities out and um I remember abe hurt me one 
c.1 . cJ-
~"'~j 912 morning because I said to her 'how Ions will you be coming to have to do this' 

I'\o~ 
9\3 and she said 'well for as long it as long as you feel you can't do it yourself you 

914 know and I know she came for about a fortnight and then one day.be abe really 

5 J 915 hurt me and I thought I'll have a go It doing this metdfwhich I did and I've 
c.t1" d~",,~~ 

i.e 916 done it ever since but theR was one particular momi"l and I can remember that 
o.\lo\tl P~!;jc:..J 

f'A'-'i\ 917 very vividly and er I was at me daughter's and I er er slept there actually I wu 

~~, \ ... ("' .~ 918 there a while IIId er I I'd got a this big mirror on I pillow and all the ItUff I got , , ')urrM -

I 
919 out &Dd all of a sudden I got this m feelina just like the feeling that I got in me 

~ j Y1 ~1A4r,,--q -

::.~(, 

ScI-....,hcM 
el",,~\ 
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)0C4-J 101 breast IJId I thought what the hell am I doing with all this stuff and this nose and k \~,~~ ck 
Co~,so.vs....... ~~ ~ 
~peor4- 1~ everything and there again I wanted to to tIuo~ everything through tbe window ~~\-r6.~~ 
~ "'*~~ I.\... ... ~ S'~ 
\rI"",~S t; b.../oJ03because it wasn't real you know and I remember saying to me daughter to me 1011- • I , 

-~ ~ ;U~04 in-law and Ijult said 'this this is just not real what I'm doing itsjult not real ;t..I.j c; .... ro~ 
~> ....... ,,-i \\PI\'.:....J:- - ~~~ 
(\. ~)Of" ~~ people don't do this' you know and it was a really bad morning a really really bad 

6.""'IJ.~ , 
SI~ .. ;,. J l06monung, 

CI.""Sr-r .... J p .. s4-.,..cl:iJ "J- feJ 

107 F So you felt angry about tbis? 

~r 108 G Ye, I jult wanted to throw the nose through the window and all the cleaning ~ 

~\.(~~ 109 stuffwith it everything I jult wanted to sa rid of everything because it wasn't ';:~ 
\..I,~",+ 1\(4\-v.(o-.\ 

1010 natural because it wasn't real, 

lOll F What were the members of your family saying round about this time? 

S"'ff"'rt- .l.'UAJ\~12 G Eb ali my daughters were, my youqjest dIugbter I I "yed there becaullC my 

k",\'oo.J 1013. husband hadn't act much idea of what to say and when I did go home I uled to 

c. .. I-t.S , .. ~~!~~~ I ~. lot about it and ell (sigh) he UIed to to be quite honest with you 

0+ ~~bo...J- ~o"""" t(..\-.s«./S-.k."t ~tt 
_ l_ 1015 be said I remember one day I ~1 bad 80t my tea and I didn't want it 
~~~') S"'~po,* 

1016 I was crying and he said 'oil I can't cope with this' be said 'I'm going to ring 

1017 Janet up' and he rang Janet up 'you will have to come and fetch your mother I \ \ I 
I\IU~ 

1.U\5I.\i>r,' r~ 1018 can't cope with all this' , Now tNt didn't give me tNt much IUppOI't but I didn't ~!."f'r'r~ 

N G...,.( Ie- c...fA-. 1019 want to be in that plac:e with him I wanted to be with me daughter and me son-

? ~~ 1('4-~ .f- s ... ~~ -
h...,.J 1020 in- law as you know with (name) he was abtoIutely fantutic with me and they 

?r~\ ... hoa'f 
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.so" _ "" _ \Cl-..J ""'co{ 

Ja.~hts-~ 
~c>",J.~f.J 

III were wonderful if he hadn't have been for me two daughten and a son-in-law I ~o ~"J 

\'~'1 4-.\(> II 112 think I would have gone crackers. 

::..".\ <;;. ..... \" ~ c.> r~yJ/l. 

113 F So you felt that they helped .... ? 

I' 1 1_ ' 114 G They was absolutely fantutic but me Iwsband bid just sot no idea, no idea at 
h...., So"" "L. 

~k 
~-'1 

~"'~o ... J liS all. You know and J stayed there quite along time, you know before J I'd until 

~"W.~ ~ ,116 really I I'd accepted everything I could do everything and then then I went beck . (A =~ 
"I.c.c.Lptr, ~...,. D 

I \ k~~ 
r(.~v", "",I"'\.l. 117 home. 

" 

118 F So when you say you started to accept things did you feel different about 

119 younelf? How did you feel? 

R."\j~ V'""l 1110 G I suppose yes. I suppose I did a little bit but (paule) there again if you look at Q I . 

\ \ L '- L. "~'>hu", ":> 
:;":;l.<....\ r -nil things very logically it's you that'lJOIIetbrough it all and ifpeople can't ac.cept ",-*,~ 

f'':J ("o...-'-t .. "l .... \i.k~ . ~ 
S\.:." So............ 1112 you for who you are you are still the samepe!!9Jl. you Imow, and if people can't "" <;Q:.\C:l 

pe"l;o..{phrs~ 13 accept you for who you are then I couldn't care two pence, you know what I c. ... J(~ 
c..k..-~ ) r~b",'.",\ 

1114 mean (pause) and now J don't even wear the gtaues. I have got IOI1Ie gIauea in ) 

~q ""~ I<J(W"III 5 there but that that I get to make thinal loolt • bit sharper but its very rare that I 

5\'\~e,5 11I6_them. 

1117 F And you feel confident in wa1Itill8 .... .. ? 

kJ~ CJ:>,,",~\.l.c.cl1118 G I do yes. because I ~'t care leu "!~t anyone else thinks now, you know, ~O~\~,.M. 
\4'i~~r11L\ 1119 when ita on, fourteen years on now aren't we, you know and] I~~(O""';'J 

f ~.....Joc... (. _) . ~~''''-pi-tctSiS 
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he. .. .,. ,Io~:yb 121 just think its me that has to do this horrible job t:Vef'J morning of cleaning out the 

\..o.;~..J.o",-'.> 122 cavities every morning, its me that has to do it an when I've got cold its 
GI."I \"loA 

123 horrendous. That is awful. 

124 F See all your MJCOUS and things lib that. 

\.-... r .... , \,~ 125 G Aw (sigh) even honible it really is horrible, you know, it makes mesolf feel 

~C; ~-.....- 126 sick (laughter) it really does but I mean that is just something now that I have_ 

'i c.~~1.s 127 come to accept. 

128 F So have you accommodated the fact that you have got this to do and you just 

get on with it? 

129 G Ye, I get on with it now and fully fully well after fourteen years you do accept 

~ 
1210 it don't you? But I don't Icnow whether everybody still does or DOt. 

(.{c.<..~t-.5 

c::.:. ""'f GI.(~~ '-"i.\\ a+l..rs 
1211 F Well, not everybody does. 

{(\..)O.(o(. o~c.\""",11.1212 G Well, I mean I still know and I still look and I by to make ell me nose feela. 

\""~~C~'I\.M.. 1213 though it, gone into lib a (pause) crevice, a frown, if you like, ell ell a line if 

1214 you know what I mean on me face so that it kind offits in there but u I say then 

c..o",t-w. 
...1 ' 121S I put the make-up on and put make-up on that...JQ.matcb me face and then I feel 

\ti\" ""C\~vf -
<1"". 121~~e confidem. 

1217 F You feel... .. ? 
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~~ \'\~V) 131 F You've bad both types of prosthesis, G, you've had the implant prosthesis that 

0\ t ... o~S 
132 you wear at the moment. 

We ... ~ 133 G, oh ye, that's wonderful. 

I""~L..:X-

134 F And then we started oft' with an adhesive, g1ue-on stick-oo prosthesis which I 

135 think you bad for about, I think you said four yean. 

136 G It must have been about four years that, yeo 

137 F What would you say the differences just between one and tother1 

~.) ~ 138 G There's no compuisoo whldtoever, I mean the the nwsnets aryhfOlutely 

~~ '!.~.:.. . 139 fantastic they really really are, I mean, you do it, you click it on and i~ 
U-:. <:.o ... t.~~+ 

~'l310 come oft' unless somebody cracks you OIl the side. The pull is very very good, 
S-t.c.w_, .... rlA\,4.. 

1311 the pull that way forward but if somebody give you a crack with the elbow or 

1312 their hand sideways then obviously it would come oft; you know, but eh, in fact 

1313 I was at on Bonfire night this week on Monday night I was sat in this house and 

1314 there was two people in the room as well as me and I don't now how it 

1315 happened but all ofa it must have been mese1f it was meself and I don't know 

I\, 1316 how I did it I knocked it and it came otfso quickly but you know me reflexes, it 
~ C.t<"'L 

err \.,~ ("~lqct.bI7 fel~ like that, I picked it up and put it on and turned round and nobody was the Co~'lo. \r4l~ 

I ...... )b - 1318 wiser, no, nobody knew (laughter). ljult got you know.... S(~"';" 
Qc.I:..~(>~ C t: c.... 

[oMoe:....;..,., fa '-. c... 
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141 F So practically, Is it a lot easier to to ..... ? 

We ""J..~~ 142 G Ob, it is absolutely wonderful, ob it', wonderful, if you could talk people into 5 I 
• O~~~ 

jocA. 'h- ottu,43 having it done. c.o"'~"'~\~ 

144 F Any differences in say how it .. .it.. ... ? 

j\l/..L <>'\. ""'')11...145 G Well, when you first glue it on, I mean, it Ride, down and it looks alright., its 

t.t-~~ 146 just the annoyance of it coming unstuclc, I remember once I was gong to a eh eh 

"'-.~ '''\ <;~\~ 147 an aerobic class thing and we was laid down on this mat and it wasn't very far 

t · 148 from where I lived, it was only round the comer and I just got laid on this mat 
c. ..-c.,.""'('S 
1\ k.,. ~I ~ 149 thing and all ofa sudden I could feel it starting to come away and I just said to me 

k 51",,- --k 
1410 daughter I am sorry, I said, we wiD have to go home and reglue this, you know, 

1411 and I had to run home, take it off, reslue it all, stick it back 011 and then go back. Co 

I'\o~ \,~ \\.....~ 1412 ~ere, with with ~ there is DOthins like that, oh ye. them magnets are M:~ 
w,b\ '''''\j~ 1413 wonderful oh I have never regretted I have never regretted them for one minute, ~ ~ \ .......... 
ft\c,t....J.. ""'U. ..... ~.-.: • .) 1414 ob I haven't. Absolutely, ..... UI3I .... 

~" ..... d..tr~ 

1415 F Would you feel unhappy about goill8 back to a an adhesive retained 

1416 prosthesis? 

1417 G I would, oh, I'd hate it, I would hate it, yeo I meaD its like if anything . ,,«c..W'~ 
1418 happened to me then they bad to come out and bad to have It redone I would 

MQ.~"'~ 
1419 have it redone because the difference is, there's just no comparison at all . 
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W'> 0\ \.:,'r 151 F That's ok? 

s'\~ 

152 G You feel such a lot safer with this one. yet ob yeo 

153 F And you wouldn't W8IU to go back to a dressing? 

January 2010 

c\~ ~ h~154 G No I wouIdn't go out, no. ob no. Do you mean just a eh eh dressing over that. 

~t~\':"~ ~15S I wouldn't go out. 
WG~.\. I\o\:: -
:\0 0 ,,"* _~ 

156 F You wouldn·t. 

\t.I ~ .... \~ .... tf- 157 G No way. ob no. ~ wouldn·t. No. because everybody would know. because it 
~\I \.. 1 Co "'c....,.."" J """', 158 is flat. you know. like at night when I take it off 1 put a dressing over it, you 
WCl..J.t\ ~_\"""~""I'p~",-r",,,c:..t.. r-(!.~\>""-'\.(b,,'I.l 
~ . . . ..JS9lcnow. I cut triangles out oCthe melolin dresaings and put micropore on, you '-'>IJ. 'P\"'<£ 

'''' f>"'-IJ.. "---'.L) 
$,I,..",-c..~,> 1510 know. stick. a bit on the top an a bit on the side so that it could breath at night~ ~ 
B .I-. =-===- = ,'" i'('~"Y\ 

1511 and I do that and then obviously take it off first thing in the morning and put it 

1512 straight on. Have me breakfast and then go back up and clean it all . You know. 

1513 F Yeh I know? 

bo~ \ 1514 G No I wouldn't like that, I wouldn't go out unless I looked as though I'd got a 
-( ~"JL 

'C.¥~"i\"" "\?~~ nose on, I know I wouldn't becauae you would know that everybody was 
I""'r .. (ta: ... ~ 
~ {l I ISI6100king at you and even though I've said...you know. they can pleasethemselfit 

kO,~~ ~f 
c....h, t,~ lSI? is because I~fideAt ill "daat I have sot on but IwouJdn't feel confident if 

- ~t....1t; ~"'\~J.-.\-
bo~ \Vv\'\Jl- ISI8 I'd got what you just suggested with. dressing over it. oh no. no. 

~* I:x...'\~\k 
k ('~"I 1_' I Il 

.~ "'" 61 r c..o'\.F-\n~ 

Soe..,.1 
\ ~k-o.c..'tt~ ... 
Go"'~~~ 
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~t...l- 161 F So it is fair to lay then that you are much hlppier with a prosthesis than with a 
\. ' 
'~p[)~ • 

If . 162 dressing on? 
\.h~ rro.sf\.J6l f 

"'I'f'..:r 
W\~ M'\ Sht-t--.c: 

,",o\R..... 

163 G Ye 011 ye, hundred percent, hundred and ten ~t, yeo 

164 F And u far u the thing that you prefer most ofby theM implants? 

165 G Definitely, most definitely ye and anybody that won't have them, J mean, J just 

166 cannot understand it, you know, I really can't. Tbey jUll don't realise how 
Co",~O"l \t.; .. 
(' " • ~167 brilliant they are, J mean J can't thank the NHS enough for what they've done for 
) 0'-,.;..\ 
C.O~"'''''I'50'' 168 me. 

169 F So you'd say it hu made a diffemICe to the quality of your life? 

t!."~Ie.;t,J 1610 G Db ye, I mean if you've got cancer and you have got to have a note off it is 

hc.~«.r.~ 1611 very aggressive its awful, an awful operation, you know, but to think: you can ~\.IcvtV\65 

1612 have a DOte and the people that do know Ibout it have said you would never S.1ft --Q.~p~rc,"4.. 
MI~ '-~ 1613 know would you unless you'd told me I wouldn't know which is great for you, 

I""'",~ 1614 u well u for me. II it, you 1cnow? It is a compliment for you that's making the 

'" YO"'~~ ~ 161S~ I mean J think they ere absolutely brilliant, I know that that 
SO'-I~JJ 
1'-41, - I ... ~(Q,IIJ616 down there but I mean some people have one if they've stopped being rading 

1617 or whatever. I've even noticed on the television that ifl look at the television 

~t...;J, (.,.~r'l'l'§jr and J look at people's noses and there il one or two people that's got \ike a 

~I~-t A~ 
I 1619 permanent dent tbc:re and they've got no gJa... OIl. 

<"OW\l'\,o .... <lA,k~.s 

Soc:.~ 
\",kr"<C~ 
,,~ 

r(. \"'t~'(,,\;; 
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(( 

dc>~ ,,'f 
~l~~ 
bv..\- A. .... N~ 

o~ c""'-~ 

171 F And you get things on the side of your nose as well, things like that. c..:.,~~ ~~ 
s;~S..,.:.. 

~ ___ 4-
172 G Ye, ye, I mean, like as I said, I come on two buses this morning ~ it doesn': c..~~~) 

173 bot~ don't find people swing at me..ld0n't at all . Ifl did, ifl 

\~ 1'-01'( ~v~ 
174 really did find that people was staring me Inc! I'd think they are looking and 

$IX b [ . ''-* 
f'nob. f () t. 
~\.ro.s{-• 

h <'\~f'C":'''''u... 175 they can tell tbell all I would do was put me glasses on. 

4C<.e~ I.-t.r 
S\",,-,,~ 

~"''* 
\""\>\W-~ 0" 

\\ k. s~lt.. 

176 F Right and that would just hide that ..... 7 

177 G And ye and probably a little bit there and but it wouldn't stop me going aut.. ..J. 
- k-<!.f"> 

178 going into town aDd shopping orwbatever. 5>1\.-.. ... ~~ 

179 F Y OIl would not feel any differ-em about it you would just get your glasses on7 

1710 G No I would just put me gl_ on that's only if! found people starina at me 
a\..J~;;;;;;;J: i" .. k:,}:.r; ~r~ 

1711 which people don't. You know I don't go to town aDd look to see if somebody r . 
Lo(".-I) 

1712 has got a talse car on or a glass eye. You are too busy with your own life to be (bl"\ol- .~ 

17131oo1dng at peopIc's &ces. That is the way I look at it. anyway. 7 
--4 

1114 F Did any people and _ including your own family aDd mends as fit as what 

1715 they are saying to you did that help at all to make the sbocIt of dJ having to have 

1716 your nose off any diffcrcllt any more bearablc7 

1717 G No not rcal\y. 
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lSI F You were IOrt ofloat in your own thoughts? 

~TY-CJ'" 
\"'\-c.""x...S~u.QS2 G Yes yes I was yeo It was just asl say, it wUjust too horrendous I was 10 oomb o{oU'\\~ 

.J.;- J.~~OSi) IS3 I couldn't I just couldn't get to terms witb it for quite a while, really couldn't. 

IS4 F How long would you estimate that it took 

185 G Urn do you mean before I started to come to terms with it? 

186 F Yell to come to terms with tbings. 

\ \.(fl.C¥" k. CD.....JS7 G It was I would say it must be going on a year before I [ really started to come 

Ia: ~~) ISS come round properly, ye, I kDow, (cough) exc:use me, it was a matter it was more 

I'\e'l",~ llet 
l-J.wc..5 

IS9 it was months it wasn't a matter of just a few weeks and I'd come to terms with it 

1810 it wasn't that it it was months. Ye. 

ISII F Did you find that you accommodated that )'OIII'1elf or did anybody around you 

1812 help you? 

eel .. iJ • IS13 G There was there was all helping me but the thing is its your mind and its you I., L. . I 
"'c:..-e-- ''<.In\,,, I ",e.,,~ r\~ 

I ~ J.. (S14 that's got to get your mind into that situatioo where there is nothing 1 can do D~ .i,<;eo.~ 
1V\ .... \;\"h . . J I ~ t ' 
f f • ..,.,... 15 1815 about this, you know, it I bad cancer I've had to have me nose off and I've got I.IS~tl(..'" '011 

r-(.r~Lc..1O of- h~"" .. ..t 
~~ 5t.\ru ,\,o.l 1816 down to get 00 with it because there', nothins there', nothing I can do about it. f' • t 
~ ... ll Ie;, ~Y' sv. ... V\V"" 
I\o~ - '-'>S ..I . 1817 Everybody in the medical profession like Mr (consultant), like you you've all 

''''j~OII\I~ 

(~l("~) I (.0.", ,.\0 
t ... ·h:xo../t) 1J S~ f 
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Se..~ ~~ 191 done everything you can to help me so there' , only meself now that can get to _ 

~~~~~~ , -
'Tn ,ckcllt.. ~ ~l ~s with this IUlOther thing it does take months because its its slap bang in - ~c-.~ 

\W\f''''S'!.\blQ.:t> 193 middle of your face this is the thing, you know, if it wasn't so prominent like I ~ 
CC"'~ ~~ '-O~("'" 
\ M~ ~ 194 said your breast. you CUI cover you can cover up and I got to terms with that ever 

~~o..l'\C.L 5 '!1k11 ~'thoue.) gh ' , . . thi but I · ..... h 
~~ .-b ~519 so qUI... y even It It was senous very seriOUS ng got to terms WIt 

""'''''''''''CIS" +~-t.;-m it in fact I think r ve always been in denial of this in all these years its twenty 
- \:X"" es ~\ol -
'oy~c..~1r ,>v..~;.;wenty four yean, you know. 

<...0.<1.. ... ....\ 

198 F Since you had your breast removed. 

1910 that and my thoughts to that was ob it was bom"ble there was something really 

1911 wrong with it take it off its gone and I've always looked with that I've not 

~ nc:k- 1912 wanted to know about cancer in me breast I didn't want to know and I've never 

~~ 10 k... "; 913 wanted to know but when something slap in your face is that's a different ... , 

by ~ . (..0. S~*. 

1914 F That's your thoughts and ..... 7 

1915 G Ye, that's different ball game all together. 

fa.c....·.J. . 
c..,.."c:.u- ~i~~f"'.d:- I,,~s~d.~ fa h,.,.L.,....,.,A~-U 

1916 F So did you find at that time and do you find now that people treat you 

1917 differently? 

1918 G No ob 110. 

bc..,,",\~ 

MC\o;..~"'''''1 
~>'j""'1 
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201 F The same? 

202 G Yes its just the same now yeo 

203 FRight ho. 

204 G Yes, I am very happy with very happy with it all. 

205 F So you look at yourself now and then look back on all that time? 

() JI !.... . 206 G Db ye I wouldn' t want it baclc again (slight laugh) I wouldn' t want it back 
k+'C..C..I'>I~ 

207 again I would not want that back again. .~ ~<\S I '> )<. ~ -
208 F But would you say that you've recovered fTom it all? 

~J""(,~ 209 GUm, really because it's like every morning when when I've got to clean the 

2010 cavities and you think 011 god I've got to get that job done, you know, and it' s 

r. L ' I 2011 not a nice job even doing that you know so I mean I've accepted it III and 
e;:: fY\OT'lo",o...\ 

Clc..c...¥c...",u... 2012 everything but it don't mean to say that I like it (laugh) you know what I mean. 
p~SI~ 
"I ~k .... c.a.... 2013 I have ~ it becanK I can't do '!illg about it but I don't like it that's all 

.,- I' _ 2014 but I ~ confident with it as well am I making seIISC. 
~ M . rv C 

I~Y>\,> t6 
h>M- 'Uj,1~ J 2015 F I think I know what you mean, it's almost as ifwbat you are saying is you'd 

2016 feel rcoovered is if you hid your proper naturaillOse back. 
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211 G Exactly. 

212 F Right oh. 

Soc... . (onY" 213 G People don't know how lucky they are when they've got ODe. When you look: 
~ ... ~ 
~~~~" 
c.c>~.soc... 

217 F Rather than thinking about meuing about with .... ? 

o.\.-J"'-v~ 
0.... -' J 219 shout at them, ye, that does annoy me wsy much. 

'" 0\..-." ""( (/;\ 

218 G Ye, stop _ins with it .~ I ~ and it rally I want to r."",q.,c 
'\.~ ... r-t..~ 

"'-" t-.o 1 c:A.. 
Soc. . c..o ..... ~. 

2110 F That's ok. 

""'* ~.,~ 2111 G Because I mean my nose it me own nose wasn't perfect by any means it it 

b...* lrn\4.,-~112 really in a way didn't look: very Dice but it wu mine and it wu attached to me 

\0'» ~~>I~~"'+ 
k,.- \'o~ t>o..~113 and all thIt all those months it wu kind ora grieving pnx:ess becauIe you have 

~ r\ ~, "j 2114 lOll pet of your body, hawn't you you know. 

lo~ybe~~ 

<t~ 
"'c..c.~ 

2115 F Do you ever see your prosthesis as beins your nose? 

~ 
~l'b\W\.t.L A\~ 

~""""~~:!I ~ "Ll~ I-.......l., 2116 G No because it (pause) my DOlt didn't look anything like this I mean this is ~fo.&u.... 
~ ---------------------------------~~.\~q~ \""''''f- 21 ~7 great don't get me wrong. -. 0-
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221 F We could change the shape of that .... 

ACc..4"s 222 G 1 think my nose was maybe maybe it was a bit smaller I don' t know, this is 
P~$I~ ~\f6":""""'c.A..... 
Q.L;: I 223 great because it is straight, mine wasn't but I wouldn't want a nose making like 

--";/-"'''''''' 
'o.:.cl.~ \,;".,'" 'i!- 224 that urn (pause) I'm just happy with the way I'm happy with the way it is, ye I am 

225 ye as I say and everybody's been so marvellous that you can' t praise people 

226 enough I just think everybody's great been marvellous with me. 
p. c. '--<f \-o....a..... 

Ot ~"'S~ 
11'\ "If ¥1!A.(l).1tt.. 

227 F Because of that has that helped you then? 

Co ..P, J 228 G Oh ye I was oil definitely definitely yeo It does because people mow like you 
"'l'id\.(."c.L 

I" F"O~~Io"J 229 you know what you're talking about and you can help like if I'd got a problem at 

~ r f· I 2210 home and I could rill8 you up and you would help me and the help is there 
0""' ~<t-r, 
k.e.tf 2211 straight away which is nice to know. 

2212 F That is the same with other people as well? 

~ b'.\L... 2213 G Oh ye ye exactly ye because where all these other bits of things have come 
lJ \~o"""':> 

«~~"'oW'S 2214 from I just don't know. h is like I nearly live here (laugh). It makes you Sv-.r~ \~ oJ.. 
2215 wonder if it's all come from this you know. 

2216 F h's possible you know I mean maybe but at least .... 
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231 G But Mr (consultant) said you Itnow when I was having me head done we are 

232 going ofTwell we're not going ofT because we got tallcing about me nose ~Y 

233 one one when he was doing me head and I said to him I said well you know ~~b.~ 

ktk~-(.t. ha ' fT ' , , and he 'd oh , 234 vlDg me nose 0 was very aggressIVe surgery wasn t it sal yes so 
~ ~~r~~'''~ ----"'-------'--.;;.::.-- -...:..-; 
St.r~-1 235 he said eb we were talking about basal cell carcinomas and I said to him why do 

\ 236 people call them ,rodent ulcers when they are ClIIIICe!!-and I says can I just give 
1I. \Ge,(~ Mt: 
~~-e..-') 237 you my answer before you give me yours and I said is it because it buries i'!...lm£ 

\ .. 238 particular place and that's why you call it like a rodent and he said well ye that's 
~wr-\~> '" 0<\1.. 

plt\c:..l... "ck "'-It 239 it exactly so I said but I said but with me nose I said that was so such a big 
o,,~\:..,.J.'1 

.J 2310 surgery that one he says yes that was very aggressive he says that might have 

2311 taken five years 

2312 F To grow to that sort of size yes, 

Q,.'I ' . 2313 G But then looking on the other hand like the storey I've just told you about the 
~"'\ Qv..~~\ 

""'SUus. 2314 radium needles and Dr (coll!Ultant) saying you knower about that so bow did it \ I.' L 
..J 14~1') t,c<\r\C»1 

j 14" ~ ~~ 2315 take fifty four years then for it to come out if it was an overdose of radium and at h-~u:l 
rrt..1"'\8~.J. 
~ '1 2316 that I don't understand that I've ~ asked Mr (consultant) because he's too 
t\a'>L 

2317 such a busy man and I I wouldn't go into all that with him but I have wondered. 
= 

2318 F Well a lot of these things take time to alter the cells G. 

2319 G So that's why it would have took all them yean and then something trigsered 

2320 it ofT and then it started and as he said it must have took about five years to have 

2321 got to the lItBge that,! got. 
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(001~ .Jcer241 F Wen basal cell carcinomas you know is a very slow growing tumour but it is 
~cc . 
5Jow ,\(o':" ij 242 also some people refer to it as I rodent u1cer 

- r-e."-...ch.,... i t1 

5 .... '1~i ~ 
••. _I r c, 243 G They do ye 
""\CI I '(. ~ ;><.i/J.'IA"'~ 

244 F Yeh. 

)~ r'ft"j 245 G So maybe this is why they keep popping up you know in these different areas 

'-'f - Sd t 246 of me face I've even had them under me lip you know under there. 
4C\."",,,,~ 

247 F They are annoying little things but it·s ..... 

,hl>\;fl~~O';" 248 G If I hadn't have had me nose off if I'd just stayed I'd refused to have had me 

tr r,c..cJ 249 nose offwould it have gone up and gone into me brain and killed me. 

~\-d...t~ - "J 
~"'Iv'o.! ~d\\ It-It\$ t"e,f,ro.\k ..)Asl.,,~ 10 self. 

2410 F Almost certain, ye,ye, 

2411 G Ithought that. 

Slow:)(ow", 
u\Q.4/ 
SW"'Iiw.l 

2412 G But it was stil~ well I mean I could have been dead before it had got there I .L't' ' 
( I 1. J\4'l1ltI~" 
..)U ... ~. \~u-.\ ~ 2413 really. yeo you don't take that risk do you. You get it out. _ ~ h-e.i" ..... 

(t~ c.c.s~s. <>t ~'I. 

2414 F And the big advantage of getting all the treatment early G. 
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,~~ • 2S 1 G Mine, as I say it is still allover me face in, one day there is nothing there and .. \ . 
""""'I ~""~~ ?r<..~ 
~ ~,\ •. ~_L _ . 252 then all ora sudden and I find all these as I am cleaning the cavities that' s how f' 0 t 

r~w~ ---- fu~t~ 
~ ,f.<.CJL 253 I've found all oftbcm as I am doing that because I've got light haven't I you \'V\v..~\..t;:..:, 

254 know straight onto me face and I look and that weren't there yesterday so I give it )lArv\o/J. 

2SS I give it so long aod then. 

( _ I A. - .256 F you diagnose it younelf7 ft.I, ~"'1Y\I,\~ 
?? J...\~r'(f)t.- '?? 

r L '\ 257 G Ye, ye, I thinlc that there is something not right there I give it so long and if it 
1'<1"\ rjlk 

258 hasn't gone away then I come and .... 

I 5~ ... ~.J.~259 F Get it sorted out. That is very good, that's good. As you Irnowa lot of these 

.sd ~ -r~qs~~ittle things tum out to be nothing. 

2511 G OIl I've bed more I've bed more that's turned out to be nothing but I thinlc 

Jo<j- rtoo./1~ 2512 I've bed about six or seven that 's been something you know but I'm glad you 

- '''''''I~ 2513 know noticed that one with my eye because I mean there again ifl had left that I 
<:..,'\~~,,\ 
~t1 , 4' ~ I 2514 could have lost me eye. 

T -r<>''''l ' O\c.:t ... i,.. -

2S 1 S F OIl you could have done over time. 

2S 16 G Little did I know that that was starting as I basal cell carcinoma there you 

2S 171rnow so I could have 10it my eye there but its all gone myway that's' good._ 

I~~ 
Qf9e4f'"o.>1Cl. 

$L...,Y'JIV~( 
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261 F This is the big advantage you you are looking for you get onto Mr (consultant) 

262 and get it out. 

~ "> \. 263 G I couldn't be lTet any better ifI paid paid for it all everywbere in this hospital. n I 

"~fJ rt.C..~r1n'1<..L 

264 F That's ok G. 

~~t>"~ 
~~r~~ 

265 G They do they do in that waitill8 room you know my appointment was such a sk ~ f ' 
266 time I saya excuse me I said Mr (consultant) is a very very good surgeon and <.. ~(C\c.t-e.rIShc. 

I" <Ai'/icl~o..b 
~4 

267 when you get in there you wiD find that you feel tbe only penon that there is (,\O\(h .. ,cAIAJ}) 
t '''~iVj 4IAJS 268 something WI"OIl& with and be's. v~ very thorough and this is wby you're having 

~ ''''~ ~ o~ 269lO wait along time you know I just won't have anybody. 

v 0"'''' 
Sl~o~ _ (~'\U\y'~ \\...OYo":)""~> 

2610 F You tell them offdo you? 

r IJ j 2611 G Yeo ye I do in a in in a nice way but a nice but firm way really because I I 
,)0 1'Y\O"O 

C c.o",~, ~L.L 
- )<A"'V,I/ 2612 mean be is so good and be is so thorough you know be Is reaDy lovely. 

(S~r\l\-l\L0 

2613 F He is a nice bloke and he is a good surgeon. 

SkU 
2614 G He is, his attitude is nice hi. attitude ia everything. I hid theae on my lip done 

r",-!> pc rt 2615 the other week and be said something Mn G and I looked at him and I said 

is P I ... JI{IJ\Icio~616 don't you think that it is about time you ItIrted calling meG after all tIleR yean 

\"'~'''6..1t'' 2617 (laugb) and be just 1aughed and he said ahigbt (\aughtel). You know, be is he is 
rifPl)(t 
~"'C\11f~ 2618 brilliant. 

5"oJ. \t'~a.\~,,-~ 
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271 F G, that's been good talking to you G. 

272 G He frightened me to death be did. Well because you talked to me about having 

273 these implants done and it was Mr (consultant) and he wasn't far off retiring if 

<-l\ f~u... 274 you remember rightly and I bad a talk to him and he did hi. damdest to put me off 

'" S~ (f 275 and he scared me, yes he did, he really frightened me and I thought you know 

~~k~ . . 
.1 ,276 bcx:ause he was saymg when you smde and when you know when you laugh 

-eSf· ''''dt''' 1OI1A.Q. '> 
S~U 277 when you smile all your face alters and people will probably see a hole there and 

"wi.- it 278 the way that be came across he made it appear as though it wasn't really worth 

\-r~-..-t- 279 having these implants I learned after that he's never done any implants and I 

~~ 
v-.'\\...~ 
~#-
I'1Sf. lIS 
<.o",~J«..'1c.... 

2710 would have been his fint patient to do an implant on and so I think it was you 

2711 who told me about Mr (consu1tant) and I went to see Mr (consultant) at Charles 

2712 Clifford bcx:ause somebody gave me his card anyway and I went to see him and 

2713 I told him that Mr (COIIsultant) had frightened me with these implants and he 

2714 was as different again and when he finished talking to me I said that's fine I said 

2715 I want them but I don't want him to do it. 

2716 F So did Mr (consultant), if you had thought that Mr (consultant) was putting 

271 7 these in then ..... ? 

lnoli I/ ·\~o.(l 

fMj}..\-~ 
2718 G I don't think I would have bad them done. No bcx:ause he frightened me, he ~~ 

2719 frightened me in the way in the way that he spoke to me the way that he was o~ '" -t v-.k 
\.,. ...... . ;...~ 
.\y~.J.M. __ ~ 

2720 going on about these implants and I think deep down it'. because he didn't -h~J-~"t 
CIS ",.. ~.,..J~ 

ot 
l",-J.\ ... ,J.~"",.lS 
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281 know how to do it because he's never done one before and I was going to be his 

Shff 282 first one so I I'm really glad that I didn't let him do it you know and it wasn't 

&I(fe/'~(el 283 long after that he retired and Mr (consultant) took over and he was be was 

~b!oo\v--te..\1 
br)\\ , .. ,,+ 

284 fantastic I mean I bad to have my implants done in two but they do them in one 

285 now don't they? I bad to have the two didn't I? The bottoms and then the 

286 uppers. But Mr(consultant) he wasn't 1 think he was scared to be honest you 

287 know looking back I think he was so scared that be thought that well if he 

288 frightened her to death she'll not have it done which he did (laughter) and then S'f""~,( 

289 talking to Mr (consultant) woo really knew what he was at he was fantastic he SJr,ff 
2810 was you know and it was in very early stages weren't it with Mr (consultant) St..~~ft' 

2811 you know, I don't know. 

2812 F I don't know G. 

2813 G No he hadn't it was a very new thing for him but he was absolutely brilliant 

2814 that man and eh he has got a lot of praise I have got a lot of praise for him. 

" fo~ot prlA\u, 

281 S F Do you ever see, does he call you in fur review and things like that. 

2816 G Mr (consultant) no no last time 1 saw him he was here when you were doing 

2817 me noses and he was here 0IICe but I've not seen him since. Does he work at 

2818 <name)? 

2819 F Yes, he is still over at the hospital. 
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291 G Doesn't he ever come here now? 

292 F Not really, I mean he comes over on odd occuions. 

293 G Because he used to have patients here didn't he? 

294 F Ye ye he used to have a Clinic here. But he now sees patients over there. 

295 G He is a professor now isn't he? 

296 F Ye, Professor (name). 

Pre fe."> \O"",J 
~~ If Py-C4I~ 297 G Mind you be deserves it. He really deserves it. But I am so glad that Mr ~ t-

..... ~rO( 

~e.s~S i~ 298 (consultant) retired. (laughter) I didn't like him. So I mean that's goins back a \"'Cr'eo-.S-e> 

kJs (.0", ~iJ~f9910ng time isn' t it? So.±i .. ~c.h .. ; 

14~UM'? 

h"'r\o.··,-t 
h, ~~ """ ~ 

ff-efe.rrd 

2910 F Ob a long time ye I mean that's as you say about ... . 

2911 G I must have had these I fourteen years I've had me nose off this September 

2912 that', just gone and ell I must have had these in It Ieut ten years because I was 

2913 gluing for about four weren't I so I've had them in for ten years. I don't regret 

2914 one minute of it. 

2915 F Good that's good. Thanks very much, G. 
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Q."~~O~\~j 301 G Do you Know I've not told anybody about this but I'm gonna tell you that me 

C!pp~t'c.."'tL 302. husband bu not Ioolced at me in that ~, not wanted sex since I bad me nose;. 

~S~ 
'\~r""o.A.. " 303 removw. It didn't bother him when I bad me breast offbut he went straight offit 

r~\c~t()""'>\"\f 304 when me DOSe was took off. Yeh, Yeb. 

(",~~\.6.~) 
305 F That's interesting G how did that make you feel 

. t1>~A.~ 
c..c- "" c ... e. ...... "'" 

0..,,01 St..~ 
"~p---l 

£. fV\ • ~ 0 c.. Sf-. 
\"'f>(a"~ $\t . 
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CHAPTERS 

5.0 FINDINGS (CASE WITHIN THEME) 

Table 4 - Theme 1 

Superordinate Theme 1: Emotional impact 

Subtheme 1: Feelings of shock and fear 

Subtheme 2: Concern for survival 

Subtheme 3: Anger and denial 

Table 5 - Theme 2 

Superordinate Theme 2: Help and support 

Subtheme 1: Family support 

Subtheme 2: Professional support 

Table 6 - Theme 3 

Superordinate Theme 3: Retum to normality 

Subtheme 1: Post prosthetic experience 

Subtheme 2: Acceptance and reflection 

Specific cross-references detailed in the text may be followed by accessing the 

computer disc containing the text transcriptions (raw data) of each interview at 

appendix 11. 
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5.1 EMOTIONAL IMPACT 

This superordinate theme comprised three subthemes; feelings of shock and fear 

on learning of the diagnosis of a facial malignancy; concern for survival which 

was uppermost in participants' minds and anger and denial. 

5.1.1 Feelings of shoek and fear 

Participants experienced emotion and turmoil after the diagnosis of facial cancer 

was made. No less of an impact was the effect that surgery or the prospect of 

surgery had on each participant's view of the image they held in their mind and 

that which they projected to the world. Participants were frightened of what the 

immediate and long term future held for them. 

o describes the moment she was told that she should have her nose removed as 

horrid and describes it in similar terms throughout her narrative " ..... that's when 

we come to the ho"id hit ..... "(0 3.9). She had suspected that she might have 

cancer (0 2.4) although tried to distance herself from the possibility by later 

denying she ever thought of it (0 2.8). She tries to distract herself from the 

situation and describes a cognitive shift of her perception of the room and of those 

in it (0 3.11) in an attempt to distance herself from the reality of the situation. 
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Though G denies the situation she felt that she had to inform the rest of her family 

of the news (G 5.19) and she did not want to keep reminding and upsetting herself 

by telling each member of the family separately so she asked her daughter to 

gather the family members together before imparting the news (G 6.3). The shock 

and horror of the situation continued to pervade her feelings and her daughter was 

left to tell the rest of the family the news (G 6.5; 6.7). 

When H was told that he had facial cancer he had already spent two weeks in 

hospital undergoing diagnostic tests and drug therapy for the pain around his nasal 

area. He said that he already had suspicions that he might have cancer (H 3.10) 

and he appears to have taken the news calmly (H 3.13). H attributes this to the 

analgesic medication he was taking (H 4.1). although the news appears to have 

had some impact as he said that his mind was put "more or less at ease" (H 4.5) 

when told that he had a fifty fifty chance of survival. H implies that he was 

grateful for a one in two chance of survival at that stage. He copes by positive 

reframing and looking for the positive aspects in the situation. H admits to feeling 

"dreadfUlly wo"ied" over forthcoming treatment (H 7.17). Later H again 

describes the point at which his consultant delivers the news (H 19.17) and 

reflects on the severity of the situation "you know what cancers like", easing the 

situation with laughter and re-iterates the comment (H 19.18; 19.19). He reflects 

on his chance of survival (H 20.2) and refuses to contemplate an unfavourable 

outcome and makes a definitive statement, "it can't go the other way that was it" 

(H 20.3). 
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J said that she did not know what was meant by the word tumour (J 2.17) and 

describes herself as being "very naive" (J 2.13). Her concern was for a return to 

normality. Though J claims that the word tumour held no meaning for her and 

describes herself as "not medically knowledgeable" the phrase "brain tumour" 

seems to have been well understood (J 2.10). Naivety, or simply putting dreadful 

news to the back of one's mind may be her defence mechanism; a way of 

distancing oneself from unpalatable news or events; a denial of the situation and 

distraction from reality. Evidence of these dysfunctional coping strategies may 

also be seen in J's use of alcohol. 

B describes her feelings of utter devastation and imminent demise on receiving 

the news that she had a facial malignancy (B 2.6; 2.7; 2.19; 3.4; 3.9; 11.11). B 

denies and questions the fact that as a nurse who attended cancer patients in the 

community, felt that cancer always happened to someone else and as a carer of the 

sick, immune to the disease. 

D describes feelings of being "quite shoclced" (D 6.6) on receiving the news that 

she had cancer in her nose. She remained, she said, "quite calm" and was 

adamant that she was not going to break down and cry at the news (D 6.9). 0 had 

been convinced for several months that something was wrong inside her nose and 

had been attending outpatient appointments for approximately one year previous 

to her diagnosis. She wished to appear steadfast and exhibit little or no emotion 
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whilst in the company of her professional attendants. Later D talks of the shock 

being "so great" (D 8.6). 

C found talking of the moment he was told that he had cancer and would need 

major surgery very upsetting (C 2.20). Later reflection still causes C great 

heartache (C 12.14). 

5.1.2 Concern for survival 

Participants felt that treatment on such a major scale was inevitable. In their mind 

was eradication of the disease, regardless of the extent of treatment and survival at 

all costs. 

G reflected on the inevitability of treatment (G 18.13) and seemingly, in an 

attempt to prove to herself and justify the need for such radical surgery and 

mutilation, she poses questions and offers herself scenarios which would have 

entailed a much graver outcome (G 24.8; 24.12). 

H appeared satisfied that his consultant thought his chances of survival at least 

were even (H 4.5) and he comments that he was never concerned that he had a 

facial malignancy (H 9.2) but was acutely aware that, potentially, he had a life 
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threatening illness and other patients had not survived (H 6.11; 6.18; 7.1). He felt 

his chances of survival increased when he was discharged from hospital (H 7.2). 

Although B thought that she had little chance of survival (B 3.1; 5.5) she used her 

experience of nursing cancer patients in the community and she felt, improve any 

chance of survival by staying focused and as normal as possible (B 5.12). When 

B required a second operation to remove residual tumour she readily agreed to the 

surgery, not needing time to think it over even though she knew it meant the loss 

of her left eye (B 6.13). B wanted rid of the tumour (B 7.5; 7.7; 8.3). 

D also wanted to be rid of the tumour (D 9.10) and felt that she did not have a 

choice in respect of subjecting herself to disfiguring surgery (D 10.4). Some of 

D's relatives had succumbed to cancer and it was important for her to survive (D 

15.14; 16.7) and she felt, important for her family to have someone survive the 

disease, possibly to prove that a member of the family could conquer a life 

threatening illness which had caused the death other members of her family. 

Though she has researched and considered it, D ruled out surgical reconstruction 

as an option as frequent examination of the operative site for recurrence would be 

compromised. 

Survival and the fear of recurrence is uppermost in C's mind (C 3.5). He cried 

throughout the early stages of the interview. Crying can be a means of emotional 

release but it can also be an attempt to manage feelings of frustration and 
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powerlessness. C talks of death, blindness and his desire to see his children (C 

3.6; 3.10; 4.11; 12.14; 14.6) whilst crying profusely. Medical opinion that his 

chance of survival would be dramatically increased with a course of radiotherapy 

are met with obvious delight (C 4.16) which is repeated later in the narrative (C 

18.10) but he is preoccupied with thoughts of recurrence and death (C 16.3; 16.9; 

16.15). 

5.1.3 Anger and denial 

Participants became angry with their situation and with themselves when the 

reality of the situation began to sink in. 

G did not want to look at her reflection and asked for mirrors to be covered 

wherever she went (G 7.1). She felt the situation was too horrendous (G 18.2) 

and difficult to accept. She was angry at the daily placement of a prosthesis and 

considered it unnatural (G 10.1; 10.8) It ••••• and I thought what the hell am I doing 

with all this stuff and this nose ... .. and I just said this this is just not real what I'm 

doing its just not real people don't do this you know and it was a really bad 

morning a really really bad morning." G felt that it was a year before she began 

to accept her situation (G 18.7). Acceptance for G was a realisation that although 

she bad family support and professional help, her appearance bad permanently 

changed. She felt that she bad to get on with life but was still very much aware of 

her situation and is angered by the thought of facial plastic surgery to which some 
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individuals subject themselves in an attempt to increase their beauty and 

attractiveness. 

H was well aware of the severity of a facial malignancy (H 19.18) and he uses 

emotion focused coping strategies by thinking of other, 'more enjoyable' aspects 

of treatment (H 20.12). H makes several references in his narrative to his family, 

especially his wife and the effect that the situation had on her (H 3.7; 3.13; 4.4; 

5.21; 6.16; 9.2). His distraction from his predicament may be his own defence 

mechanism; his making light of the situation with the pretence of "everything's 

fine" suggests dysfunctional coping strategies and continuing denial. 

Facial disfigurement had a profound effect on J. Her situation overwhelmed her 

and she drank excessive amounts of alcohol in an attempt to hide from her 

predicament (J 5.9). She refused to look at her reflection after operation (J 9.4; 

9.9) and she admits to many episodes of grief and crying both before and after her 

operation (J 24.5). 

Preserving as much normality in her life was B' s mechanism for dealing with her 

predicament after she was diagnosed with facial cancer (B 5.7). Keeping focused 

and as normal as she could whilst putting the thought that she had cancer "on a 

back burner" (B 5.14). After her surgery B refused sternly to have anything to do 

with her wound (B 9.9) for some time after her operation. She finds that she gets 

very angry if she feels that onlookers are staring at her (B 14.7). 
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Denial of the situation in which she finds herself is used by B as a defence 

mechanism (B 22.4; 22.10; 22.16). 

D found herself angry (D 6.6) at treatment she had received before her referral for 

specialist treatment but relieved that her condition had been diagnosed and that 

surgery to rid her of her tumour was imminent (D 8.8). Her anger had given way 

to relief and carrying on as normal was important to her (D 18.12; 19.5). She 

becomes frustrated with everyday tasks that her situation renders more 

problematic (D 20.10; 20.15) but fmds the release of anger to be therapeutic (D 

24.8). 

As noted above, C's frequent episodes of crying (C 2.21; 3.6; 3.l0; 4.11; 12.14) 

may be an emotional release mechanism or an attempt to manage his frustration 

he feels for the situation he finds himself. His frustration, at certain times, turns 

to anger (C 15.l) and aggression which is directed towards his relatives as the 

easy conduit, possibly also a form of frustration management. Talk of death or of 

listening to music which C relates to death and dying are anathema to him (C 

12.3) and aspects of life that would be considered happy (C 13.6), are equally 

unacceptable to him. His constant denial of the situation in which he finds 

himself results in him not wanting to be reminded of the prospect of an imminent 

and early death and the life he might leave behind. 
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5.2 HELP AND SUPPORT 

Two subthemes were identified here. Support from family and friends and from 

professional groups. The latter category included aspects including staff attitudes 

both positive and negative, staff awareness of the situation, approachability and 

staff making time to talk and listen. These components seemed to make a 

difference to how participants felt about and coped with their situation. Of 

interest was the fact that only one participant had been referred by a doctor who 

felt the need for professional psychiatric intervention. 

5.2.1 Family support 

After discharge, 0 found her husband less than supportive despite her emotional 

upset. Her constant crying may have been a combination of emotional release and 

frustration management but might also have been a signal to her husband that she 

needed, and wanted, his support (0 10.13). Support from her husband was not 

forthcoming so 0 stayed with her youngest daughter and son-in-law (0 10.12; 

10.19). Despite having the opinion on reflection (0 17.17) that she had to and did 

help herself to accept her situation she said that the situation would have been 

difficult to bear if it were not for their support and that of her eldest daughter (0 

11.1). Towards the end of the interview, 0, without prompting, re-introduces her 

relationship with her husband (0 30.1) and concludes her narrative (0 30.6) with 

a mild verbal assault on her husband. This attempt by 0 to ridicule and 'hit back' 
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at her husband as "a no-gooder" may be a response to him not fmding her 

physically and sexually attractive after her facial surgery. She purports to be 

unconcerned; and uses humour as an emotion focused strategy to try to cope with 

the situation. 

H refers to his wife on several occasions throughout his narrative and how she is 

affected by his situation (H 2.3; 3.14; 4.4; 4.8; 5.21; 6.2; 6.9; 6.16; 9.2). His 

concern for her well-being may be an attempt at his drawing comfort and support 

from their relationship and coping with the situation i.e. an emotion focused 

coping strategy, as well as protecting her from a situation he finds frustrating and 

can do little about. 

J relied on her husband for everyday practicalities as well as emotional support (J 

14.11). 

Close family and friends were very important to B and she feels were essential to 

her well-being (B 3.11; 20.1). As the mother of two grown-up sons she felt 

maternal, protective instincts towards them (B 4.1) but she felt that she had 

benefited emotionally from her imparting the knowledge of her illness to one of 

her sons (B 4.12) That her husband was very supportive and still found her 

physically attractive after her surgery (8 9.12; 20.10) brought her great comfort. 
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D also found help and support from family and friends invaluable (D 24.6). 

C comments that his wife was always positive (C 5.2). He also talks of his 

mother as being a strong person (C 5.8) and she commented on meeting him after 

his operation that he would be alright. Positive attitude and the lack of a sharing 

of emotion may be detrimental to emotional well-being. Although C feels 

comfortable with his wife and children (C 7.6) he comments that his wife took a 

positive, optimistic view of any situation, rarely showing any emotion. This may 

have been an attempt by C's wife to help him or it may have been an emotion 

focused coping strategy to help herself through a very testing situation. C would 

probably have welcomed his wife's tears and gained strength and closeness from 

her vulnerability and the demonstration of sympathy for his plight shared by both 

of them. 

5.2.2 Professional support 

Professional support made 0 feel better (05.14; 22.5; 22.8; 26.12) and individual 

staff members at times of vulnerability made a great contribution to her welfare 

(07.6; 7.11; 8.1). 

H reports that staff generally made the situation very much easier to cope with (H 

4.15; 7.5; 7.15; 20.6). 
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Professional staff also played a part in making B' s care as successful as possible 

(B 11.7; 14.1) but she found a visit by the Macmillan nursing service (B 11.13) 

immediately after admission to hospital as unhelpful. 

D also found great support in her professional attendants and in the care that she 

received (D 11.9; 11.18; 24.6). She commented that she felt she was being 

listened to (D8.14). 

C finds support in professional attendants (C 17.5; 18.19; 19.8) and being able to 

talk and feel that he is being listened to is important for him (C 19.14; 20.2). 

5.3 RETURN TO NORMALITY 

This superordinate theme comprised the restoration of the physical changes 

created by surgery and the affect of that restoration on individual participants. 

Two sub-themes were identified; post prosthetic experience and acceptance and 

reflection. 

After debilitating and mutilating facial surgery the restorative and rehabilitative 

process included the individual preparation and fitting of a facial prosthesis. Most 

participants had an idea of what a prosthesis was and bad been told that some 

form of restoration would be provided for them. Two participants were fitted 
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with an immediate temporary prosthesis prior to leaving hospital. Other 

participants had dressings placed. 

5.3.1 Post Prosthetic experience 

G had been provided with a breast prosthesis following mastectomy a number of 

years previously but was very much aware that prosthetic reconstruction after 

facial surgery may present greater problems (G 5.4). She was fitted with an 

immediate, temporary prosthesis soon after surgery, H ••••• and the only time I 

started to foel human was when I came down here and (name) put that nose on 

me. I went back onto the Ward and I folt like a person. " (G 8.5). G was fitted 

with a permanent adhesive retained prosthesis which she found aesthetically 

pleasing (G 9.5; 14.5) but problematic in application and security (G 8.11; 9.3; 

8.16; 14.6). After approximately four years of using an adhesive retained 

prosthesis, G was fitted with an implant retained prosthesis which she found, for 

practical reasons, preferable (G 13.8; 14.12). 

H was fitted with an immediate, temporary prosthesis, adhesive retained after 

surgery (H 10.1). H continued with adhesive retained prostheses until he was 

fitted with an implant retained prosthesis. He found the implant retained 

prosthesis preferable for practical reasons (H 11.5; 11.12; 13.4) but also found 

that as dirt was not attracted to the periphery, the prosthesis looked better (H 

12.10). 
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J felt happy not to have to apply dressings after being fitted with an implant 

retained prosthesis (J 15.6) She said that the prosthesis allows her to ''pretend to 

be normal" (J 15.5; 15.10) and would be annoyed if she did not have a prosthesis 

(J 17.16). 

B was relieved to find that she could be helped with a prosthesis after thinking the 

situation impossible to reconstruct (B 10.6; 13.4). 

D found the use of a prosthesis to be ''far preferable" to dressings (D 17.14) and 

although she felt that she would never look as she did previous to her surgery (D 

18.1) she found the return to society to be "an absolute delight" (D 18.9). D also 

prefers a prosthesis to any possible reconstructive surgery as she feels it far easier 

for her medical attendants to review her situation (D 28.15). 

C was fitted with an adhesive retained prosthesis soon after surgery which he did 

not like because of problems with retention (C 5.16) and prefers an implant 

retained prosthesis for increased security (C 6.4). Socially, he feels less 

conspicuous whilst wearing a dressing (C 6.6). 
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5.3.2 Acceptance and Reflection 

Participants wanted to look and feel as normal as possible. They felt that the use 

of a facial prosthesis restored appearance to some extent and allowed a degree of 

social interaction similar to that enjoyed pre-operatively. 

It is important to 0 that she appears and feels as normal as possible (0 15.7; 

15.14). As a user of a facial prosthesis she takes a rational view of her life and 

those around her (0 11.10; 11.18). Whilst still aware of her disfigurement (0 

12.12) she accommodates situations as they arise (0 17.2; 17.10)"1 mean, like as 1 

said, 1 come on two buses this morning and it doesn't bother me one iota. "0 

poses her own question regarding her acceptance (12.9) and re-iterates the fact 

that it is a ''full fourteen years" since her surgery. Although 0 did not have a 

partner who was supportive, she was supported by her children and their families 

and grieved for the loss of her nose (0 21.13). In contrast, the removal of her 

breast some years previously was an aspect of surgical treatment that she chose to 

ignore and still denies today (0 19.6; 19.9) because it was easy to cover and 

appear normal (0 5.6; 19.4) she may never have accepted her mastectomy but 

simply put it out of her mind. Her reference to a full fourteen years may be a 

demonstration to herself that she has survived facial cancer, having the knowledge 

that, without treatment, she may have died (0 24.8; 24.11) But though she 

accommodates her disfigurement and the benefits of a prosthesis she does not 

accept that her prosthesis is part of her "Because 1 mean my nose it me own nose 
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wasn't perfect by any means it it really in a way didn't look very nice but it was 

mine and it was attached to me." (G 21.16). 

H is aware that some people notice a difference in his appearance (H 14.2) but he 

also notices that many do not (H 14.5; 14.10). He remains unconcerned and says 

that his lifestyle is similar to that he enjoyed pre-operatively (H 15.17; 16.20) and 

he talks of it freely (H 17.4) and is happy with his appearance whilst wearing his 

prosthesis (H 17.10). H questions whether the diagnosis of facial cancer could 

have been made earlier (H 20.16) but takes a pragmatic view of the situation as 

"it turned out alright" (H 21.16). 

J talks of her prosthesis as helping her in a pretence of normality (J 15.5; 15.10). 

One of the biggest hwdles for J was acceptance by her grandchildren of her 

altered appearance. She likened her orbital prosthesis to that of her full dentures 

(J 16.2; 16.7) and describes her prosthesis as ''presentable''(J 18.9) although J 

feels that she could not function without a prosthesis (J 18.11; 18.13; 19.2) and 

uses her prosthesis without spectacles when at work (J 22.3). J is very much 

aware of her altered appearance and whilst engaged on activities of a personal 

nature, requires "camouflage" (J 22.9), at work she maintains that she is "too 

busy" to become concerned over what onlookers may think (J 23.4). It appears 

that the more personal and intimate a situation becomes the more threatening it 

may seem. J refers to her "psychological" on occasions (J 21.8; 23.12) as her 

explanation of how she is more aware of her altered state in these situations. 
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After her surgery B thought that a prosthesis would be impossible in her situation 

because of the size of her defect (B 10.6). She was surprised to find herself 

thinking of her image and how she might have appeared to others (B 13.4). She 

was happier when she learned that a prosthesis could help in her situation. B felt 

that she was going to "look normal" (B 13.12) but she questions normality and 

what normality means to her; settling with the idea that she was to appear as much 

as she did pre-operatively. B locked the thought of appearing normal again into 

her mind, almost promising herself the possibility which was very important to 

her (B 13.13). B becomes (very) angry and upset if she finds (or thinks shefinds) 

people looking at her (B 14.7). This reaction is possibly due to B remaining very 

much aware of her situation and constantly feeling abnormal. Upon making eye 

contact with an onlooker, B fully expects that individual to notice differences in 

her appearance even if that is not the case. She holds eye contact and B grows 

very angry (B 14.10) as she becomes convinced the onlooker has noticed a 

difference in her appearance. Later B rationalises these thoughts (B 17.11; 18.4; 

20.21; 23.5; 23.12; 23.17). She feels that her appearance and consequently her 

body image has changed but takes a pragmatic view of her situation and feels that 

her situation could not be improved (B 15.10; 17.5). Professionally, her 

prosthesis allows her to function nonnally (B 16.3) and be treated normally (B 

16.14; 16.19) which is very important to B (B 22.4). Normality in B's life is 

possibly a means of helping her to forget her situation and life threatening cancer 

as well as returning to society as a normal individual. 
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Survival for D was paramount (D 15.15). She explains that "later the physical 

bits hit you when you're left looking like that." Although she had resigned her 

thoughts to the inevitability of the situation she still finds aspects distressing (D 

16.2). D developed skin rashes after the application of post-operative dressings 

and the prospect of an implant retained prosthesis obviating the need for adhesive 

dressings was her first consideration (D 17.14). She took a pragmatic view and 

realised that the extent of the surgery would present difficulty in any prosthetic 

reconstruction and held opinion that, however faithful, the prosthetic replacement 

would not restore her appearance to that of her pre-operative state (D 18.1). D 

readily accepted her facial prosthesis when she gained family approval and 

demonstrated to herself that many onlookers did not notice any difference in her 

appearance, though she looked for a reaction in onlookers (D 29.3) and finds her 

confidence restored (D 18.9; 19.1; 19.5; 24.19; 25.12). It was demonstrated to her 

by her own public exposure, probably brought about by a growing inner 

confidence, that her altered body image caused by the change in appearance was 

her view alone and not shared by onlookers. Though D finds that her lifestyle has 

returned to that of her pre-operative state her thoughts of the prosthesis are 

mixed, "I don't think of it as me, I don't think of it as any attempt to get back to 

how I looked, it's a way of not drawing unwanted attention to myself immediately 

so that I can carry on with a normal life and this works just fine. " (D 20.3). "Yes, 

yes it's like a simply top-class dressing." (D 21.8). D bad researched future 

surgical reconstruction of her defect and possibly as a guarantee of survival, 

decided against it "But I'm quite happy it does reassure me this sounds really silly 
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it does reassure me that if something is happening round the site of the operation 

it can be taken off and seen. I know that's not foolproof but it's something quite 

reassuring now. (D 28.15). 

C was fitted post-operatively with an adhesive retained prosthesis which he found 

difficult to accept. An implant borne prosthesis, that C uses presently, is 

practically more acceptable as it enjoys greater retention and therefore C is more 

confident in its use. C is acutely aware of his altered appearance and in some 

situations he says that he prefers to use a dressing rather than his 

prosthesis" ..... but if I had my eye in and they noticed I would }eel strange because 

it's not me ..... "(C 6.6; 8.13). If asked, C feels that he could easily explain the 

reason for the dressing rather than any difference in appearance an onlooker might 

notice. This may be due to C feeling that he does not wish to explain that he had 

facial cancer to anyone and in the process, reminding himself of the fact or the 

prosthesis may be too painful a reminder of his situation. Inevitably, wearing a 

facial prosthesis, C would be required to divulge his medical history, not only to a 

curious onlooker but to himself. Using a dressing, C finds it beneficial to claim 

that he has a 'problem with his eye' whilst claiming that a dressing is very rarely 

used and is impractical (C 6.12; 8.1; 11.2). C is mindful of the fact that his 

appearance may not be noticed "they might not notice but I would think that they 

might notice. " (C 6.9) but remains unconvinced and finds the situation difficult to 

accept. The image of his body has altered and he finds it difficult to convince 

himself, despite being aware of the possibility that his prosthesis may go 
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unnoticed (C 8.14). C offers his own explanation (C 9.1; 9.9) and the reaction 

that he feels should be forthcoming from onlookers is possibly a product of the 

feelings of abnormality he has about himself. The fact that the prosthesis is 

unnatural is difficult for C to accept and is unconvinced by words of 

encouragement "Because its not me and its like false it its false because its not me 

is it its not me itsjust something what's there ..... it's a lump of synthetic material 

trying to do a job as best it possibly can" (C 10.1; 10.6). But C thinks that the 

unacceptability of the situation is not solely due to his altered appearance and the 

fact that he uses a facial prosthesis, but that he is preoccupied with survival (C 

11.15) and wishes to avoid being reminded of his cancer. C talks of the situation 

becoming progressively worse over time rather than improving (C 12.13) and 

reflects on 'the sands of time running out'. A reference to his own finite and he 

feels, inevitably shortened lifespan (C 14.6) which he finds difficult to accept (C 

15.18; 16.9; 16.15). 
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CHAPTER 6 

6.0 DISCUSSION 

Evidence exists in ancient texts and from archaeological finds to prove that 

prostheses have been used by mankind for thousands of years to repair, using 

artificial means, facial defects caused by trauma, surgical excision and 

congenitally absent tissue. A piece of wood carved to the shape of an ear and held 

in place with a length of twine or leather band; wax sculpted to resemble a nose 

and retained using sticky ointment have all found a place in the fabrication and 

use of early facial prostheses and prosthetic rehabilitation. This suggests that 

individuals living in ancient times were as concerned about their appearance and 

any alteration to that appearance as individuals living in the modern era. Facial 

disfiguration, as Dropkin (1999) pointed out, permanently affects our body image; 

the picture each and every one of us holds in our mind of the way we think we 

appear to the outside world and many facially disfigured individuals seek help to 

regain, as far as possible, that previous image and appearance. Often, this is only 

achievable through the artificial replacement of lost or absent tissue and the 20th 

Century witnessed a variety of materials and techniques used for the preparation 

of 'modern day' facial prostheses. Vulcanised rubber, moulded gelatine and 

swaged metal were used in the construction of facial prostheses until the 

introduction of acrylic resins and later, the silicone elastomers in the latter half of 

the century. Fixation, or retention of the prosthesis to the face or head, relied to a 
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great extent on mechanical means; metal bands incorporated into the substance of 

the prosthesis which encircled the head and spirit or latex adhesives applied to the 

fitting surface of the prosthesis before placement, into position, on the face. The 

development of silicone adhesive systems improVed adhesive retention and a 

majority of patients who use facial prostheses today will use some fonn of 

silicone adhesive retention (Johnson et al. 2000). The discovery of 

osseointegration, by P-I Branemark et al. (1977) and the subsequent introduction 

and development of implants for dental treatment led to their later use in the 

retention of facial prostheses for suitable patients. 

This study investigated the affect that facial prostheses had on participants after 

facial cancer surgery and the psychosocial effects of treatment and disfigurement 

relative to the use of a facial prosthesis. A facial prosthesis enables a disfigured 

individual to mask the disfigurement and the indications from this study are that 

coping is made easier and the quality of life for patients is improved by the use of 

a prosthesis in tenns of the restoration of an acceptable, normal appearance. It 

does not however, improve the feeling of being normal. 

Findings from this study of patients' need for a facial prosthesis were similar to 

the findings of Jebreil (1980) who conducted a study of patients who had been 

provided with either an eye patch or a prosthesis to conceal the defect after 

exenteration of an orbit. He found that the majority of patients preferred to use a 

prosthesis rather than a patch to cover the defect area and a later study by Bou et 
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al. (2006) on two hundred and fifteen patients confmned that the demand for 

facial prostheses from facially disfigured individuals continued unabated. 

However, these findings contrasted with other studies (Newell 1998) fmdings that 

facial prostheses are of little use and remain largely unused unless the defect is 

large and in the centre of the face. Rumsey et al. (2004) also found in a study of 

body image and appearance that some health professionals considered patients' 

concerns were 'out of proportion with the disfigurement' and they felt that the 

disfigurement exhibited by some patients, although visible, was 'minor.' 

The question of 'what is large' and what defines 'the centre of the face' is subject 

to individual interpretation, but it is important that the interpretation should be the 

patient's interpretation as investigated in this study The findings of this study are 

supported by Ong et al. (2007) who found during a study of patients with facial 

lipoatrophy that there was no correlation between the severity of the condition and 

the degree of psychological distress caused by the disfigurement and even 'minor' 

disfigurement had the potential to cause considerable distress. An increase in 

distress was also reported by Goiato et al. (2009) and Toljanic, Heshmati and 

Walton (2003) who found that the delayed provision of facial prostheses for 

patients who had undergone recent resection of facial malignancies had the 

potential to cause considerable distress. Two participants in this study were 

provided with immediate temporary prostheses. They expressed feelings similar 

to those in the studies by Goiato et al. and Toljanic, Heshmati and Walton that 

coping with their situation, immediately postooOperatively, had been easier than it 
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appeared for others. Sentiments such as returning to the hospital ward after 

placement of the prosthesis looking like a human and feeling 'fabulous' suggested 

a greater, more immediate acceptance. Still very much aware of the situation their 

later feelings of nonnality were similar to fellow participants and later coping 

mechanisms did not differ greatly from those exhibited by other participants, but 

is worthy of further study. 

The rationale to use semi-structured interviews and Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis in this study was detennined by a number of 

concerns. Professional preconceptions and the inattention shown to patients' 

concerns and needs was reported by Edwards (1997) in a study of facially 

disfigured individuals. Health professionals, she found, did not allow patients the 

time to talk, and of greater importance, did not listen to what patients were saying 

about their situation, feelings and needs. And Walker, Risvedt and Haughey 

(2003) and Lemon et al. (2005) had argued that treatment delivered with a caring 

attitude, a degree of sympathy and listening to patients' needs and concerns, 

increased treatment satisfaction for patients with facial malignancy. Findings 

from this study of the prevalence of dysfunctional as well as emotion focused 

coping strategies contrasted with, questionnaire based, related studies (Vidhubala 

et al. 2006; List et al. 2002) of patients with facial disfigurement that had found 

more problem focused, therapeutic approaches to coping with facial cancer 

amongst some individuals. Questionnaires employed as the method of data 

capture, by their very nature, confine the data, to predetennined, narrow research 
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questions and do not allow individuals to give a fuller, more personal account of 

their human predicament. Qualitative research, Smith (1995, 2003) argued should 

be carried out in the 'real world' of human experience and Macgregor (1979) 

maintains that the semi-structured interview is superior in its ability to elucidate 

elements of human suffering and is the method of data capture most useful in 

establishing a rapport with the patient. Without that rapport, Carr (1997) argues, 

it is unlikely that facially disfigured individuals will feel able to reveal and discuss 

sensitive feelings and concerns. Listening and recording an individual's 

'lifestory' is an established technique in social studies and the use of the semi

structured interview in this study allowed participants to talk freely and reflect on 

their experience from diagnosis to date. Smith's Interpretative Phenomenological 

Analysis was used as the analytical tool. It is a method which is being 

increasingly used in health related research studies as it is based on the 'real 

world' experience of the individual. It enabled the exploration and interpretation 

of the accounts and perception of the study participants' experience, without 

preconception, and allowed a wider insight of that experience than would 

otherwise have been possible. Acknowledgement, of course, should be made to 

the fact that the analysis is interpretative and the researcher's prior knowledge of 

participants may potentially influence the process. But the reverse argument can 

also be made and participants who are comfortable with someone who is well 

known to them may feel that they can be more open and truthful with their 

comments as Pope and Mays (1995) had suggested. 
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It appears clear from the findings in this study that the diagnosis of facial cancer 

had a major impact on participants. Feelings of impending demise were coupled 

with thoughts of survival at all costs. The consensus amongst participants was 

that even major disfigurement seemed infinitely more preferable to death as 

Konradsen, Kirkevold and Zoffinann (2009) had also found. Participants 

remained focused on the implications of the diagnosis in terms of survival and the 

consequences of major facial surgery essential for the (potential) eradication of 

the malignancy. 

Participants found difficulty accepting the diagnosis and the denial of a 

threatening situation, a cognitive avoidance, is often catego~ as a potentially 

unhelpful, dysfunctional coping strategy. But it can also be argued that it may be 

an adaptive coping strategy, a defence mechanism that individuals use to protect 

themselves against unwanted information or threatening thoughts as Rabinowitz 

& Peirson (2006) and Vos & Haes (2007) had indicated. For example, 'being 

very naIve' and 'not medically knowledgeable' and 'putting it (cancer) on a back 

burner' were feelings expressed by participants in the study, possibly in an 

attempt to put out of mind the thought of having developed a life threatening 

disease and its consequences; the refusal simply to contemplate a scenario which 

included thoughts of death as the final outcome. Hardy & Kell (2009) also 

suggested that denial may be a strategy used by some individuals to better cope 

with a threatening situation. An adaptive or coping function may allow 

individuals the time to accommodate an overwhelming situation or unwelcome 
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news and time may be a factor in the healing process for some patients. Stanton, 

Danoff-Burg and Huggins (2002) had indicated a reduction in denial over time in 

a study of breast cancer patients (although reduction may not occur in every case. 

Author's italics) with a corresponding development of other, more helpful, coping 

strategies such as emotion focused and/or problem focused strategies. Long term 

dysfunctional coping strategies, for example, constant denial and disengagement 

with the reality of the situation, often lead to continuing anxiety, depression and 

episodic crying. Participants reported episodes of crying during times of 

emotional upset. Crying may be used, as seen in this study, as a means of 

emotional release but it can also be an attempt to manage and cope with feelings 

of frustration, anger and powerlessness and crying may also be a signal that 

sympathetic help is required as Miceli & Castelfranchi (200 1) suggested. 

Support, both physical and emotional, help individuals diagnosed with facial 

malignancy and its affects and imput from two distinct sources were identified by 

participants in this study; family members and professional attendants. Coping 

with the situation may be influenced and made easier for individuals by loved 

ones and relatives who demonstrate an understanding of the situation and offer 

sympathy for their predicament as Neuling & Winefield (1987) bad argued. Ford 

et al. (1995) and Ell (1996) bad suggested that lack of sympathetic support from a 

partner was not compensated for by support from other sources. Participants in 

this study wanted the knowledge that their partners still found them not only 

attractive but also sexually attractive which was also reported by Klein et al. 
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(2005). Findings from this study are complemented by a contemporary study by 

Bowers (2008) that partners and relatives impact positively on the wellbeing and 

ability to cope. But it may be too convenient an assumption that partners and 

loved ones can give of this help freely and without difficulty. The family may 

also require help and support to cope with their new found situation and 

individually tailored professional help; treating patient and family may be 

required to mitigate or overcome coping difficulties to enhance 'symbiosis' and 

achieve a more positive outcome. This aspect is worthy of further investigation. 

Seeking advice and planning for the future and also the sharing of emotions at 

stressful times may prove beneficial to emotional wellbeing. Coping by 

participants in this study appeared to include different aspects. Rabinowitz & 

Peirson argue that coping is part of a process (often lengthy) by which 

individuals, in the case of cancer victims, "sculpt a more acceptable reality for 

themselves." It appears from this study that participants may see coping as an end 

in itself 'have I coped' not 'am I coping' which suggests that coping strategies as 

they see it stop or become less of an issue when their 'end point' determined by 

how they feel at a particular stage in their lives, is reached. This aspect may have 

treatment implications not only for providers of care but also support implications 

for members of an individual's own family group. 

Gastmans (2002) views health care as "a moral enterprise because the overarching 

aim is to ensure the wellbeing of persons in need of medical treatment." Lutzen et 

al. (2006) concurs with Gastmans view and also argues the case for morality in 
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care regimes and for the development of a concept of moral sensitivity in the 

treatment of patients. She defines this as "a genuine concern for the welfare of 

others, which is experienced as caring about others." Moral sensitivity she 

believes, not only has a theoretical basis but also a cognitive one. She advances 

the theory that individual conscience forbids or allows certain actions and requires 

individuals to examine their thoughts, actions and self when treating patients. 

Lutzen believes that this explains why some health care professionals appear to be 

more aware of the needs of patients from patients' perspectives. It may also 

explain why individual patients, as seen in this study, 'prefer' to be treated by 

particular staff members during treatment episodes. This not only has 

implications for the day to day care of patients but also impacts on researchers 

and research methods as it may be argued that the 'favouring' of a researcher or 

researchers may place undue bias on any findings made during the study. 

Though, as we have seen previously, the reverse argument can also be made. 

Inter professional referral should be made with forethought and prior explanation. 

A seemingly innocuous but well meant referral to the Macmillan nursing service 

in the case of one study participant (a community nursing sister) had a detrimental 

effect because it was taken as a threat to her notion of survival. The Macmillan 

nursing service provides care and support for patients with cancer and their 

families. The service is seen by many to be providers of care only for the 

terminally ill and the referral set the idea in the participant's mind that death was 

inevitable even before treatment had begun. 
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The artificial restoration of facial defects using facial prostheses is an attempt to 

restore the pre-operative appearance as far as possible and help patients to better 

cope with their situation. Retention of the prosthesis is achieved by the use of 

medical adhesives, anatomical or mechanical retention, or osseointegrated 

implants. Participants in this study thought that their appearance had been 

restored to what they considered as near normal as possible by the use of a 

prosthesis and felt that they could not function as human beings without 

prostheses to conceal the operative site but that their feeling of nonnality had not 

been restored. In public situations, their use of a prosthesis went largely 

unnoticed save for when participants incited reactions in onlookers. This, Harris 

(1982) suggested, was a preoccupation with the notion that others might be aware. 

This was manifest in this study in that participants would stare at others and hold 

the gaze until an onlooker looked. This may have treatment implications and 

cognitive behavioural therapy programmes (Newell 2000) may help in these 

situations. 

Participants in this study were able to socialize and function as near nonnal 

previous to their surgery. Although very much aware of their predicament, they 

were unhappy with thoughts of living without a prosthesis and though Newell's 

opinion that some prostheses may be of little or no use, Schoen et aI. (200 1) and 

Arcuri and Rubenstein (1998) argue that implant retained prostheses, by virtue of 

their appearance, enjoy an increased psychological acceptability than prostheses 

retained by other methods. Schoen's study, based on a standardized 
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questionnaire, found that patients fitted with implant retained prostheses described 

the devices as not feeling artificial or foreign but part of themselves. This 

contrasted with findings of this study. All participants in this study preferred an 

implant retained prosthesis for ease of placement and greater stability rather than 

increased aesthetic acceptability. No participant voiced opinion that an implant 

retained prosthesis was more psychologically acceptable or restored feelings of 

normality or appearance to any greater extent than adhesive retained prostheses. 

Participants in this study suggested that the type of retention used to keep the 

prosthesis in place has less relevance for aesthetic and psychological reasons than 

practical advantages. 

To look nonnal and to feel nonnal are fundamental human needs and the 

participants in this study were anxious for a return to nonnality. They were 

acutely aware that their appearance had changed and consequently the picture 

they kept of themselves in their own mind. These changes in body image appear 

to be permanent as Price (1990), Neill and Waldrop (1998) and Cohen Khan and 

Steeves (1998) had suggested. Gregory (2005) had studied sufferers of chronic 

illness and suggested that nonnality is governed by how people regard their 

everyday lives. The normality that people seek, she argues, is related to how 

patients view their lives before illness and the 'nonnality' that they see in the lives 

of others. Prout, Hayes and Gelder (1999) reported similar findings in a study of 

asthma sufferers and their families. These findings are congruent with themes 

from this study. But this study also showed that though participants had a desire 
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for a return to nonnality which, as Gregory argues, is possibly a coping 

mechanism as much as an ideal; they never reached a state of complete nonnality. 

Harris (1997) defined normality in terms of appearance. He proposed that 

normality for an individual was the perception by that individual of the sameness 

in the appearances of others. In effect, a normality based on a perceived, external 

or social nonnality. Findings in this study suggest that 'normality' for the facially 

disfigured who use a prosthesis includes more than one aspect, in essence, an 

'internal' and 'external' normality. Variation exists in the length of time that 

study participants had used a facial prosthesis, however, the responses would 

indicate that none of the participants reached a state of complete normality and 

that these feelings appear to be unmitigated by time as all participants gave 

similar responses. All the participants in this study felt that they would never, or 

could never, achieve their previous state of normality, they redefined themselves 

and their new found situation; and were aware of the loss of their previous 

appearance. The use of a facial prosthesis was essential for each participant to 

better cope and function in society in so far as it allowed the conveyance of a 

'normal' appearance but feelings of nonnality remained absent Comments, for 

example, "it's an absolute delight not to be stared at" and "a pretence of 

normality" suggested a sense of nonnal appearance but did not correspond with 

feelings of normality and comments, for example "Its not me" and "I don't think 

of it as me" were made. It appears that normality for individuals who use a 

prosthesis is not simply 'the perception of sameness' as Harris had defined but is 

also concerned with inner feelings which, in turn, influence coping strategies. 
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The restoration of an outward 'sameness of appearance' had failed to instil a 

corresponding feeling of 'inner normality'; an important distinction and words 

like 'superpatch' and 'expensive rubber' were used to describe the prostheses. 

The prosthesis conveyed an external appearance of normality allowing the users, 

they said, to re-integrate into society and function normally but that they never felt 

normal within that society. Participants in this study suggest therefore a state of 

normality re-defined by their experience and that a normal appearance was not 

synonymous with feelings of normality. 

Findings from this study suggest that the feeling of normality is a product of an 

individual's self perception. This internal aspect of normality indicates that 

participants have learned to cope with their loss and disfigurement in both social 

and private situations but are aware of their disfigurement as a constant. This is 

distinct for the need to be accepted as normal which is external to the inner self 

and feeling the need to be socially accepted. The use of a facial prosthesis 

facilitates social acceptability and allows participants to cope with their 

disfigurement in everyday situations. This contrasted with Schoen's (2001) 

findings that implant retained prostheses, which all study participants used, were 

psychologically more acceptable and felt more a part of the user. Nor did they 

influence the inner feeling of normality or improve coping with disfigurement any 

more than prostheses retained by other means. Normality for the participants in 

this study extends beyond Harris's "perception of sameness," which is necessary 

for social acceptance and is achieved by the provision of facial prostheses. We 
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can call this "Functional Nonnality" and facilitates the ability to cope, 

psychologically and socially, after acceptance of the loss and function in personal 

life. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

• The qualitative methodology and IP A analysis used in this study re

affirmed previous findings in the literature and revealed new insight into 

the patient experience. 

• Listening to patients' through semi-structured interviews allowed a greater 

insight into the patient experience. 

• Facial prostheses contributed to patients' re-integration to society, 

improved quality of life and enabled patients to better cope with their 

situation. 

• Family members influenced coping strategies and assisted patients' 

recovery and enhanced their quality of life. 

• Professional attendants influenced overall treatment satisfaction, coping 

and quality of life. 

• Implant retained facial prostheses were preferred for ease of application 

and security not improved psychological advantage. 
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• A novel definition of normality derived from the experience of patients 

who use facial prostheses. The use of a facial prosthesis enabled social re

integration through 'Functional Normality' but did not improve the feeling 

of normality. 

• The use of immediate temporary prostheses enhances short term coping 

strategies and quality of life. 
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CHAPTERS 

S.O RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations are suggested which should lead to improved patient treatment 

standards and satisfaction. 

• Patients should be allowed time to talk and professional attendants should 

listen without prejudice. Listening should lead to a better understanding 

of patient concerns and needs and lead to a more successful treatment 

outcome. 

• Patients and their relatives should, if possible be treated as a family group 

or unit Coping strategies of patients and their family groups may be 

influenced and monitored and intervention initiated if required to achieve 

the best possible long term outcome. 

• Patients and relatives should be encouraged with an empathetic and 

sympathetic approach during and after treatment which should lead to 

better patient satisfaction. 
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• Facial prosthetic devices should be considered, if the situation allows, for 

patients post-operatively. 

• Immediate temporary prostheses should be fitted wherever practicable. 

Implant retained prostheses should be considered wherever practicable. 

• Cognitive behavioural programmes specific to users of facial prostheses 

may be designed and promoted in patient/family groups. 
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CHAPTER 9 

9.0 CONTRIBUTION TO THE LITERATURE 

• Demonstrated the successful use of an established research methodology 

within a new research context. 

• Established that facial prostheses contribute to patients' coping strategies 

which enable re-integration to society and quality of life. 

• Describes a new construct of Functional Normality derived from the 

patient experience and coping strategies. Functional Normality describes 

the social re-integration of patients who use a facial prosthesis after 

ablative facial cancer surgery. 
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CHAPTER 10 

10.0 FURTHER WORK 

This study has identified areas where further investigation may add valuable 

information in understanding the concerns and difficulties endured by facially 

disfigured individuals and their families and learn of their coping strategies. 

• Partner/family focused study and the effects that a diagnosis of facial 

cancer has on the family group including coping strategies and the 

development of professional intervention strategies. 

• The effects that the treatment of facially disfigured patients might have on 

professional attendants and possible reciprocation which may influence 

treatment options and outcomes. 

• Further research into the affect of temporary prostheses fitted immediately 

or very soon after surgery and the possible short/long term psychosocial 

benefits. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Interview topics 

1. Could you tell me something about what led up to your 
treatment at the hospital? 
feelings, thoughts about treatment 
feelings, thoughts after surgery 

2. You have been given a prosthesis to wear. Could you tell me 
about that? 
process 
felt at the time 

3. What do you now thinklfeel about the prosthesis? 
does it affect you? 
and your relationships? 

4. What does the future look like to you? 

Possible Additional Questions 

1 Can you tell me a bit about your experience of learning about your 
illness when you came to hospital? 

2 What were you expecting! did you expect something serious? 
3 What happened at the appointment what did the doctor say and do? 
4 How did you react to being told about your illness and your treatment 

5 Did the surgery affect how you see yourself or how others see you? 

6 Have your family and friends helped you in any way after surgery? 

7 What do they think and feel? 

8 Can you tell me a bit about how you felt and what you thought about 
having a prosthesis made? 
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Appendix 2. RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

This form is to help me check that I have mentioned everything to you that you 
might want to know about this study. It is also to show that you have agreed to 
being interviewed and that I have explained to you what is involved in taking part. 
One copy will be kept for my records and one copy is for you to keep. 

Please read the following statements and circle 'Yes' or 'No' 

I have read the information sheet regarding the study Yes No 

I have had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss Yes No 
the study 

I have received satisfactory answers to all my questions Yes No 

I understand that the interview will be audio taped Yes No 

I understand that I am able to withdraw from the study Yes No 
at any time without giving a reason and that this will not 
affect my treatment in any way 

I have received enough information about the study Yes No 

I agree to take part in the study Yes No 

Name: Date : 

Signed : 

Researcher 

Name: Date: 
Signed : 
Contact details :contact details given on form 
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Appendix 3. RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

Research study: Facial Cancer Surgery and Prosthetic Devices 

Researcher: Frank Johnson, Principal Anaplastologist 

What the study is about 
The aim of this study is to ask people who have had an operation to remove facial 

cancer how they felt after they were told they had cancer. I am interested in 

talking to people about their feelings after they were told and how they felt before 

and after their operation to remove the cancer. I would also like to talk to you 

about your facial prosthesis, how you use it and what you feel about it. I hope 

that this information will help other people like you and also the health service 

staff who look after people like you. 

This study has been approved by a Research Ethics Committee. 

What will be involved if I take part? 
I would like to interview you about your experiences. The interview will take 

about 1 hour and will take place in a quiet room at the hospital away from the 

department where you usually receive treatment unless you wish it to be 

conducted in another place e.g. your own home. You will only be interviewed 

once. 

Can I leave the study at any time? 
You can change your mind about being interviewed at any time. You do not need 

to talk to me for any longer than you want to. You may leave the study at any 

time and will not be asked for a reason. Deciding not to be involved or leaving 

the study at any time will not make any difference to the treatment or care that 

you receive. If you wish, any tape recordings that have already been made will be 

destroyed immediately. 
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Will the interview be confidential? 

The interview will be kept completely confidential. It will be taped but the tapes 

will be destroyed as soon as the transcription is finished. The tapes will not be 

shared with anyone else. The tapes will be transcribed (typed on paper) for the 

study but the person who does the typing will have signed a confidentiality form 

before starting the transcriptions. Any details that identify individuals or 

organisations (such as hospitals) will not be included in the final report. 

What will happen to the results of the study? 
Findings from the study may be published in medical journals or given in lectures 

to medical or related staff. It will be impossible for anyone attending a lecture or 

reading a journal to identify you. At the end of the study you can, if you wish, be 

sent a condensed copy of the report's conclusions. 

Will my own Family Doetor know that I am taking part? 
With your consent, your own General Practitioner will be sent a letter telling him 

or her that you have decided to take part in the study. No other information will 

be exchanged with your general practitioner or any other doctor that you have 

seen without your consent. 

Where will the interview take place? 
The interview will be conducted at a time convenient for you, here in Sheffield at 

the Northern General Hospital in a room away from the department where you 

were treated unless you wish it to be conducted in another place e.g. your own 

home. Your travel costs will be refunded. 

What ean I do if I would like to talk further about things diseOlSed in the 
interview? 
You can be put in touch with organisations such as 'Let's Face It' or 'Changing 

Faces' who provide help and support for people with facial disfigurement. 

Specialist nurses are also available if you wish to talk to them and the Department 
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of Psychology is on site as well as a cancer support centre near the Royal 

Hallamshire Hospital. 

What if I wish to complain about the way in which this study has been 
conducted? 
If you wish to make a complaint about any aspect of this study, normal NHS 

complaints procedures are open to you. The University of Sheffield's complaints 

procedures are also open to you and in this instance please contact Dr Giuseppe 

Cannavina in the Department of Adult Dental Care, University of Sheffield, 

Claremont Crescent, Sheffield. Tel: 01142717941. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet. 

If you would like to talk to me about being involved in this study or have any 

questions I would be very pleased to hear from you. I can be contacted at the 

address below, 

Contact details given on form 
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Appendix 4. 

Dear MrIDr (ConsultantJGP) 

Participant name date of birth and address 

January 2010 

Anaplastology & Maxillofacial Surgery 

Northern General Hospital 

Sheffield 

Tel: 01142714830 

E-mail frank.johnson@sth.nhs.uk 

I should like to invite your patient NAME to take part in a study that I am 
conducting together with the University of Sheffield of patients who have had 
facial cancer. 

The project will look at the effects of the diagnosis, how major surgery affects 
individuals and which factors helped in a patient's recovery including the fitting 
of post-operative facial prosthetic devices. A research participant information 
sheet is included for your information. 

If you feel that your patient should not be involved in this study, I should be 
grateful if you could contact me as soon as possible. 

Yours sincerely 

Mr Frank Johnson 
Principal Anaplastologist 
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Appendix S. 

MrsJ Smith 
Dept. of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery 
School of Clinical Dentistry 
Claremont Crescent 
Sheffield 
S102TA 

15 June 2006 

Dear Judy 

January 2010 

Anaplastology & Maxillofacial Surgery 
Northern General Hospital 

Herries Road 
Sheffield 
S57AU 

Tel: 01142714830 

FACIAL CANCER AND PROSTHETIC DEVICES - PhD THESIS 

Thank you for agreeing to transcribe the data from the interviews that I shall be 
conducting for my study into the effects of facial cancer and prosthetic devices. 

The information will relate directly to patients and be of a sensitive nature and of 
course, must be kept confidential. 

If you agree to this condition I should be grateful if you would sign and date the 
foot of this letter and return it to me. Thank you. 

Kind regards 

Yours sincerely 

Frank Johnson 
Principal Anaplastologist 
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Appendix 6. 
Rotherham Local Research Ethics Committee 

The Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust 
Ward 811 Corridor 

Moorgate Road 
Oakwood 

Rotherham 
S602UD 

6 June 2006 

Mr Frank Phillip Johnson 
Principal Anaplastologist 
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust 
Northern General Hospital 
Department of Anaplastology and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Sheffield 
S57AU 

Dear Mr Johnson 

Full title of study: The Impact of Ablative Facial Cancer Surgery and the Effect of the 
Fitting of Post-operatlve Facial Prosthetic Devices 

REC reference number: O6IQ2306119 

The Research Ethics Committee reviewed the above application at the meeting held on 
Friday 02 June 2006. 

Summary of DIsc..alon 

Many thanks to you and to your supervisor Dr Cannavina for presenting your fascinating and 
important study at our meeting on the 2 June 2006.1f I may say so your application is superb; 
the fact that there was so much discussion simply reflects how fascinating we all found your 
study and the importance we attach to it. 

There were two specific matters raised which I have summarised below for your 
convenience. 

1. Distress during interview 

Your patients have been through a dilftcult (and perhaps disfiguring) physical change and are likely 
to have suffered emotional stress. You are obviously a warm hearted and sympathetic person 
so it would not be surprising if a one-to-one detailed interview might not precipitate an 
emotional catharsis and general upset, it was pointed out. You clarified you were aware of 
this risk. In such an event you yourself will try and help (transcending from being a 
professional to the patient's friend) and that you have access to specialists In this field at the 
Northern General if necessary. 

2. Venue for interview: Hospital or home? 

Bearing in mind the difficult circumstances I wondered if the interviews might not be bailer 
conducted in the patienl's CMII1 home i.e. on his or her CMII1 patch, where they might feel more free to 
express the true depths of their feelings. 

Dr Cannavina commented that 
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this would undoubtedly be the ideal but logistical and financial restrictions would make it 
very difficult. Furthermore, in the event of an emotional catharsis, you would be less well 
placed to offer help. 

Let me turn to a different but related matter. The role humans attach to the face is as 
remarkable as it is fascinating: it is indeed the path to the soul as Dr Cannavina implied. This would 
be a wonderful topic for you to speak on at the British Association for Science Schools' Week. I have 
taken the liberty of writing to my colleague Dr Richard Walton, (Sheffield Hallam University) 
about this and would be grateful if you would get in touch with him, please. You will of 
course be writing scientific articles for peer review journals during and after your PhD. But do 
please seriously consider writing a more general article for the intelligent layman: it certainly 
will be widely read - and I personally would be very grateful if you could send me a copy. 

Ethical opinion 

The members of the Committee present gave a favourable ethical opinion of the above 
research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting 
documentation. 

Ethical review of research sites 

The Committee agreed that all sites in this study should be exempt from site-specific 
assessment (SSA). There is no need to complete Part C of the application form or to inform Local 
Research Ethics Committees (LRECs) about the research. The favourable opinion for the study 
applies to all sites involved in the research. 

Conditions of approval 

The favourable opinion is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the 
attached document. You are advised to study the conditions carefully. 

Approved documents 

The documents reviewed and approved at the meeting were: 

Document Version Date 

Application 1 15 May 2006 
Investigator CV 
Protocol 5 01 January 2006 
Covering Letter 15 May 2006 
Peer Review x 3 
Interview Schedule 4 01 March 2006 
Letter of invitation to participant 1 01 February 2006 
Participant Information Sheet 4 01 March 2006 
Participant Consent Form 2 01 January 2006 
ConsultantlGP Letter 1 01 February 2006 
Supervisor's CV 

Research governance approval 

You should arrange for the R&D Department at all relevant NHS care organisations to be 
notified that the research will be taking place, and provide a copy of the REC application, the 
protocol and this letter. 

All researchers and research collaborators who will be participating in the research at a NHS site 
must obtain final research governance approval before commencing any research 



procedures. Where a substantive contract is not held with the care organisation, it may be 
necessary for an honorary contract to be issued before approval for the research can be 
given. 

Membership of the Committee 

The members of the Ethics Committee who were present at the meeting are listed on the 
attached sheet. 

Statement of compliance 

The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for 
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating 
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK. 

06IQ2306119 Please quote this number on all correspondence 

With the Committee's best wishes for the success of this project 

Yours sincerely 

e"fO"'~ -

Professor K D 
BardhanYQ Chair 

Enclosures: 

Copy to: 

List of names and professions of members who were present at the 
meeting and those who submitted written comments 

Standard approval conditions SL-AC2 

The Medical Director's Department, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust, 8 Beech Hili Road, Sheffield, S10 2SB 

The Research Governance Administrator, Research Department, STH 
NHS Foundation Trust, 305 Western Bank, SheftieId, S10 2T J 



Rotherham Local Research Ethics Committee 

Attendance at Committee meeting on 02 June 2008 
and members who submitted written comments 

Committee Members: 

Name Profession Present? 'Notes 

Professor K 0 Bardhan Consultant Yes 
Gastroenterologist 

Mrs Liz Booth Retired Yes 
Mr Ian Cawthorne Chief Pharmacist Yes 
Mr IndranilChakrabarti Consultant Orthopaedic Yes 

Surgeon 
Dr Peter Macfarlane Consultant Yes 

Paediatrician 
Mrs Margaret Oldfield Chairman Yes 
Dr Sam Muthusamy Consultant Cardiologist Yes 
Miss Jo Abbott Senior Nurse Manager No 
Dr A Abdelhafiz ConsultantP~cian- No 

Medicine for the Elderly 
Mr Derek Bainbridge Nurse Consultant - No 

Critical Care 
Miss Helen Barlow Kn eManagar No 
Dr Jonathon Cobb General Practitioner No 
Dr Ken Ruiz Consultant Anaesthetist No 
Dr Paul Spencer Consultant Radiologist No 
Dr Grace Warren Consultant Psychiatrist No 

Also In attendance: 

Name Position (or reason for attending) 



Appendix 7 
Department of Anaplastology and Maxillofacial Surgery 

Northern General Hospital 
Sheffield 
SS7AU 

28 June 2006 

Professor K D Bardhan 
Chairman Rotherham REC/Consult. Gastroenterologist 
Ward B II Corridor 
The Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust 
Moorgate Road 
Rotherham 
S602UD 

Dear Professor Bardhan 

Telephone: 0114 2714830 
Email: frankJohnson@sth.nhs.uk 

The Impact of Ablative Facial Cancer Surgery and the Effect of the Fitting of Post-

operative Facial Prosthetic Devices 

BEe refereBee Bamber 06IQl306119 

Thank you very much for your letter received recently informing me of the favourable 
ethical opinion given by Rotherham Local Research Ethics Committee and thank you 
also for your kind words and support for the study. 

I have noted your comments concerning the potential for distress during interview and the 
venue for the conduct of interviews. Both Dr Cannavina and myself agonised at length 
over these two areas of the study and concluded that, although not ideal, the best place to 
cany out the interviews would be at the Northern General with specialists on hand if 
required. 

I have made contact with Dr Richard Walton of Sheffield Hallam University regarding 
involvement with the British Association for Science Schools' Week. 
Kind regards 

Yours sincerely 

F P Johnson 
Principal Anaplastologist 



Sheffield Teaching Hospitals 
Mr Frank Johnson 
Principal Anaplastologist 

NHS Foundation Trust 

Department of Anaplastology and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Northern General Hospital 
Herries Road 
Sheffield 
S57AU 
Dear Mr Johnson 

STH ref: 

Autho ..... tIon of project 

8TH 14064 

Study title: Facial prosthetic devices and the effects of ablative 
cancer surgery. 

Chief Investigator: Dr Gulseppe Cannavlna, University of Sheffield 

Principal Investigator: Mr Frank Johnson, STH 

Sponsor: 

Funder: 

Sheffield Teaching Hosp"'ls NHS Foundation Trust 

The University of Shetlleld 

The Research Deparbnent has received the required documentation for the study as 

listed below: 

1. Sponsorship IMP 8tud1ee (non-comrnerclal) 

Sponsorship rMponalbilltlM between ln8tltutlona 

R .. ponslbillties of Inw.tlgatora 

Monitoring arrangements 

2. STH reglatmlon document: complet8d and signed 

CORECFonn 

STH Finance Fonn 

3. Evidence of favourable scientific review 

4. ProtocoI.fInal version 

5. Participant Infonnatlon sheet.flnal version 

6. Consent fonn-flnal version 

7. Signed letters of Indemnity 

8. ARSAcnRMER certltlcat8 

9. Evidence of hoMIng approval from STH dlrectorata 

10. Evidence of approval from 8TH Data Pn*ctIon OfIIcer 

11. Rotherham LREC, 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

NlA 

Mr F Johnson, 15J05106 

Dr G C8nnavlna, 11107106 

STH, 10101106 

V5, 01101106 

V4, 01I03I06 

V2, 01101106 

NlA 

NlA 

Prof I Brook 14107106 

MrPWllaon 17107106 

08IQ2306119 06I06I08 

NHS 

01aIrman: DavId StDne OBE • 01Ief EIcecHIYe: IIDf!N Cash OBE 



Ref: STH 14054 

12. Proof of locality approval 

13. Clinical Trial Authorisation 

4. Honorary Contract 

15. Associated documents 

• CV Dr G cannevlna 

• CV Mr F Johnson 

16. Signed financial agreement/contract 

from 

NlA 

MHRA 
NlA1 

NlA 

NlA 

The project has baan reviewed by the Research Department and authorised by the Medical 
Director on behalf of STH NHS Foundation Trust to begin. 

Yours sincerely 

1 Dr G. Davlee 
Medical Director, Sheffield Teaching Ha.plta18 NH8 Foundation TRI8t 
Telephone +44 (0) 1142712178 

Fax +44 (0) 1142713765 
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Appendix 9. 
Reviewers' checklist for 8TH (STH14054) 

Please enter text into cells; these will expand as required. Please elaborate as the comments you make 
will be useful to the Researcher and the Research Department. 

~. C~a 

1 Project details: Has appropriate information been included? (Investigator details, STH number and project 
title, protocol version number and date, STH Programme affiliation) 

yes 

2 R .. arch queatlon: Is there a clearly defined. answerablequeatlon? 

Yes - his is a quality of life study the outcomes of which will be qualitative 

3 Is the research original? 

(Student project: does the study fulfil course requirements?) 

Yes in so far as there is limited data on UK patients none of local region who have been studied 

4 Background: Is the research question an important one? 

1. Is the study useful to clinical practice? 

Yes greater understanding of patients experience I social-physiological difficulties 

2. Is there a .... 1 probleml knowledge gap that needs filling? 

Yes little knowledge on the effect of facial surgery on patient self Image 

3. Is the project In alignment with the atrateglc objectlv .. of the programme with which it is associated? 

yes 

5 Plan of the Investigation: 

1. Method.: are these appropriate to the aim, will they address the question being asked and are they likely 
to produce an answer? 

yes 
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2. Design: is the study designed to reduce the risk of bias? 

yes 

3. Analysis: have any analysis techniques, such as statistical methods, been defined, where appropriate? 

yes 

4. Outcome measures: Are these appropriate and achievable? 

yes 

5. Setting: will the project setting appropriate 

yes 

6. Participants: have the methods used to identify, approach, recruit and consent participants been clearly 
defined 

yes 

7. Sampling ... uea: Will the proposed sample be large enough for significant findings to be detected? Will 
the sample collected be reasonably representative of the population in question? Is there sufficient evidence 
to indicate that it will be possible to obtain the numbers required for the study? 

yes 

8. Intervention: Is the intervention clearly delineated, where appropriate? 

yes 

9. Screening tools and queMlonnal ... : are these relevant to the project and have they been thoroughly 
tested? 

Yes a pre project pilot will be undertaken to refine methods 
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10. Project plan: Has an appropriate plan of the study in the form of a flow chart I diagram been included? Is 
the estimated duration of the project appropriate? 

yes 

6 Project management: have adequate arrangements been specified? 

yes 

7 Expertl .. : Does the research team include the necessary expertise? 

yes 

Has access to people with relevant expertise at the appropriate points of the project been agreed? 

N/A 

8 Ethlcallaau .. : Have ethical issues been addressed? 

Risk - safety issues. Rights to information and consent, confidentiality and privacy. Issues concerning data 
protection; in what form, how long and where will data be stored, and security? Issues concerning racial and 
cultural diversity 

yes 

Have patient information sheets and consent forms been included? Are these aatiIfactory for the lay person 
and is advice given should the participant become distressed? 

yes 

9 Service ...... : where appropriate, have they been consulted about the design and outcome measures of the 
study? 

yes 

10 Dluemlnatlon: Have suitable plans for dissemination been included, where appropriate? 
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yes 

11 Taking the work forward: Is there, where appropriate, a strategy for developing the study? 

yes 

12 Intellectual Property: If the research is likely to generate any commercially exploitable I. P. have appropriate 
arrangements been made? 

NlA 

13 Costing schedule: Has an itemised C08tIng been included? 

Are the resources requested appropriate? 

yes 

14 Funding arrangements: have these been made clear? 

Has agreement from the host team I clinical area been obtained for the 11M of l'MOurcea in particular where 
there is no funding associated with the project? 

yes 

15 Referencea: Has a suitable list of references been appended? 

yes 

16 Abetract: Is the abstract clear, concise and appropriately structured? 

yes 

17 Curriculum Vitae: Has a CV been attached? 

yes 
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18 Statistical opinion: Has a statistical opinion been included, where appropriate? 

yes 

Overall project grading: 

A. No changes required; minor suggestions at discretion of the researcher; take the study forward 

Any additional comments: 

Study valuable to gain an Insight In patients problema following dl.tlgurlng surgery 
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Appendix 10 

Revlewe ... ' checkllat for STH (STH14054) 

Please enter text into cells; these will expand as required. Please elaborate as the comments you make 
will be useful to the Researcher and the Research Department. 

No. C~a 

1 Project detalla: Has appropriate information been included? (Investigator details, STH number and 
project title, protocol version number and date, STH Programme affiliation) 

Yes a~rt from protocol version number 

2 R .... rch question: Is there a clearty defined, anawerablequeatlon? 

Yes, the aims of the project are appropriate. 

This appears to be a study to be undertaken as part of a course (higher degree) but this is not stated 
explicitly. It would be helpful for the researcher to make this explicit as this carries implications for how 
the project is reviewed. 

3 Is the research original? 

(Student project: does the study fulfil course requirements?) 

I do not have expertise in the field in question so cannot comrrJent fully on this. However the 
researcher presents a logical account as to why this particular study is justified in exploring what 
appears to be an under-researched area. 

4 Background: Is the research question an important one? 

1. Is the study useful to clinical practice? 

Yes, the study could provide some useful insights which could inform the preparation and support of 
patients who are fitted with a facial prosthesis following surgery for cancer. 

2. Is there a real probleml knowledge gap that needs filling? 

See point 3 above. It appears that there is a genuine gap in knowledge however someone with 
expertise in the field would be better able to comrrJent. 

4. Is the project In alignment with the atrateglc obJectivee of the programrrJe with which it is 
associated? 

The proposal does not make expJicit the links to the research programrrJe on the 'Patient experience' 
however, it does fit with the strategic objectives of the programrrJe 

5 Plan of the Investigation: 

1. Method.: are these appropriate to the aim, will they address the question being asked and are 
they likely to produce an answer? 

Adopting a qualitative approach using semi-structured interviews is appropriate to this exploratory 
study and should provide some insightful data for analysis. 
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2. Design: is the study designed to reduce the risk of bias? 

It is not clear whether the researcher has also acted as a practitioner providing care to patients who 
will form the sample. If possible it is best to avoid this in order that participants may feel more open in 
sharing their experiences of care. However. in small scale educational projects this may not be 
feasible and provide the researcher acknowledges the potential issues this raises it should not be 
problematic. 

3. Analyals: have any analysis techniques. such as statistical methods. been defined. where 
appropriate? 

An overview of the strategy for qualitative analysis has been presented which is adequate but does not 
go into detail 

4. Outcome measu .... : Are these appropriate and achievable? 

Outcome measures are not appropriate in a qualitative study of this nature. 

SettIng: will the project setting appropriate 

Yes 

6. Participant.: have the methods used to identify. approach. recruit and consent participants been 
clearly defined 

It would be helpful to provide a little more detail on how the researcher will approach and recruit 
participants to the study. The brief account in the proposal is supplemented with some information in 
the letters of invitation appended however a clearer account would be helpful. 

7. Sampling I .. u .. : Will the proposed sample be large enough for significant findings to be 
detected? Will the sample collected be reasonably representative of the population in question? Is 
there sufficient evidence to indicate that it will be possible to obtain the numbers r8quired for the 
study? 

A sample of 8 is suitable for a study of this nature. especially if It is being undertaken as a part of an 
education programme. It is not clear from how many patients the sample will be drawn - it may be 
helpful to state how many patients are treated each year. 

8. lmerventlon: Is the intervention clearly delineated. where appropriate? 

N/A this is a qualitative study 

9. Screening too .. and questlonnal .... : are these relevant to the project and have they been 
thoroughly tested? 

The interview agenda is a little confusing. It is not clear how the first 4 questions relate to the following 
21 questions - there appears to be some overlap. The number of questions does appear rather long 
for a semi-structured interview agenda for an Interview lasting one hour. especially if the researcher 
intends to probe. 

10. Project plan: Has an appropriate plan of the study in the form of a flow chart I diagram been 
included? Is the estimated duration of the project appropriate? 

Yes although the analysis may take a bit longer than specified. However the overall time scale 
following the necessary approvals looks appropriate 
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6 Project management: have adequate arrangements been specified? 

Yes although a little information in the expertise of the academic supervisor would be helpful. 

7 Expertl.e: Does the research team include the necessary expertise? 

It is not clear what expertise the supervisory team have in qualitative research methods. 

Has access to people with relevant expertise at the appropriate points of the project been agreed? 

It appears to be the case 

8 Ethical Issues: Have ethical issues been addressed? 

Risk - safety issues. Rights to infonnation and consent, confidentiality and privacy. Issues concerning 
data protection; in what fonn, how long and where will data be stored, and security? Issues concerning 
racial and cultural diversity 

These will be reviewed by the LREC. However I suggest that the applicant gives more consideration to 
the possible psychological distress that some participants could encounter during the interviews and 
explain how he intends to minimise this and what support mechanisms are in place should participants 
request this. More infonnation on data storage/security (university, trust or home computer) needs to 
be provided but these issues will be addressed on the LREC fonn. 

Have patient infonnation sheets and consent forms been included? Are these satisfactory for the Jay 
person and is advice given should the participant become distressed? 

PIS I consent fanns letters of invitation will require a date, version number and to be on headed note 
paper. It may be helpful draw upon some more of the sections in the sample PIS given on the COREC 
website, e.g. to include the introductory statement about the project, details as to why the individual 
has been approached, do they have to take part, who has reviewed the proposal (STH scientific 
review panel and LREC) ate. 

9 Service u ..... : where appropriate, have they been consulted about the design and outcome 
measures of the study? 

It does not appear that they have been involved. 

10 Dlsaemlnatlon: Have suitable plans for dissemination been included, where appropriate? 

It would be helpful to know if the researcher intends to feedback a summary of the project to research 
participants. 

11 Taking the work forward: Is there, where appropriate, a strategy for developing the study? 

NJA 

12 InteliectualProperty: If the research is likely to generate any commercially exploitable I.P. have 
a~ropriate arrangements been made? 
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NlA 

13 Coating echedule: Has an Itemlaed coating been included? 

Are the resources requested appropriate? 

yes 

14 Funding arrangements: have these been made clear? 

Has agreement from the host team I clinical area been obtained for the &1M of reeoUI'CM in particular 
where there is no funding associated with the project? 

This appears to be the case 

15 Referenc .. : Has a suitable list of references been appended? 

Yes 

16 Abstract: Is the abstract clear, concise and appropriately structured? 

Yes 

17 Curriculum Vitae: Has a CV been attached? 

Yes 

18 Statlatlcal opinion: Has a statistical opinion been Included, where appropriate? 

NlA 

Overall project grading: 

A. No changes required; minor suggestions at discretion of the researcher; take the study forward 
B. Changes required; decision at the discretion of the Reviewer after receipt of amendments 
C. Substantial changes; a re-subrnission required 
D. Complete re-think required; a new submission required 

Any additional comments: 

AlB -I h.ve recommended aorne ...... wh .... the propoeal would beneftt from development prior to 
aubm_lon to the LREC however I do not think th.t It .. nee.aary for me to ... It .galn If the 
...... rcher takea theM points on board. 
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Facial Prosthetics: Techniques used in the Retention 
of Prostheses following Ablative Cancer Surgery or 

Trauma and for Congenital Defects 

Frank Johnson*, Giuseppe Cannavinat , Ian Brook*, and Jason Watson§ 

Abstract - The retention of facial prostheses is a major factor influencing the successful outcome of rehabilitative 
treatment following ablative cancer surgery or trauma and for the prosthetic replacement of congenitally absent 

tissue. Since the sixteenth century to the present day, facial prosthetic devices have been retained by methods 
including adhesives and spectacle frames. The introduction of the Branemark extra oral implant system enhanced 
the stability of life-like prostheses thus giving patients more confidence in their use. This paper outlines the retention 
systems commonly used at the authors unit and the benefits gained by the use of implants to retain facial prostheses. 

The use of a single stage surgical technique instead of the usual two stage procedure is detailed. 

KEY WORDS: Maxillofacial prosthesis; Dental implantation, Endosseous 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of facial silicone elastomers and 
prosthetic colouring systems has enabled prosthetists to 
fabricate life-like restorations for patients who have lost 
parts of the face through trauma or disease. Equally, 
patients who require prosthetic replacement of congeni
tally absent facial tissues can benefit from similar 
materials and techniques. 

Successful prosthetic treatment is often marred by 
inadequate retention or adhesive systems which are 
difficult for patients to use. Prosthetic adhesives provide 
adequate retention but are messy and difficult to use for 
the less dexterous patient. Mechanical retention sometimes 
fails, allowing the prosthesis to slip out of pOSition, and 
often has to be supplemented by adhesives to maintain a 
reasonable marginal fit. 

The introduction of the Branemark (Entific) extra oral 
implant systeml

•
2 provides patients with an excellent means 

of retention for facial prostheses together with stable 
marginal fit and excellent aesthetic possibilities. The 
reproducible placement ensures that even the least 
dexterous patient can position the prosthesis quickly and 
accurately. 

Adhesive-Retained Facial Prostheses 

The retention of facial prostheses by adhesive compounds 
is not new. The Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe lost much 
of the central part of his nose in a sword duel in 1566 and 
wore a small metal prosthesis, held in place by a glue like 
ointment3• Spirit gums have been used for many years and 
latex adhesives are still used by some patients. 

• BMedSci, LCGI, MIMPT 
CertEd. BEd. LCGI. CertlT 
BDS. MOS. PhD. FDSRCS (Eng.) 
BMedSci. MIMPT 

The majority of patients who wear adhesive-retained 
prostheses today use some form of solvent based adhe
sive. Many adhesives are available under different trade 
names but all are of a similar chemical composition. Short 
chain dimethyl polysiloxane polymers are combined with 
a solvent, usually trichloroethane, and are supplied in 
either an aerosol can or in a brush capped bottle. A thin 
layer of adhesive is applied to the fitting surface of the 
prosthesis and the solvent allowed to evaporate for up to 
five minutes before the prosthesis is placed into position 
on the face. The area around the defect site can be wiped 
with isopropyl alcohol to degrease the skin which will 
increase the adhesive to skin bond. After the prosthesis is 
positioned, pressure is applied to the margins to strengthen 
the bond. The adhesive is waterproof and the strength of 
the bond ensures that the prosthesis will remain in posi
tion for many hours. The majority of prostheses fitted in 
the authors unit are made from silicone elastomer. A sili
cone appliance provides the patient with a soft prostheses 
which can be coloured to offer a life-like appearance. Some 
mimicking of movement during facial expression will also 
be observed. 

Among the disadvantages of adhesive retention are: 

• reduction in the aesthetic acceptability and durability 
of the prosthesis due to colour and texture changes 
induced by the frequent use of adhesive and cleansing 
agents used to remove layers from the fitting surface 
(Figure 1). 

• the need to increase the cross sectional dimension of 
the periphery to prevent the silicone from tearing on 
removal, renders the prosthesis more conspicuous. 

• the contact nature of the adhesive requires the patient 
to position the prosthesis correctly at every applica
tion. Failure necessitates that the prosthesis be removed 
and cleaned before re-application. 

• the use of solvent based adhesive and cleansing agents 
on the skin may produce a contact dermatitis or aller
gic reaction. This may be seen as a slight reddening of 
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Figure I . Disc%uration of a silicone prosthesis following repeated 
use of adhesive and cleansing agents. 

the skin or, in severe cases result in exconatlon. In 
such cases, patients are instructed in the correct use of 
adhesives. The solvent should be allowed to fully 
evaporate before placement. A tissue conditioner and 
barrier cream can be prescribed for use between the 
skin and adhesive layer (Comfeel Barrier). 

• the force required to break the adhesive to skin bond 
may have a traumatic effect on the skin especially where 
tissues have been irradiated. 

• elderly patients may not posses the manual dexterity 
required to apply adhesive and correctly place the pros
thesis on the face . 

• the accumulation of dirt at the periphery through the 
inaccurate and over application of adhesive renders 
the prosthe is more conspicuous than it might other
wise have been. 

Anatomical and Mechanical Retention 

Skin adhesives remain relatively inexpensive and readily 
available and the majority of patient who require facial 
prosthetic rehabilitation will be treated with some form of 
adhesive retained prosthetic device. In patients where 
favourable anatomical undercuts are present, soft silicone 
flanges or compressible silicone sponge may be incorpo
rated within the prosthesis to engage the undercut areas 
and provide retention. Retention of this type must be 
monitored carefully as pressure from flanges can result in 
ulcerated areas of tissue of which the patient may he 
unaware as a result of the surgical interruption of sensolY 
innervation. 

Where none of the e systems are possible, purely 
mechanical means of retention can be employed. The fixa
tion of the prosthesis to spectacles is a method which 
should be used as a last resort. Slipping of the spectacle 
frame during use results in a space appearing between 
the face and the prosthesis which detracts from the 
aesthetics of the restoration. 

Implants 

Osseointegrated retention of facial prosthetic devices has 
been available since the mid 1970s. Each silicone prosthe
sis includes a rigid acrylic ction which incorporates the 
retentive attachment to the implant, visible from the fitting 
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surface. The fl ex ible silicone part of the prosthesis is 
bonded to the acrylic shell by the use of primers and bond
ing agents. Patients who undergo surgery to remove 
tumours of the head and neck or who exhibit congenitally 
absent facial tissue can be treated with facial prosthetic 
restorations which are not only more aesthetically 
pleaSing, but enjoy a longer lifespan than their adhesive
reta ined counterparts. Implant-retained prostheses are 
easier and quicker to pOSition than adhesive-retained pros
theses and are usually more retentive than anatomically 
or mechanically-retained prostheses. They instil confidence 
and self esteem in the user. Component systems including 
closed field magnets and wrought gold bar and rider 
clips increase the versatility of the system and allows the 
retention to be tailored to individual patient needs. 

Cases reported 

In our unit we have 18 patients, six female and 12 male 
aged between 11 and 58 years, with a mean follow up of 
36 months (range 4-103 months). Nasal and orbital 
prostheses were provided follOWing tumour excision. Ear 
prostheses following tumour excision (1) , burns (3), 
human bites (2), road traffic accident (3) and congenital 
deformity (8). Details of patients and implants are set out 
in Table 1. 

Initially, seven cases were treated using a two stage 
technique, the implants being left between four and 11 
months (mean 8 months) before being uncovered. In 1995 
we started placing percutaneous/ mucosal abutments at 
implant placement and started prosthesis consu·uction tl1ree 
months post operatively. Exceptions to this have been in 
a burns patient and in an orbital case where bone quality 
was judged poor at th time of surgelY. One implant, placed 
using a two stage technique, functioned for three years. 
The prosthesis was then converted from bar to magnet 
retention on two further implants, the former implant 
being converted to a sleeper. Subsequently thi caused 
repeated skin infection and after a further year was 
removed using a trephine. Two of our patients, both with 
ear prostheses, developed pain at nine months and 57 
months, respectively, which they attributed to the implants. 
The pain proved to be psychosomatic and resolved with 
supportive therapy. The majority of prostheses (15) were 
magnet retained , the magnets mounted directly on the 
abutments. Bar were used in two early cases and for chil
dren (4) where greater retention was desirable to prevent 
embarrassment in games and the classroom. Hyperplasia 
of skin around the abutments occurred in three patients. 
This was attributed to a lack of personal hygiene which 
contributed to a localised infection. Insufficient surgical 
reduction of subcutaneous tissue may have permitted 
tissue mobility around the abutment'. In all three cases 
surgical thinning of the tissue followed topical application 
of Terra Cortril ointment (Pfizer). One early case had a 

Table 1. 

No oj implants No oj implants No oj Noaj 
placed used prostbeses Patients 

asal 4 4 2 2 
Orbital 11 10 2 2 
Auricu lar 42 40 17 14 
Totals 57 54 21 18 
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skin graft at second stage surgery; the remalnmg ca"es 
had radical thinning of the skin around the implants at 
placement. 

Implant Placement 

The placement of implants can be carried out wherever 
suitable bone exists i.e. where an adequate thickness of 
conical and cancellous bone is located\ 

The usual sites for pia ement of implants are: 

• the temporal bone or mastoid process for auricular 

prostheses. 

• the supra orbital ridge and zygomatic buttress in 

orbital prostheses. 

• the noor of nose and or the nasal aspect of the frontal 

bone in nasal cases. 

The ideal implant site is determined after carefu l refer
ence to diagnostic wax sculptures to ensure the implant 
abutments are placed within the confines of the planned 
prosthesis (Figure 2). For auricular prostheses the posi
tioning of implants described by Tjellstrom" may also be 
adopted. In orbital cases it is essential that an accurate 
\Vax sculpture of the prosthesis is tried on the patient and 
impressions obtain d from which study casts are made. 
The wax sculptures and the study casts can be used to 
determine the best position of the implants to prevent 
incompatible alignment. In the majority of cases a single 
stage procedure avoids a secondary operation to place 
percutaneous abutments!> (Figure 3). Results of the single 
stage technique in our unit demonstrate that it is equally 
as effective as the two stage procedure. 

Selection of Retention 

Two systems, avai lable for connection to osseointegrated 
implants, were used: 

• A 2 mill diameter wrought gold bar soldered to plati

nised gold cylinders which are screwed on to each 
abu tment (Figure 4). Gold bar rider clips are incorpo
rated into the fitting surface of the prosthesis which in 
turn fit over the wrought bar and anchor the prosthe
sis into place (Figllre 5). 

Figure 2. Use of diagnostic wax sculptures ensures the accurate 
placement of implant fixtures . 

Figure 3. Implant fixtures and percutaneous abutment placed dur
ing the same surgical procedure. 

Figure 4. A two millimetre diameter wrought gold alloy bar soldered 
to abutment cylinders connected to the implant abutments. 

Figure S. Gold al/oy bar rider clips located in the fitting sUrface of a 
silicone prosthesis. 

• l\.la gnetic retention whereby magnet keep'rs 

or magnacaps (Technovent) are scre\\ed into th' 
abutments and pmverflll clos >d field magnets. proc
essed into the prostheSis, provide retention (Figllres 6 
and 7). 
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Figure 6. Magnacaps connected to implant abutments to provide 
magnetic retention for a large orbital prosthesis. 

Figure 7. The orbital prosthesis fitted and retained magnetically. 

The selection of retention is based on factors such as 
the patient's age; the degree of dexterity exhibited, the 
location of the prosthesis and the occupation of the 
patient. 

The authors experience has shown that greatest reten
tion is provided by a 2 mm gold bar over which gold clips 
or bar riders are placed This is the system of choice for 
patients of school age or adult patients with particular 
occupations, for example, telephonists or patients whose 
job entails the use of headgear. Prostheses which are 
retained by this method usually require the patient to 
develop the skill to accurately place the prosthesis into 
position on the bar before pressure is applied to finally 
seat the device. In elderly or arthritic patients the devel
opment of this skill may be a problem. Some elderly 
patients, or patients who live alone, may also find that 
cleaning under the bar is a problem and that cleaning 
around the abutments is impossible. Magnet retention does 
not require the implants to be joined and therefore clean
ing is greatly simplified. The degree of retention provided 
by maxi lipped magnets i more than adequate for nasal 
and orbital prosthe es where two or more implants are 
placed and is atisfactory for auricu lar prostheses in adu lts 
who follow a sedentary occupation and do not engage in 
active leisure pursuits which make the stronger retention 
achieved with clips advisable. The access afforded to the 
abutments for cleaning and th ease by which the 
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prosthesis can be placed, as well as the adequate reten
tion provided for the majority of prosthetic situations, means 
that magnet retention is usually the first choice for most 
patients in our unit. 

Fabrication of the silicone prosthesis follows standard 
practice with a space for air circulation developed wher
ever possible (Fig1lre 8). The periphelY should also be 
made very thin to allow the silicone to blend with the 
surrounding tissue' (Figure 9). 

DISCUSSION 

Although the success of facial prosthetic rehabilitation 
depends largely on the aesthetic acceptability of the final 
prosthesiS, a device which is difficult to position or retain 
is likely to fail. Research into new prosthetic adhesives is 
lacking8. Adhesive provides excellent retention but is nor, 
by any means, ideal in mo t cases. Adhesive retention is 
provided for the majority of patients who require facial 
prosthetiC rehabilitation simply because it is cheap and 
readily available. Adhesives are messy, require the patient 
to be skilled in their use, are time consuming to apply and 
remove and reduce the longe ity of the prostheSis. 

Figure 8. Space between the fitting surface of the prostheSis and the 
tissue allows circulation of air around the implant site. 

Figure 9. The periphery of an orbital prostheSis made very thin and 
blended against the skin using white soft paroffin. 
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Marginal integrity is compromised and consequently the 
aesthetic acceptability of the prosthesis. Wherever possible 
indirect, or adhesive/magnetic retention should 
be employed to overcome at least some of these 
problems9

• 

Anatomical retention is a technique which should be 
employed whenever favourable tissue undercuts are found. 
Prostheses designed with retentive silicone flanges or 
tissue engaging impervious silicone foam exhibit excel
lent retention. Patients find this type of prosthesis easy to 
fit, the correct positioning of the device is almost auto
matic and the margin of the prosthesis can be made very 
thin allowing it to blend to the skin with good aesthetic 
results. Frequent review is essential to check for pressure 
sores but in practise this is unlikely to be a major prob
lem. Longevity of the prosthesis is improved due to the 
absence of surface adhesives and chemical cleansers. A 
prosthesis which is attached to spectacles enables the 
patient to easily position the device and the patient can be 
confident that when the spectacles are resting in the 
correct position on the face the prosthesis will, automati
cally be in the correct position. Slipping of the spectacle 
frame will readily occur which will result in a space 
appearing between the periphery of the prosthesis and 
the face. This can be overcome to some extent by the use 
of an elastica ted sports band worn around the back of the 
head and attached to the spectacle sidearms. Many 
patients find the idea of a prosthesis fastened to specta
cles psychologically unacceptable and almost comical. 
Nevertheless, for elderly, less dextrous patients, spectacle 
retention can be a useful tool in prosthesis retention when 
other systems are impossible or prove difficult to cope 
with. Mechanical linkage to an intra oral obturator can be 
made where maxillectomy has been combined with facial 
surgery such as rhinectomy or orbital exentration. Maxi
mum stability of the obturator is a prerequisite if retention 
of this type is to be successful. 

Implant retained prostheses enjoy a much longer 
lifespan than their adhesive retained counterparts. The 
implant retained prosthesis gives the patient a greater 
degree of confidence and patients often remark that the 
prosthesis feels more a part of themselves. The prosthetist 
is able to thin the edge of the prosthesis to such an extent 
that blending of the periphery occurs at each and every 
fitting with a much improved cosmetic result. Patients are 
automatically directed by the placement of the retentive 
elements to place the prosthesis correctly and confidence 
in appearance is restored. When implants are placed into 
irradiated bone osseo integration is less than that of 
fixtures placed into normal tissue. Irradiation makes the 
bone tissue hypocellular and together with combined 
cellular and vascular effects as a result of late tissue changes 
the bone becomes demineralised and has an increased 
susceptibility to infection and avascular necrosis. The 
success of osseo integration has been reported to be 
increased by hyperbaric oxygenation of tissues. This 
promotes fibroblastic activity and collagen production 
creating a matrix for capillary budding and 
neovascularisation lO

• The technique should remain very 
much a consideration especially when major loss of facial 
tissue is encountered. 

CONCLUSION 

The success of a facial prosthesis owes as much to the 
method of retention as it does to the cosmetic appeal of 
the device. Modern skin adhesives will keep a prosthesis 
confidently in place but do not add to the longevity of the 
restoration. Adhesive retention remains an under 
researched area and more user-friendly compounds may 
have a great influence on the choice of retention for 
future facial prostheses. Anatomical retention can be 
utilised only where favourable anatomy exists and 
mechanical retention is acceptable for a small number, 
usually elderly, patients. The success of modern facial 
prostheses owes much to the use of extra oral implant 
systems, whose use world-wide is rapidly increasing. 
In suitable patients the final result is aesthetically and 
functionally excellent. 

MANUFACTURERS' DETAILS 

• Entific, Didcot, UK 

• Comfeel Barrier, Coloplast, Humlebaek, Denmark 

• Pfizer, Kent, UK 

• Technovent, Leeds, UK 

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE 

Frank)ohnson, Maxillofacial Prosthetist, Northern General 
Hospital, Herries Road, Sheffield S5 7AU, UK. 
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